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Abstract
Today’s trends show an increase in the number of cores integrated onto a singlechip. There are systems with 100 or even more cores on the market – and thecore numbers have been increasing steadily, laying the basis of today’s many-
core era (in contrast to the former multi-core era). To ensure system scalability, several
clusters have been interconnected through a network-on-chip (NoC), which, of course,
introduces non-uniform memory access (NUMA) effects.
As the complexity of such systems-on-chip (SoCs) continues to increase, it is no longer
possible to ignore the challenges caused by the convergence of software and hardware
development [1]. This involves attempts to deal with the hierarchical design – in which
several cores are grouped in clusters or tiles – to ensure low-latency, high-bandwidth
local communication by relying on fast local memories. From a programmer’s perspec-
tive, it is desirable to make use of these peculiarities of the hardware, which must be
clearly and carefully taken into account when designing the support for high-level parallel
programming models.
This dissertation overcomes many scalability bottlenecks in cluster-based many-core
systems and introduces the OpenMP programming model as a means of simplifying
application development. OpenMP represents an abstraction of the programmer’s view
by providing abundant directives that decompose loops in sequential programs and lead
to parallel programs. Further, it provides help in dealing with the segmented memory
space.
In this work, the full OpenMP model is implemented on a specific instance of a
cluster-based many-core system: the Intel Single-chip Cloud Computer (SCC). In this
thesis, a lightweight and highly optimized runtime layer for OpenMP execution and
memory model by generating the parallel code that is automatically compiled by native
back-end compiler (GCC 4.6) that linked with the runtime library. I argue the case that
the OpenMP model is a particularly appropriate programming model for today’s – and,
most probably, also for tomorrow’s – many-core systems.
In this dissertation, I will address an efficient design approach of the OpenMP pro-
gramming model for the Intel SCC as an example for cluster-based systems. All exper-
imental results are evaluated with the GCC compiler and a custom implementation of
the runtime library. The SCC OpenMP runtime library is designed to cope with three
main challenges in a non-cache coherent system:
1. Executing unmodified legacy OpenMP programs on such system.
2. Landing OpenMP memory model on the SCC.
3. Synchronization in the work of parallel threads accounts for a sizeable fraction of an
application’s execution time. Therefore, an efficient implementation of the under-
lying synchronization algorithms and their underlying synchronization primitives
is required, allowing high-level barrier constructs to deliver a good performance.
This thesis shows that architectural awareness is the key to support efficient and
streamlined fork/join primitives. Therefore, hierarchical fork/join operations are com-
pared to “flat” ones, where there is no notion of the hierarchical interconnection system.
Next, a new extension for the OpenMP compiler is developed to improve the application
performance. This extension is a new directive that is used to keep the shared data in
local memory (L2 cache) to be used again by the next parallel region in the same thread.
Based on this directive, the compiler can skip the flush routine at the end of the parallel
region, which is used to ensure that the data in the global shared memory is updated.
Thus, an average 1.20x speedup in the LU-decomposition benchmark is achieved, in
comparison to the already implemented OpenMP scheme.
Furthermore, the effectiveness of OpenMP is demonstrated on a set of widely used
kernels and real-world applications. An extensive set of experiments shows how this
model achieves significant parallel speedups up to 48x in several applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The Realm of Many-Core
According to the Moore Law in the semiconductor industry – which was published by
Gordon Moore, founder of Intel Corporation, in 1965 – the number of transistors on a
chip will roughly double every two years [6]. Accordingly, this law implies a picture of
the future that is full of best high-technology products, fast and cheap [7]. As a conse-
quence, this empirical law describes the increasing density of transistors permitted by
technological advances and also imposes a new set of requirements and challenges. The
clock speeds of microprocessors keep increasing, exploiting instruction-level parallelism
(ILP) through pipelining out-of-order execution and super-scalar issue [8, 9]. Clearly,
the system performance has increased and the costs are reducing, but, unfortunately,
Moore’s Law has started to reveal problematic aspects in this field [10], because of the
power density and ILP limits.
However, the transparent acceleration cannot be pushed any further due to ILP,
and making the cores more complex won’t help. Due to these obstacles, a new phase of
development had to be initiated, resulting in the birth of the multi-core technology at the
beginning of the 21st century. There was a shift towards real parallelism by integrating a
number of processors on a single computing component [11]. Hence, we now have multi-
core processors (i.e. addressing thread- and task-level parallelism), not so much because
of the energy density (which would also affect the entire chip), but for the simple reason
that we cannot get more benefits from applying even more ILP, DLP, and speculation
techniques. All we can use Moore’s law for now is to exploit TLP – which in term bears
the problem of interconnect and programmability (explicitly parallel programming). We
are currently facing a jumble of measures, from hardware-aware programming to low-
level parallel models (Message Passing Interface (MPI)) to some nicer, but nevertheless
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Figure 1.1: Predicted processor number for SoC consumer portable design [2]
explicitly formulated approaches (CUDA, High-performance Fortran) to shared memory
(Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP)).
Figure 1.1 shows the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS)
2011 predication for the number of processing engines and memory size to be integrated
in future system-on-chip (SoC) devices [2]. According to the ITRS, future platforms
will show a continuous increase in the number of processing cores in SoC, by a factor of
3.5 times every five years. Consequently, the ITRS figure illustrates the increasing com-
plexity due to multiplying the number of processing cores. Furthermore, the memory
size and logic size will follow the same trends. In this context, there are many promi-
nent examples (such as Intel’s Single-chip Cloud Computer (SCC) [4] with 48 cores,
Intel Xeon Phi [12] with more than 240 cores, and Tilera’s with 100 cores [13]) show-
ing that the semiconductor integration is not the main issue. Today, a Multi-processor
System–on–Chip (MPSoC) is an SoC that holds one or more types of computing units,
memories, input/output devices, and other peripherals. Potentially, MPSoC are clas-
sified as many-core to express a high core count. Its architecture contains at least ten
loosely coupled (possibly heterogeneous) simpler processors. This, in consequence en-
ables a more power-efficient parallel approach instead of relying on higher speeds and,
thus, higher power consumption [14]. The cores are structured in such a way that the
memory resembles a non-uniform memory architecture (NUMA) approach with (usu-
ally) incoherent caches, and every core runs its own (instance of an) OS or operates
under the Symmetric Multi-Processor (SMP) approach.
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However, there is an underlying problem to the complexity wall of the evolution of
SoC platforms: the scalability. In parallel computing, scalability means the capability
of a system to increase the total performance power when more resources are added.
Arguable, the increased complexity in SoC – a factor contributing to the long-awaited
breakthrough towards mainstream – can be attributed to the lack of programming tools.
Another factor is that, over the years, the parallel hardware was continuously improved
(in terms of power, price, availability, etc.). As parallel software has always lagged
behind and failed to meet expectations, it was difficult to actually use the hardware
in a profitable manner. Sometimes, apparently, radically different parallel systems are
designed even before the old ones could by programmed and used properly.
In this thesis, the terms ‘core’ and ‘processor’ are used as synonyms, despite their
physical differences.
1.2 Motivation
As discussed above, the number of cores and the complexity of a single node keep in-
creasing. Nowadays, the range of available software has to ensure that the systems’
tremendous peak performance can be used efficiently. This, of course, requires to em-
ploy all the available cores for most of the time, as a way to potentially execute more
instructions simultaneously and to maximize the performance. In MPSoC architectures,
many concessions are made regarding the programmability by changing several aspects
of the architecture in favour of hardware scalability, reduced complexity of the design,
production costs, or energy efficiency. These changes to the hardware are reflected in the
programming model, and consequently impose a new set of challenges on the program-
mer. Furthermore, knowledge and experience in parallel system programming have not
kept pace with the trend towards parallel hardware, which will result in meagre perfor-
mance. In consequence, programmers have to be able to cope with parallel computation
and to manage the memory hierarchy in such systems — adding more complexity to the
software and posing a quite a challenge for most programmers. Due to the requirements
of parallel system development, producing software has become a tedious task, especially
considering the revolution in the field of hardware design, which leads to newly intro-
duced platforms every month. Despite the extensive collection of parallel programming
models, the software communities are still lagging behind and are not yet coping with the
parallelism requirements posed by the new generation of hardware. As a consequence,
the application developers are now confronted with parallel programming techniques to
solve the problems that require large resources in order to achieve high performance.
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Unfortunately, achieving high performance is not the only challenge in the field of
parallel computing. Any approach towards parallel programming has to overcome many
challenges such as productivity, usability, and portability. One of the main challenges
the parallel computing industry has to tackle is the task of bridging the gaps between
the hardware and software to increase the capabilities of parallel system computing [15].
Naturally, there is a vast range of applications from various fields that has to be adapted
to function in a plethora of parallel environments. A common approach would be to
try and find a solution to the problem with minimal effort and in minimum time [15].
To ensure the functionality of a parallel application based on the development time,
the programmer needs support to develop an application under a parallel programming
model.
The key is to define programming models in such a way that the complexity of the
trends mentioned above is hidden from the programmer. Here, the compiler and a run-
time system have all necessary information to deal with low-level hardware privileges
automatically, efficiently, and correctly. Using the shared memory paradigm and em-
ploying high-level parallel programming abstractions such as OpenMP [16], it is possible
to ease the efforts based on this paradigm. The distributed memory (e.g, MPI) needs
an explicit communication layer between all rounds, which requires many access points
to the main memory, whereas shared memory does not require an explicit copy of data.
OpenMP is a system-independent set of procedures and software that aims to provide
high-level parallel language that support a wide range of applications – from automotive
and aeronautical to biotech, automation, robotics and financial analysis. Recently, the
simplification of use has led to a flourishing number of OpenMP implementations for
MPSoCs. In order to make it accessible to traditional sequential programmers, since
in fact the OpenMP provides high-level abstractions to increase program development
without altering the base programming language. Many architectural templates were
exploited for implementing OpenMP, each dealing with specific hardware features. Nat-
urally, customizing an implementation for a target platform will enable high performance
on that machine.
This thesis addresses the problem of a full-design OpenMP regarding a cluster-based
many-core single chip that typically features complex memory systems, with explicitly
managed SRAM banks and NUMA organization. Intel’s Single-chip Cloud Computer
(SCC) [4] is a good example in this respect, and it poses several challenges to accom-
modate the OpenMP execution model. First, each core runs a separate instance of the
operating system, which makes it impossible to run existing OpenMP implementations
based on a standard threading library (e.g., Pthreads) directly. Second, barrier primi-
tives should leverage fast and local memories (i.e, scratchpad) to minimize the time of
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the inter-thread synchronization. Third, data sharing is not at all trivial, as OpenMP
assumes a flat memory model, which is unmatched by the distinct private virtual mem-
ory segments seen by different SCC cores. Furthermore, the OpenMP execution model
assumes the system to be a homogeneous resource (processors and memories) with a
physically shared memory (e.g, symmetric multiprocessor) when partitioning the work-
load among available threads. Moreover, NUMA memory breaks this assumption, since
accessing shared data will result in different latencies from different threads.
It is believed that extending an OpenMP model (by adding more directives) will not
prove that the model is scalable with the number of cores added. On the contrary, this
solution will add more complexity to the attractive programming model which is charac-
terized as easy and simple in its usage. Currently, OpenMP is targeting heterogeneous
systems with a huge number of directives to tackle the hardware complexity, and the
further development will continue to improve the functionality of such systems.
1.3 Thesis Contributions
The ultimate goal of this dissertation is to design and improve the scalability of OpenMP
performance on many-core architectures. Therefore, this thesis presents several novel
approaches to adapt OpenMP to cluster-based many-core platforms.
Firstly, in order to estimate the potential for performance improvements, the state-
of-the-art techniques have to be investigated, addressing the implementation challenges
to support the OpenMP execution model on top of such platforms.
To avoid limiting effects regarding the parallelization effectiveness, the optimized low-
level library-based API is designed from scratch so as to efficiently apply the parallel
character of OpenMP applications to the SCC platform.
Further, the GCC 4.6 compiler is customized and extended to support code transfor-
mations and instrument access to shared data in the program with address translation
routines on the MPSoC system. GCC was chosen as a starting point because it is
widely used and a robust, open source implementation of the OpenMP translation pass
and runtime library (libGOMP [17]).
The largest possible number of implementations of OpenMP-like barrier algorithms
were considered in order to determine which of them is the most suitable implementation
based on the underlying hardware architecture and number of threads. To find out what
overhead is associated to the implementation of barrier phases, a new methodology is
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proposed to classify the overhead into two sites, Master and Slaves, trying to cover the
entire time consumption.
NUMA access on MPSoCs requires specific support that has significant associated
overheads. As the overheads may exceed the benefits of parallelism when there is only
a small amount of parallel work, the efficient implementation of OpenMP plays an im-
portant role in order to minimize thread overheads, to optimize memory access and
communication as well as possible. The novel approach in this thesis aims to signifi-
cantly reduce the OpenMP overheads by adopting a hierarchical approach to creating
and synchronizing thread teams. Furthermore, the benefits of exploiting the memory
hierarchy are explored so as to achieve high performance.
An important feature for future many-core chip architectures is the development
of a shared memory paradigm with a memory consistency model that is effective for
small local memory sizes in each core, scalable for a large number of cores, and easy
to use. The problem here is that the applications are usually not able to reach the
expected performance. Here, cache utilization is one of the critical reasons. Because
the data stored in the cache can often not be reused, applications still suffer from large
amounts of cache traffic (miss or flush) and the resulting long access time. This issue is
especially critical for OpenMP applications on MPSoC systems since OpenMP exploits
fine-grained parallelism, which leads to more data transfers between the cores, and the
hardware doesn’t support caching coherence. Therefore, the OpenMP implementation
is supported by enabling the L2 cache for shared data and extending the compiler to
handle the flush data depending on the hint from the programmer. A general idea is
to avoid the overhead and the traffic which is caused by cache flush operation when the
cached data is used again by the same thread. A new extension to the OpenMP model
is proposed, called the noflush directive. Here, when the OpenMP compiler encounters
the parallel region with the noflush clause, the compiler will disable the flush routine at
the end of the parallel region. As a result, this will eliminate all the overhead of moving
the data from/to the cache to/from the memory.
Finally, when the full OpenMP implementation is completed by adding the reduction
clause, the performance gains are demonstrated by a sufficient number of benchmarks
and applications. The implementation of OpenMP is imposed as a best programming
model for environments featuring a runtime threading system that is capable of lever-
aging hardware primitives and symmetric shared memory system.
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Figure 1.2: Fork/join model to illustrate the different chapters and the respective
challenges and contributions in the scope of this thesis
The remainder of this dissertation is structured as shown in Figure 1.2:
• Chapter 2 introduces the state-of-the-art in many-core processors, the program-
ming languages and parallelism paradigms. It features an overview of the compiler
infrastructure (GCC 4.6) upon which this work is based. Further, it focuses on
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the OpenMP mapping techniques in MPSoC architectures and on a discussion of
related work.
• Chapter 3 illustrates the specification of the target system (The Single-chip Cloud
Computer) in more detail – followed by an overview of the programming capabil-
ities and a review of the programming model for the SCC platform.
In the end, all the experimental results in this thesis are generated based on the
settings listed in Section 3.9.
• The OpenMP compiler generates an optimized parallelism code for the specific
platform, depending on how the programmer configured the application by adding
a directive.Here, the main challenge is figuring out how to design the OpenMP
compiler/translator for the MPSoC platform (i.e SCC)?. In (Chapter 4), there will
be a stronger focus on each of the challenges of retargeting the OpenMP model
with the features of the SCC system. Furthermore, the implementation of the
OpenMP runtime environment (libgomp scc) is presented,including an implicit
address translation. The special extensions to OpenMP are specifically designed to
take advantage of the new features of this parallel chip architecture. Methodology
and micro-benchmark implementations to evaluate the parallel execution model
and barrier performance are discussed in Section 4.2, while Section 4.3 focuses on
some experimental results for the analysis of the runtime overhead(fork/join model
and synchronization primitives).
• Chapter 5: OpenMP (as well as most related shared-memory-based program-
ming models) relies on a fork/join execution model, which leverages a barrier con-
struct to synchronize parallel threads. Barriers – implicit or explicit – are central
constructs to the OpenMP execution model and to any shared memory parallel
program. Therefore, the important cause for performance degradation regarding
parallel program execution is the unavoidable synchronization overhead. The scal-
ability of the implementations becomes increasingly important due to the steadily
increasing number of threads for parallel regions and the complexity of memory
hierarchies in the system.
To overcome those obstacles, several barrier variants are customized to be inte-
grated into the OpenMP runtime library. Second, a number of techniques are
investigated which serve to reduce the barrier overhead by leveraging SCC-specific
hardware support for synchronization and its explicitly-managed portion of the
memory hierarchy (i.e., MPB), accompanied by a communication pattern analysis
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similar to the barrier for message-passing machines. This is followed by a per-
formance analysis of the performance based on the new methodology and micro-
benchmarks to track a number of important methodological challenges, showing
the benefits and drawbacks of the individual approaches as well as significant per-
formance improvements connected to the best suited solutions.
• Chapter 6: First, many optimization techniques are surveyed for traditional
(flat) fork/join implementations to reduce the overhead of forking and joining
threads. Next, this chapter introduces the details of implementing a solution
for the scalability bottlenecks of fork/join models in the many-core system. The
solution is to adopt a hierarchical approach and, thus, to create and synchronize
thread teams. The proposed solution considers the number of clusters (tiles) as
the main parameters,in addition to the number of cores within each cluster. First,
in the scope of thread recruiting in nesting mode, an outermost team is created
with as many threads as clusters. Then, each of these threads is involved in the
creation of local thread teams within each cluster. Multiple inner teams are created
in parallel over different clusters, thus reducing the overall fork (join) latency. In
addition, a new micro-benchmark introduced in this chapter serves to validate the
performance of the fork/join mode in the flat implementation and the hierarchy
implementation.
• Chapter 7: In Chapter 7, the performance and the effectiveness of the OpenMP
model are reported by studying a set of widely used real-world applications from
different problem domains. First, this chapter provides a discussion about effi-
ciently mapping loop-level parallelism in the OpenMP model and common mistakes
in measuring the performance. Then, the new extension approach is introduced for
the OpenMP compiler that extends the OpenMP consistency model. This will be
complemented with details about the reduction design technique in the OpenMP
model used in the application. The chapter further discusses the performance re-
sults of the generated code along with the performance tuning efforts for commonly
used applications after presenting the backgrounds of each application.
• Chapter 8: Finally, Chapter 8 contains the conclusions from my work in this
dissertation as well as suggestions for future work in this context.
• Appendix A: This appendix describes the Intel Xeon Phi architecture with typ-
ical programming models.
• Appendix B: Here, additional results are presented in the scope of the Stream
benchmark, based on the case-study presented in Section 7.4 and on different
frequency-scalings of the SCC platform.
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• Appendix C: This appendix contains a diagram of the history of OpenMP spec-
ifications.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
2.1 The landscape of Many-core Computing
MPSoC technology has entered the many-core era, with hundreds of simple pro-cessing units (PU) integrated on a single chip [18–20]. MPSoC systems havetwo types of architectures: homogeneous (SMP) and heterogeneous such as
Cell BE processors [21] and GPGPUS [22]. Several recent many-core systems are archi-
tected as fabrics of tightly-coupled clusters or tiles. Within each cluster a small-medium
number of PUs share a low-latency, high bandwidth interconnect and local memory.
Scaling to hundreds of cores is achieved by replicating clusters and interconnecting them
via a scalable communication medium such as a network-on-chip (NoC ). These systems
often leverage a shared memory model, where each cluster can access local or remote L1
storage, as well as L2 or L3 memories. However, due to the hierarchical nature of the in-
terconnection system, memory operations are subject to non-uniform accesses (NUMA),
depending on the physical path that corresponding transactions traverse. Several exam-
ples of a similar template exist: Kalray MPPA 256 [23], Tilera [13], STMicroelectronics
STHORM [24], Adapteva Parallella [25], Intel’s experimental 80-tile [26], Intel Xeon Phi
(MIC ) [12], Intel’s prototype Single-chip Cloud Computer (SCC ) [4], Cell Broadband
Engine [21], to name a few.
Figure 2.1 shows a block diagram of the many-core template considered in this thesis.
It consists of a hierarchical design, where a top-level communication system (typically
a NoC, structured as a 2D mesh) interconnects a number of clusters (also known as
tiles). Each cluster contains one or more simple cores, which can independently run
an entire operating system, sharing multi-banked memory, typically implemented as
SRAM blocks, and communicating via a fast local interconnection (e.g., a crossbar, or
mesh of trees [24, 27]). At the top level of the various clusters shared local memory, also
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Figure 2.1: Abstracted many-core architecture
implemented as a scratchpad. One or more memory controllers on the NoC allow access
to a large off-chip memory. Memory resources classified into two groups: on-chip and
off-chip. Dedicated SRAM as on-chip in each tile and off-chip DDR-SDRAM modules
accessible through memory controllers. The local memories associated with tiles are
on-chip SRAM built-in and off-chip memory from the many-core memory hierarchy.
Tiled many-cores originated from the RAW research processor by MIT [19], later used
commercially by Tilera [13]. Currently, several products exist that leverage the cluster-
based design paradigm Table 2.1 summarizes a few representative instances, highlighting
the main parameters.
The hierarchical interconnection system, and in particular the on-chip network at the
top level, make memory operation directed out of one cluster subject to NUMA effects.
Namely, the cost to access a specific memory location depends on the physical path that
corresponding transactions traverse.
Such many-cores allow tremendous performance/watt improvements, at the cost of
increased complexity in software and hardware [1, 28]. Therefore, effective programming
abstractions are key to tackling the increased system complexity, aiming at delivering
both ease of application development and effective usage of the system’s huge available
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Table 2.1: Real-world cluster-based many-core instances
Platform Cores (Total) Clusters Cores/Cluster HW threads
SCC [4] 48 24 2 1
MIC [12] 240 ≥ 60 1 4
STHORM [24] 69 4 17 1
KALRAY [23] 256 16 16 1
Parallella [25] 16 16 1 1
Tilera [13] 72 72 1 1
parallelism. In the next section, a brief survey of the programming models proposed for
many-core systems.
2.2 Today’s Programming models
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Figure 2.2: Programming Models of major many-core Platforms
Figure 2.2 shows the roadmap timeline for the effort of parallel execution design
[2, 29]. The middle line depicts the average Moore’s Law that now becomes:“doubling
the number of processing cores per chip every 2 years.” Blue, orange, and green boxes in
the figure highlight the effort of the programmer, programming model, and hardware,
respectively, from 1995 as a reference year and through 2025. Prior to the late-2000s, the
hardware implementation completely reduced the effort of the parallel execution activ-
ities from both the programmer (human) and the compiler as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Here, the hardware is responsible for executing instructions simultaneously and out of
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their program order is hidden by a sequential retirement mechanism. Thus, program-
mers are a far cry from dealing with any complexity due to parallel execution. This
model is dominated the parallel execution in general-purpose microprocessors and also
the programming model for the majority of programmers today.
Since 2000, the parallel execution has been exposed at the machine programming level
that added more effort to the compiler and the programmer. Where, we replaced the ILP
model for programmers with a new parallel programming model that is known as thread
level parallelism (TLP). TLP is developed by vendor engineers as the domain application
programming interface (API ), to obtain sustainable performance improvement. In this
model, programmers divide up their applications into semi-independent parts (threads)
that can operate simultaneously among the processors in a system. Note that the efforts
of parallel processing are exposed to programmers when ever they need to take advantage
of the processing power inherent in the multiprocessor design, since the hardware does
not maintain sequential state. Namely, programmers need to understand the parallel
execution model and to develop parallel algorithms, which be equipped with much better
tools to automatically tune the performance of parallel applications. Of course, this
requires education as well as incorporation with compilers to exploit identify parallel
tasks. Regardless of these, still converting a sequential program is more challenging,
as there can be developed to be easily in parallel. After 2008, the new approach is to
implement a many-core system [30]. Therefore, programmers heavily rely on software
tools such as programming models.
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Figure 2.3: Programming model layers
As illustrated in Figure 2.3, programming models are an abstraction layer between the
underlying hardware architecture and the software available to applications. It focused
on increasing the developer productivity and achieving high performance and portability
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to other system designs. In short, it allows programmers to focus on problem solving and
correctness. Therefore, the programming model continues to be important because of the
application needs to scale automatically with more number processors. One of the most
interest approach in parallelism development is called concurrency revolution [31]. In this
domain, parallel programming models can be distinguished based on the way that used to
access to data: shared memory and distributed memory [32, 33]. In shared memory-based
programming model that relies on the shared memory multiprocessors (i.e. SMP), allows
to communicate by sharing the data in the global address space, to which programmers
are accustomed. Therefore, shared memory-based programming model has proven to
be very effective at simplifying application development. OpenMP [34] has emerged as
a de-facto standard for shared memory system, since it provides a very simple means
to express parallelism in a standard C (or C++, or Fortran) application, based on
specific constructs. Namely, the programmer provides information on where and how to
parallelize a program based on code annotations (compiler directives).
In distributed memory-based programming, it shows the memory address space is
distributed for every processor that is a popular architectural model. Message passing
model (MPI ) is used very widely for distributed memory [35]. This model allows pro-
cessors to use message as communication routines to exchange data among processors,
where each processor typically has own private memory [36]. NVIDIA comes with new
programming models (such as CUDA) to write massively threaded parallel programs for
GPUs that supports data parallelism level [37].
Obviously, the many-core approach will be continue to be the choice of both industry
experts [18] and academia [38] researchers by integrating hundreds or thousand cores
on a single chip since it is the only way to scale performance from now on. For the
foreseeable future, all of these programming models could serve as good machine-level
programming, but unlikely they have cost-effective for the vast majority of application
programmers. Because of writing software that can fully benefit from the new hardware
architecture, that featuring 100 cores and more, much harder.
2.3 Anatomy of an OpenMP mapped on MPSoC
Recently, MPSoC consists of several computational subsystems (multiprocessors, or
multi-cluster) are connected via a scalable communication medium (NoC) [24, 39] in
a mesh, also is called a tile based architecture. Tile-based platforms have two kinds
of fundamental interprocess communication models: shared memory and message pass-
ing. However, MPSoC represent a revolution in computer architecture that promising a
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solution for forthcoming complex systems [40]. Nevertheless, due to the complexity in-
creased of the MPSoC system with the presence of complex on-chip memory hierarchies
and applications nowadays, has significantly complicated the production of software in
such system development. MPSoC have more complexity than multi-core technology
and provide higher performance, lower power consumption. As a consequence, it is
no longer possible to discount challenges caused by converging the software and the
hardware development [1].
Parallelism within a many-core system is most commonly exploited by using either
a higher-level thread programming (MPI) approach or a slow-level thread programming
like OpenMP. The purpose of these programming models is to extend the source language
(normally C) to include multi-core features in a scalable way. This appealing ease of
use has recently led to the flourishing of a number of OpenMP implementations for
MPSoCs [41–45]. Many researchers have tried their best to employ or extend OpenMP
into different MPSoC architectures (e.g, SMP NUMA system [46, 47], clusters[48], and
even accelerators [49, 50]) so that the productivity of programmers is improved.
In the rest of this section, the techniques of implementation of OpenMP on MPSoC
introduced and how the translation tool worked.
2.3.1 Translate the OpenMP Code
Once of the techniques used to execute OpenMP applications in MPSoC environment is
to analyze the accesses to the shared data and generate a mechanism to handle the access
to the data. At compile time, the OpenMP program can be translated and located the
shared data access to other languages suited for target platforms, MPI or global arrays
(GA) for example.
Basumallik [51, 52] and Millot [53] transformed OpenMP to MPI library. Wang [54]
and Dorte [48, 55] implemented LLCoMP to translate extended OpenMP to MPI by
using the skeleton method. This kind of transformations are feasible for the application
with regular accesses, but the transformation becomes trickier in the irregular access
satiation. Huang [56, 57] and Chapman [58] (based on OpenUH compiler) made the
same transformation, but instead of using MPI, they used global arrays.
It will introduce briefly details about the traditional translation technique of OpenMP
on GCC compiler in the next section, because it is essentially what any OpenMP com-
piler does.
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Figure 2.4: An overview of the GNU compiler
2.3.1.1 OpenMP in the GCC
The GNU Compiler Collection GCC provides OpenMP support for C, C++ and Fortran.
The -fopenmp compiler flag using to recognize OpenMP pragmas. This flag will dynami-
cally link the program with the GNU OpenMP library (libGOMP) [17]. Figure 2.4 shows
the overview of the GCC passes. At compile time, all OpenMP applications related GCC
code as highlighted in green, resides in the front end and middle end. Namely, the main
OpenMP specific task at the front end, which used to parse OpenMP directives and
clauses, check the integrity and generalize the directives to the GENERIC intermediate
representation (IR) in the middle end[59, 60]. The files c-parser.c:c parser omp * cp/-
parser.c:cp parser omp * and fortran/parse.c:parse omp * are used for the parsing and
propagation of the directives for the front ends.
In a next step, the output of GENERIC transformed into GIMPLE IR. This transfor-
mation has done in gimplify.c:gimplify omp * and gimplify.c: omp *. All implicit data
sharing clauses and atomic directives are transformed into the corresponding functions.
The gimplification using a special data structure that contains space for all non-global
variables to passing them to parallel region. The pass lower omp in omp-low.c is used
to create and fill the data-sharing data structure. It also inserts OMP RETURN and
OMP CONTINUE instructions which are used to denote the end of a parallel or work-
sharing region. Consequently, the IR is responsible for creating the control flow graph
(CFG).
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Therefore, GOMP could be used for MPI transformation for example, such as trans-
lating the OpenMP directives into MPI primitives as detailed in [61].
The following listings illustrate the lowering processes performed by GCC and the
data structures used. In the Listing 2.1 as below, it shows an example of the most
important OpenMP directive (#pragma omp parallel).
...
int a;
#pragma omp parallel shared(a) {
...
foo(a);
...
}
...
Listing 2.1: Example of a simple parallel region.
The output of compiler transformation shown in Listing 2.2, the compiler generates
a data-sharing structure (omp data) that containing pointers to shared data. Particu-
larly, the IR stories shared variables address into a data structure and then passes the
structure’s address to start the parallel region (gomp parallel start). Then executes the
parallel region and calls the function (gomp parallel end) to end the parallel region. The
num threads indicates the number of threads participation in the parallel region.
...
int a;
omp_data.a = a;
gomp_parallel_start(omp_fn , &omp_data , num_threads );
omp_fn (& omp_data);
gomp_parallel_end ();
...
Listing 2.2: The GIMPLE representation.
Finally, the compiler replaces all references of shared variables within the outlined
parallel function (omp fn) with references to the corresponding fields of the data struc-
ture as illustrated in Listing 2.3.
omp_fn(omp_data)
{
...
foo(omp_data ->a);
...
}
Listing 2.3: The outlined function.
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As explained in Listing 2.2 and 2.3, the GCC compiler translated the OpenMP di-
rectives into outlined function (libGOMP runtime). Then, libGOMP is in charge of
implementing the typical OpenMP API routines and low-level operations for the high-
level constructs. Traditionally, this library itself is implemented by using POSIX threads.
The address of omp data structure is passed as an argument to the newly created func-
tion and all shared variable references within the function body are exchanged by the
corresponding field reference (omp data.reference).
2.3.1.2 OpenMP Runtime Library
The compiler links to an external library is called libGOMP. In particular, the lib-
GOMP is responsible for thread management and the distribution of tasks of work-
sharing among threads. LibGOMP exploits the POSIX threads (Pthreads) library [62]
to create threads, which is available across many architectures and supports API for
creation and manipulation of threads. There is a several struts such as gomp thread,
gomp team state, gomp team and gomp work share which are used to manage threads.
Furthermore, the main task of libGOMP is mapping OpenMP run-time library routines
that dynamically create multiple instances of the outlined functions.
2.3.1.3 Transformation Tool
Table 2.2: OpenMP Compilers List
OpenMP Compiler Availability
HP [63] commercial
Fujitsu [64] commercial
Sun Studio 12 [65] commercial, free
MIPSpro [66] free
MaGOMP[67] free
OdinMP [68] free
OMPi [69] free
OpenUH [70] free
Nanos Mercurium [71] free
Microsoft Visual C++ [72] commercial
PathScale[73] commercial
There is another way to landing OpenMP on MPSoC environment by using Source-to-
Source tool which takes as input C/C++/Fortran source code with OpenMP directives
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and outputs equivalent to multi-threaded C/C++/Fortran code, ready to be built and
executed on a system [68, 74–76]. The run-time library designed based mostly on the
outlining technique [77] that is moved the code inside a parallel region into a separate
function. Maybe the generated code is compiled by native back-end compiler (i.e. GCC)
linked with the runtime library [78]. As illustrated in Section 2.3.1.1, the main OpenMP
specific task is in the front end, which is responsible of parse and propagate the directives
to the middle end. Therefore, It could use the source-to-source translation the front-end
to generate an OpenMP programming model in the target architecture. For example,
transforming the OpenMP into MPI as detailed in STEP project [53]. Also, there have
been efforts to port OpenMP to the Cell B.E. [21]. The most successful one is the imple-
mentation in IBM’s XL compiler [44]. Authors [57] implemented OpenMP on cluster by
translating OpenMP programs to GA programs. This technique uses GA to handle the
shared data and communication across different units in a cluster. In addition to GA,
MPI library calls (MPI Send and MPI Recv) were used in the translation to guarantee
the execution order of processes, which increased the complexity of the translated code.
Finally, Table 2.2 summarizes a list of other experimental compilation systems, which
do support of OpenMP implementation.
2.3.2 Translating OpenMP into Software DSM
Another technique is to use a DSM architecture that offers the abstraction of a shared
memory layer between the different nodes creating a virtual unified address space. DSM
run-time supports a model that unifies the message passing and shared memory pro-
gramming models [79]. Since DSM’s system spans both logically shared and physically
distributed memory systems and allows parallel programs to use explicit message passing
to translate access remote memory between independent processors, it has advantages.
Firstly, understanding shared memory programs is easier and shorter than message
passing programs, because the memory accessing is more popular. Secondly, remove the
user’s effort from any explicit awareness of communication. As well, it supports large
virtual memory space [80].
However, DSM system has high latency when accessing remote data due to the over-
head of the message-passing interface and the network access [81, 82]. To address this
issue, DSM systems use a double buffer technique (to cache data from remote memory
to local) to reducing the processor’s memory access time and implement a coherence
protocol that ensures a read by any processor to return the most updated data. A mem-
ory consistency model specifies how memory behaviours depending on prior memory
reads and writes from multiple processors. Of course, the coherence protocol is depen-
dent on the memory consistency model. However, several consistency models have been
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proposed, such as sequential consistency (SC) was first defined by Lamport [83] that re-
quires the memory operations appear to the execution as same as in the sequential order
and the operations of each individual processor appear in the sequence of the order that
specified by its program. While Release consistency (RC) [84] allows a programmer to
leverage synchronization operations to create a partial ordering of memory operations.
However, several compilers working on transforming an OpenMP source code to its
equivalent code to be used in a specific DSM automatically. As such implementation,
the Omni compiler [76, 85, 86] that detects the shared variables and inserts the code
to executed on top of the SCASH [87] DSM. Similarly, Intel has integrated TreadMarks
[88] inside its compiler [89], which has promising results for small applications [90]. Also,
some of research works [91, 92] translate OpenMP to MPI and DSM software to reduce
the overhead of DSM system.
2.3.3 Hybrid programming
Using both of components at compile time and at run-time as option to support OpenMP.
For example, ParADE [93], Min [94], and [95] use this kind of hybrid programming.
2.3.4 Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS)
PGAS models support a global shared memory address space that may physically dis-
tribute to all participating processes. Examples of such models are Unified Parallel C
(UPC ) [96], Titanium [97], Chapel [98], and X10 [99].
In general, two different approaches are used to implement PGAS models, which
expose locality to users in different address spaces: a global address space and a local
address space. In the first approach, the global address space is partitioned in the
logical manner into regions which are accessible to any process, regardless of where it is
mapped (e.g. UPC). While in the second approach, only local partitions are accessible.
However, in PGAS models, the accessing to remote partition has high overhead because
the remote data must be fetched into local copy and written back into its location in the
global address space. Therefore, the programmers are encouraged to reduce the remote
partition access. Consequently, this model yields higher performance by offering direct
control over communication, but sometime at the cost of more work on the part of the
programmer.
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2.3.5 Single System Image Hardware Virtualization
ScaleMP developed the Versatile Symmetric Multiprocessors (vSMP), a software based
computing architecture, which combine a number of physical x86 computers to create
virtually a single-system-image [100]. This technique is not new, it was already employed
in parallel virtual machine (PVM ) in 1989 to execute a large parallel application on a
distributed computing system [101]. This hyper-visor creates a single operating system
on multiple physical computers connected via interconnects and provides a unified virtual
system to both the OS and the applications. While other hardware virtualization hyper-
visors such as Xen and VMware ESX, that allow multiple virtual hosts to work on the
same physical computer [102, 103].
In fact, ScaleMP offers an alternative approach to run shared memory applications
on distributed memory architecture. ScaleMP is similar to DSM systems in terms of
handling communication by removing the explicit control of data exchange between
compute nodes from the programmers. Moreover, ScaleMP handles the cache coherency
between the individual units by using multiple advance coherency algorithms which
operate concurrently based on real-time memory activity access patterns.
2.4 Related Work
In the recent past many researchers proposed implementations of OpenMP translator
and run-time as suitable to MPSoC [41–44, 104]. One of the more interesting imple-
mentation is the Cell BE [44]. The Cell processor is considered as a distributed memory
machine, where SPEs can only communicate with each other by means of DMA transfers
from/towards the main memory [21].
Other researchers have implemented successfully OpenMP for embedded MPSoCs
with a similar memory model. As such example as, authors of [41] present an OpenMP
implementation for a Cradle CT3400 without an OS. An extended OpenMP program-
ming framework for the Cradle 3SoC architecture is described in [42, 43]. They provided
custom directives to exploit the memory hierarchy in the system. Authors [105] show
the necessary extensions in the standard OpenMP to make it a valuable programming
model for embedded MPSoC, by discussing an initial implementation for a TI C64x
with a multi-level memory hierarchy. Authors [106] developed a mapping strategy that
explores the opportunities to optimize OpenMP programs on the Cyclops-64. They
showed that OpenMP as high-level parallel programming model for the Cyclops-64 plat-
form by optimizing a memory aware runtime library, unique spin lock algorithm, and a
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fast barrier synchronization. The authors of [107, 108] implement OpenMP on a dual
M32R processor, which supports fully the POSIX execution model.
Marongiu [109] has been presented an extensive set of experiments and researches
aimed at highlighting the challenges to support OpenMP programming constructs on a
generic MPSoC template. Then, he proposed several implementation variants to reduce
the cost of most common OpenMP programming patterns and also the extension of such
implementation to a multi-cluster MPSoC. He also introduced techniques to support
efficient data sharing among a very large number of cores (up to 64) [104]. Furthermore,
he extended the directives and clauses to trigger array distribution across the memory
hierarchy, which aimed to produce an efficient implementation of OpenMP by extending
the API to support the exploitation of the memory hierarchy [110]. Additionally in [111],
they support OpenMP implementation in both the host and the device sides by targeting
the STHORM [24] architecture. In similar platforms, the authors in [112] presented an
OpenMP task model that exploits a doubly linked queue to store the tasks. Using the
task cut-of techniques and task descriptor recycling.
Lee et al.[113, 114] proposed an OpenMP-like programming models for easy MPI
programming on distributed memory systems. They implemented OpenMPD that com-
bined with explicit MPI coding to support data parallelism and work sharing paradigm
which allow incremental parallelization for a sequential code. Then, they extended them
effort to provide a new programming model has more flexibility to increase widespread of
programming mode. XcalableMP (XMP) [114] is a directive based language extension
of C and Fortran that includes data and task parallelism. Nomizu et al.[115] landed
XMP on multi-node GPU clusters by adding news directive to handle data distribution
between the host and GPU and OpenCL API to support various kinds of accelerators.
However, there is three challenges need to be faced when implement OpenMP on top
of MPSoC, such as the MPSoC architectures, the complexity of memory hierarchy, and
finally the synchronization implementations [109].
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Chapter 3
The Single-chip Cloud Computer
Architecture
Intel’s SCC platform [4] is dedicated to exploring the future of many-core comput-ing. It is a research architecture resembling a small cluster or “cloud” of computers,therefore, it is interesting in a variety of different applications through HPC and
embedded domains.
3.1 Overall Architecture
P54C 
(16 KB 
each L1)
P54C 
(16 KB 
each L1)
256KB 
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256KB 
L2
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MIU
Traffic 
Gen.
MPB
To 
Router
P54C FSB
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Figure 3.1: Layout and tile architecture for the SCC
As shown in Figure 3.1, the SCC architecture has 48 independent Pentium P54C
cores, each one has L1 and L2 caches. Hence, P54C core can support compilers and
3.2. Memory System
operating systems which require for full application development. These cores are orga-
nized as 24 dual-core tiles connected via a low-latency mesh network. The SCC chip is
coordinated in a 6 x 4 grid and further decomposed into distinct voltage and frequency
domains, some are configurable at start-up and others may be varied by applications
during runtime. Each tile connects to a router and has two cores, a Mesh Interface
Unit (MIU), and a pair of test-and-set registers for realizing atomic access. Moreover,
SCC contains four on-chip DDR3 memory controllers (MC ), which are connected to the
2D-mesh as well. Each on-chip MC supports up to 16GB DDR3 memory to provide
64GB in a total system capacity. In addition, the fast local memory located on each tile
that is mainly utilized to facilitate message-passing communication between cores.
The SCC has a board management micro-controller (BMC) to control the entire
system; it is responsible to initialize and shut down critical system functions. There is
only one way to communicate with the SCC is through a 64-bit PC running the Linux
operating system (MCPC) over a PCI-e interface. The MCPC has software provided
by Intel Labs that enables developers to load operating systems and programs on any
single core or all of the cores of SCC, manipulate the SCC configuration registers, to
load from and store to the memory [116].
3.2 Memory System
Being based on the P54C architecture, it contains 16kB data and program caches with
32 byte line size and a 256kB private L2 cache, as shown in Figure 3.1. Each individual
core is able to access only 4GB of memory that is divided into private and shared
regions. Shared sections are potentially visible to all cores and by default the access is
uncached because the SCC doesn’t support any hardware cache coherence mechanism.
To solve this limitation, each core has Lookup Tables (LUT) with 256 entries with 16 MB
granularity translate the address mapping 32-bit physical core addresses for the 64GB
system memory. It is part of the configuration register space that is itself mapped by a
LUT entry and shareable between cores. Each entry in LUT is configurable and points to
specific types of memory spaces (off/on-chip memory, configuration and synchronization
registers). As a result, LUT supports programmers access to tile’s configuration registers
(such as test-and-set and frequency control), providing a rich fabric for software-managed
policies.
MC is located at the edges of the chip (four tiles in the grid ((0,0), (0,5), (2,0) and
(2,5))) as depicted in Figure 3.1. Each MC has at least two banks (DIMMs) with four
ranks and is responsible for issuing data transfers by interleaving control sequences in-
order for memory banks and ranks. As a consequence, the achievable bandwidth is
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Figure 4.4: Memory throughput benchmark result showing the aggregate memory
bandwidth of 1 to 48 cores performing memory reads divided over a di↵erent number
of memory controllers and ranks.
turning an idle or waiting core to the lowest frequency.
4.5 Cacheable Shared Memory
The originally configured shared memory was only 16MB per memory controller,
and could only be accessed with caching disabled due to coherency. This results in
a horrible performance. To gain more out of shared memory, Intel came up with
a special memory sharing idea. It is called privately owned public shared memory
(POPSHM). The concept is that each core o↵ers a part of its private memory and
shares this (which can easily be done using LUT mapping) with some or all other
cores. Caching is again an issue here, because the cores all have a private non-
coherent L1 and L2 cache. The memory used in POPSHM can only be accessed
through the library such that the library can take care of flushing the caches when
necessary. This makes it quite cumbersome to use, as the shared memory still needs
to be copied to private memory to do a computation. Since POPSHM relies on
L2 cache flushing, it could only be used reliably from the moment that the cache
flushing issues had been solved.
In addition to POPSHM, a Chinese Intel team developed Software Managed
Coherency [32] for the SCC. They have published this, and it should be working,
however the implementation has not yet been released due to licensing issues. The
implementation is portable over multiple architectures. It supports systems with
an OS per core such as the SCC as well as single OS systems. For the multi-
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Figure 3.2: Total performance of four memory controller [3]
increasing because of the available number of memory banks per channel is high and
interleavi g of contr l sequen es to different banks and ranks with closed-page mode.
Figure 3.2 shows the memory performance with different number of cores per MC [3].
Obviously, an increasing number of ranks or MCs is contributing an increase in the
bandwidth. In ddition, there is another option to choose a configuration setting of
memory subsystem to support different memory-bound scenarios by selecting different
frequency settings, depending on the workload domain (communication-intensive, or
computation-intensive) [117].
The system memory address space consists of 4 different 16GB regions of the external
memory, 24 16KB regions of local memories (MPBs), and regio s for memory mapped
configuration registers of each core. The LUTs are usually set up at boot time and it
can be changed dynamically whe the system s running, aving effect immediat ly. As
a result, the data is shared between cores without needing to copy it. A core can map
system-physical memory used by any other core at the granularity of these 16MB LUT
pages [3].
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Figure 3.3: Shared address space in SCC
3.2.1 Hierarchy Memory
However, sharing the same memory region would cause a serious problem because there
is no hardware support for cache coherence. Figure 3.3 illustrates the memory space
defined by a core-individual lookup LUT, assigned to each of the 48 cores of the SCC,
but accessible for read-write by all cores. The memory hierarchy consists of L1 (ICache,
and DCache), L2, MPB, and shared main memory (off-chip). The LUT allows the
programmer to map system-physical memory as shareable between the cores at the
granularity of 16MB LUT pages. To be sure the core reading from the new target, the
programmer needs to flush both the L1 and L2 cache, which is in the case of the L2
a very expensive operation. Because after remapping memory, a core might still read
stale data from the L1 or L2 cache since these are indexed with core-physical addresses
and reside before the LUT. Translation through the LUT entry needs a 40 core cycle
( 1frequency ) [116].
On the SCC, each core sees 64MB of shared memory (4*16MB chunks, each on
separate MC), that can be accessed via non-cacheable pages via the mmap function
call. Our run-time library statically decides on a location in the shared memory region
to hold the shared data. To gain more out of shared memory, hijacking memory or
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using Privately Owned Public Shared Memory (POP-SHM) that is used to allocate more
physical shared memory. POP-SHM provides more space in shared memory by offering
each core a part of its private memory and shares this with some or all other cores by
exploiting LUT. Here, cores are grouped into four domains according to the four DRAM
devices. The memory used in POP-SHM can only be accessed through the library such
that the library can take care of flushing the caches when necessary. While in hijacking,
the developer can increase the amount of available shared memory by using the unused
LUT to move the boundary between shared and private memory [118]. Moreover, a
Chinese Intel team have published Software Managed Coherency (SMC ) [119]. SMC
is open source and supports a virtual machine that provide a coherent, shared, virtual
memory space for SCC cores. It handles the consistency on a page granularity based
on the release consistency model [84]. After an acquire, a core issues a smcAcquire() to
captures all writes from other cores and issues smcRelease() to publish it’s updates at
the point of release.
The SCC does not offer any cache coherency between the cores, but rather employs
special 16kB-sized Message Passing Buffer (MPB) for improved communication effi-
ciency between cores. The MPB is shared by all cores; in order to ease communication,
it is partitioned into 8kB chunks for every core.
3.2.2 L1 Cache and Coherence Instructions
In Figure 3.4, a new CL1INVMB instruction together with a dedicated message passing
buffer type (MPBT) are used to provide coherency guarantee between caches and MPBs.
The flag (PMB) is used to enable the new memory type (MPBT). MPBT data is not
cached in the L2 cache, but only in the L1 cache. Hence, when reading the MPBs, a core
needs to clear the L1 cache. By using CL1INVMB, the core can clear its L1 cache lines
that containing MPB data. As the SCC cores only support a single outstanding write
request, a Write Combine Buffer (WCB) is used in MPBT mode to combine adjacent
writes up to a whole cache line, it can then be written to the memory at once. A pitfall
of the WCB is that flush data to memory is done only when another cache line is written
to by a write instruction, or when the entire cache line is filled. Namely, the new cache
line will become active in the WCB and the programmer needs a dummy write to a
separate cache line to flush the WCB.
To update a data item in the MPB, one can invalidate the cached copy using the
CL1INVMB instruction [120]. Resulting write around to the MPB and it never results
in a hit in the L1 cache. By this hardware configuration, the SCC is designed to support
the message-passing based programming models.
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Figure 3.4: Address translation for P54C core on the SCC
Figure 2.3: Page table entry with cache related bits (Image provided by Intel [9, p. 11-20])
PCD PWT PMB Memory type
0 0 0 Write-Back
0 1 0 Write-Through
1 0 0 Uncacheable
1 1 0 Uncacheable
0 or 1 0 or 1 1 MPBT
Table 2.1: Supported memory types and corresponding bit settings
In order to use the MPBT, an additional flag (Bit 11) in the control register CR4 has to
be set. The MPBT flag itself can be set in the page table entry as described above. Because
it shares its location with the PSE bit used for superpages, the Page Size Extension has to
be disabled in CR4 when MPBT is intended to be used. Enabling both results in exceptions
when the PSE bit is set.
2.2.3 Configuration Registers
The SCC provides several configuration registers used for configuring parameters of caches,
processor state, frequencies and voltages as well as some read-only status values. The most
important registers for this work are the Tile ID Register, which can be used by systems code
to query the coordinate of the tile it is running on, and the Core Configuration Registers,
which are used for triggering interrupts. This was achieved by directly connecting the
corresponding bits of the register to the interrupt pins of the Local APIC.
2.2.4 Memory Architecture
In order to flexibly assign DDR memory portions to individual cores, an additional level
of address translation was installed. The 32-bit physical address of a core is transformed
into a 34-bit system memory address by a Lookup Table (LUT) as illustrated in Figure 2.4,
resulting in an address range of 16 GiB. Using the additional LUT fields (a destination and
sub destination ID), these addresses can be routed to each of the four memory controllers.
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Figure 3.5: Page table entry for P54C rchitec ure on the SCC [4]
Four memory modes supported by P54C SCC core that providing cache-related be-
haviour, Un-cached(UC), MPBT, Write-Through(WT), and Write-Back(WB). Fig-
ure 3.5 shows how these memory modes can be configured via bits associated with the
page table entry. To change between those modes, Tabl 3.1 illustrates that the three
bits which can change by setting or clearing them.
• Page Write-Through (PWT ): Enable WT on the L1 cache. Namely, the data is
put in the caches and in main memory as well in write operation and read the data
directly from the cache.
• Page Cache Disable (PCD): Disable both L1 and L2 caches.
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Table 3.1: Supported memory modes by setting or clearing bits
PCD PWT PMB Memory Type
0 0 0 WB
0 1 0 WT
1 0 0 UC
1 1 0 UC
0 or 1 0 or 1 1 MPBT
• Message Passing Buffer Type (PMB): Enable the memory type (MPBT ). Namely,
the write goes directly to the WCB and do a single write to memory when the
buffer is full. The L2 cache is always bypassed, as shown in Figure 3.4.
Moreover, the additional bit (11) in control register (CR4 ) must be set also to support
the user access to MPB. While, the PMB bit can be set in the page table entry as
described above and the developer must ensure that the Page Size Extension (PSE)
bit in CR4 is disabled. Because it shares its location with the PSE bit that used for
superpages and enabling both will generate a page fault. In addition, to be sure there
is no any read or write L1 hits, one needs to invalidate and flush L1 first when changing
data mode to UC.
The SCC core comes with the WBINVD instruction that can be used to perform
a write back (flush) on the complete L1 cache, and INVD instruction to invalidate all
lines in the L1 without written back. These instructions can only be issued from kernel-
space. While CL1INVMB can be issued from user-space to invalidate all L1 cache lines
which tagged with MPBT. To overcome this obstacle, the SMC library provides a nicer
approach that can be used to change the access modes after the mmap() to any desired
variant by extending the mprotect system call.
3.2.3 L2 Cache
The SCC designers added the 256KB 4-way write-back L2 unified cache to P54C cores
that is placed external to the cores because the original P54C does not contain an L2
cache [4]. Namely, the write misses has to perform data writing directly to the memory
which is fairly expensive. Because of the P54C cores only support one outstanding write
per time and consequently the core needs to wait until the data is correctly written
to main memory [3]. The cache line size is 32-byte, matching the cache line size for
L1 internal to the core It needs a 10-cycle hit latency and several programmable sleep
modes are available to support power reduction.
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The P54C instructions invalidate/flush only the entire L1 cache or MPBT tagged
data in L1 cache, and do not affect the L2 cache. The SCC has no native way to flush
the L2 cache and the flush instruction therefore is ineffective [121]. The costs of flushing
unmodified and modified data are reduced by an efficient way to flush the L2 cache to
around 574K CPU cycles that implemented by the authors of [3, 121]. Unfortunately,
flushing the L2 cache is still a very expensive operation. In addition, the user can set the
cacheability for each individual virtual page space and turn off the L2 cache completely
by set the PCD bit that disables both L1 and L2 caches.
However, the cache strategies are used in the SCC are write back and are write
around, whereas the write miss did not allocate on. As a consequence, it is a very poor
performance of memcpy operations because every write operation is issued as individual
transaction instead of being combined into a full cache line write [3].
3.2.4 Memory Mapping
The SCC provides means to map pages by exploiting three special devices /dev/rckncm
(UC mode), /dev/rckmpb (MPBT mode), and /dev/rckdcm (definitively cached mode
(DCM )). Pages in DCM mode, the user can use the core’s L1 and L2 caches by opening
the device and using it as file in mmap() that used the physical address as the offset
parameter. This mode access requires manual coherence management and special Linux
object that provides a flush routine [122].
3.3 Tile Configuration Registers
Every SCC tile has a set of configuration registers. There is a pair of test-and-set locks
registers that can be used to prevent race conditions by support atomic access to specific
address.
In tile, each core contains a configuration register (GLCFG0/1 ). GLCFG0/1 has two
bits which connected to the LINT0 and LINT1 pins of the local advanced programmable
interrupt controller (APIC) for their corresponding cores. Theses bits are shareable
between all the cores in the system and therefore can be used to trigger a hardware
interrupt on any core. In addition, the other bits used to define the mode of core
operation and status information from the external interface for the core [4].
To set the clock frequency of the local tile with its router, by change the 26 valid
bits of the Global Clock Unit (GCU ) configuration. The tile frequency is set between
100MHz and 800MHZ, while router is set at either 800MHz or 1.6GHz. This register
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allows fine-grained power optimization with the Voltage Regulator Controller (VRC )
across the chip. This register also has a bit that used to reset the core.
Each tile has a unique identifier in the form of (x,y) location in the 6x4 grid that
contains in MYTILEID register. The value that got from this register differs by a single
bit depending on which two core hold a seat on the tile reads it, identifying each core
itself. As a result, the MYTILEID register can be used to differentiate code paths or
parts for different cores via conditional jumps.
LUT0/1 is a configuration register that contains 256 entries with 16MB granularity
to make up a core’s 4GB physical address space. These entries are able to point to any
system address including the LUT itself, enabling dynamic system memory mapping.
Each core has access to any the LUT register in the system as well.
In addition, there is sensor registers (SENSOR and SENSORCTL) that allow to
monitor and control the thermal sensors in the tile (cores and router). Moreover, L2
cache configuration register (L2CFG0/1) that controls the power behavior of the L2.
3.4 FPGA Configuration Registers
The bridge between the MCPC and the SCC silicon is the Rocky Lake system FPGA
via the chip’s system interface (SIF). It used to set up the chip environment, control
applications, and develop MCPC applications. It allows users to set up the chip envi-
ronment, control applications executing on the SCC and develop MCPC applications
that communicate with the SCC chip. In addition, an external programmable off-chip
component (FPGA) is provided to add new hardware features to the prototype. The
off-chip FPGA in SCC offers additional registers which could used by cores to notify each
other, which are: a Global Time-stamp Counter (GTC), Atomic Increment Counters
(AIC), and Global Interrupt Registers (GIR) [123]. All those registers are accessed by
memory mapping and the LUT. The GTC is a 64-bit counter that provides a common
time base to all cores. It is available in form of two 32-bit values in registers and runs
at the frequency of 125 MHz.
Every core in the SCC has a pair of AIC used as initialization and increment registers.
Any read access to the increment register will trigger an atomic post-increment operation
for the AIC value, whereas to decrement the current value by writing a value atomically.
While a write access to the initialization register will initialize the AIC by 32 bit value
and a read access simply returns its current value. The SCC’s cores are able to send an
interrupt to another core by writing a special value to the configuration registers of that
core by using GIR.
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3.5 Power Management
The SCC supports fine-grained Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) in-
frastructure. In SCC, there is three components that works with different operating
points which are selected as specified by their frequencies source: tiles, mesh, and mem-
ory DDR3. The frequency of the entire mesh can either be 800MHz of 1600MHz.
When 1600MHz is chosen, the frequency of the MCs can operates either be 800MHz
or 1066MHz. While, the frequency of the MCs is always set to 800MHz when 800MHz
is chosen for the routers frequency.
However, mesh and memory frequency changes can be performed only during SCCKit
program during booting time. The SCC cores are grouped in six voltage island with
eight cores each, and voltage can only be changed in the scope of a whole voltage island.
Similarly, so-called frequency islands can be set on a per-tile (2 cores) basis. Frequency
and voltage scaling can be changed by using LUT mapping by each core for each voltage
or frequency island. To adjust the voltage value that are stored in a special VRC, each
core can send command to change the voltage on its island or another island. The
VRC is a standalone part as depicted in Figure 3.1, therefore, the core needs at least
three times to be sure the command has been finished [4], because the VRC handles one
command per time only. In addition, VRC allows to adjust the voltage from 0 to 1.3V
with granularity o 6.25 mV.
The frequency scaling is controlled by adding any integer value between 2 and 16
to configuration register that distributed among tiles. Consequently, frequency oscillate
between 800 to 100 MHz and the maximum frequency is dependent on the voltage level.
Any change in frequency register needs as little as 20 clock cycles to complete the actual
changing. As a result, dynamic frequency scaling is faster and more flexible than voltage
scaling due island size and because of he influence of frequency on energy consumption.
It therefore can be applied in more variety of scenarios.
The power consumption of the chip is ranged between 25W (0.7V, 125MHz) and
125W (1.14V, 1GHz) based on the results from experiments performed by Intel.
3.6 SCC Programming Capabilities
Every 48 IA-cores of SCC does not feature a BIOS and boot own operating system (such
as Linux) independently [124]. The Intel crew provide a modified version of the Linux
2.6.16 kernel that is capable of booting without a BIOS, it called sccLinux. Namely,
all value obtained from BIOS are hard coded in the kernel, and other modifications
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are based on timers and interrupts as well. In addition to using sccLinux, the user
can implement an other OS on the cores to run customized application. Such as the
Barrelfish operating system that is ported to the SCC [125], that matches the SCC
hardware characteristics.
To control the memory, there are additional devices created in /dev, which are ac-
cessed by the rckmem driver. While, rckpc driver supports the virtual network inter-
facess for TCP/IP communication between cores or between the cores and the MCPC.
Moreover, there are no Programmable Interrupt Timer(PIT), I/O APIC, and periphery
like storage devices (keyboard or graphics card).
Therefore, the programmer needs a MCPC to communicate with the hardware. The
MCPC holds the Intel-provided software (SccKit) that used to configure the SCC plat-
form [123]. The SccKit contains command line tools and the sccGui and provides a
tool that used for resetting cores, initializing the platform, accessing memory (DDR,
MPB) and an API for handling I/O requests issued on the cores are available. Further-
more, the MCPC is used to compile the application(s) and port them on the SCC cores
[126, 127]. Then, the MCPC using the shared directory to share the files with the SCC
cores. This shared directory used as well to store or transfer the application executables
and software extension packages respectively.
The Intel provides an MPI-like message passing interface, called RCCE [127, 128] that
is used to explicitly managing MPBs for message passing. The RCCE is a small message
passing library tuned to the needs of many-core chips such as SCC. The communication
between cores occurs by transferring data from the private memory through the L1 cache
of the sending core to the MPB and then to the L1 cache of the receiving core. As a
consequences, the MPB allows L1 cache lines to move between cores without having to
use the off-chip memory.
3.7 BareMetal
As mentioned before, the SCC allows the user to install and remove a specific operating
system on any specific core. Furthermore, the SCC allows the programmer to use the chip
without operating system that is referred to as baremetal. Two baremetal frameworks
available from ETI and Microsoft. Microsoft developed baremetal environment package
in which the user is able to run any code directly on the SCC [129].
E.T. International Inc. (ETI ) provides a beta version of baremetal framework for
the SCC [130]. It is a development toolchain for C programs with library support for
libc, gdb, MPI, and MPB communication library. Programs are compiled into ELF
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format and loaded onto the SCC via a utility running on the MCPC. One of the Intel
community members made also a framework (BareMetalC) that can be use to run a
simple C program directly on the system [116].
Finally, Micheal et al [131] proposed a minimalistic framework (BareMichael) that
used for compiling, loading, and launching mixed C and assembly code on the SCC
hardware. Furthermore, BareMichael is an open-source that has ability to load the
same image of code to be loaded onto all cores at once, or redistributed different images
to different cores, and delivering output through MikeTerm.
3.8 Related Work on the SCC
Many researchers developed and evaluated different programming models (shared mem-
ory and message passing) for the SCC platform in OS or runtime levels. All those
models are improved with leverage to the SCC’s hardware architecture. Supporting
the shared memory programming model is non-trivial in such hardware because of the
missing hardware cache coherency. Strictly, the situation will be tough when there is no
virtual common address space between the cores in the system such as on the SCC. In
this section, It is illustrated the most programming models which landed on the SCC
platform.
The authors in [125] realize their implementation of the Barrelfish OS with a shared
virtual address space over multi-kernel. This OS supports many parallel programs which
are based on a model of many concurrent threads operating in a traditional shared
memory space.
MetalSVM [132, 133] is a baremetal hypervisor that developed based on a shared vir-
tual memory management system. It takes the responsibility of coherency management
via the utilization of local memory on-chip.
The SCC features a disjointed memory space with hardware to support low-latency
message communication. There are several message-passing parallel programming li-
brary which investigating how to best take advantage of that hardware. The Message
Passing Interface (MPI) is a de facto standard for message-passing-based parallel model
for communication in distributed memory systems [134, 135]. The RCKMPI [136] is a
version of an MPI implementation that features three SCC-specific channels: SCCMPB,
SCCSHM, and SCCMULTI. SCCMPB and SCCSHM use the MPB and off-chip mem-
ory for low level communication, respectively. While, SCCMULTI uses a combination of
the two. Later, the authors in [137] took the benefit from user-supplied communication
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technology information by reconfiguring the meta data in the MPB. Separately, the dy-
namic processes used to improve the SCCMPB channel[138], which a feature previously
not supported in RCKMPI. Furthermore, Christgau et al [139] extended the RCKMPI
by supporting the virtual process topologies. This approach improved the performance
up to 44 % for a application that has intensively communication. The SCC-MPICH
library [140] is another MPI implementation based on MP-MPICH [141].
RCCE [128] has a collective communication similar to the MPI standard. This li-
brary is more performance than RCKMPI and a less powerful API [139]. It consists
of two/one-sided communication with primitives like RCCE put and RCCE get, and a
power management tools such as frequency and voltage scaling [142]. The collective
primitives such as RCCE bcast, RCCE reduce, and RCCE allreduce are improved by
many researchers [143–147]. Additionally, RCCE provides access to the shared memory
space (64 MB) by remapping four LUT entries in each core to point for the shared space
in each memory controller.
Clauss et al. [148] developed some useful extensions to the RCCE library that is called
iRCCE (improved RCCE), which supports non-blocking send and receive primitives and
a pipelined version of the blocking operations.
There is another message passing system (TACO) that is a distributed object frame-
work [120]. TACO (Topologies and Collections) [149] is a C++ library that supported
access to the SCC hardware and collective primitives that featured a highly efficient
messaging back-end on the SCC. Then, MESH [150] ported on top of TACO to intro-
duce direct access to shared data and consistency view for shared objects on the SCC
as a middle-ware layer.
The SCC had already two other mechanisms to support shared memory. POP-SHM
[151] provides two simple put/get primitives which used as interface to access shared
memory. It extends the shared memory space by using a few LUT entries as read/write
buffer in non-cacheable mode. The second is SMC [152] library that supports a coherent,
allocation of shared pages, changing the access modes, and release consistency. Here,
the programmer is responsible to choose data placement in private or shared memory.
The authors in [153] presented several techniques to provide a cache-coherent view of
memory. All the techniques started with data reside in private space, and are only shared
between all the cores if necessary. Here, the mechanism is similar for MESH framework
[150], where the sharing is performed both through the shared of-chip memory as well
as over the MPB, based on the nature of message being shared.
Kim et al. [154] proposed an efficient shared virtual memory as an alternative to
the cache coherence mechanism for the SCC. They exploited the commit-reconcile and
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fence (CRF) memory model to implement the shared virtual memory protocol. Here,
the compiler or programmer is responsible to identify the data that should has consistent
view between the cores. In addition, this implementation does not maintain twins or
have any process for making diffs. It needs just to copying the data between a private
memory space and the shared memory, according to a simpler protocol.
MapReduce is the most popular programming platform for data-intensive computing.
The authors in [155] provided a scalable implementation of MapReduce that effectively
utilize the NoC and local shared memory. In addition, this runtime highlighted the scal-
ability bottlenecks of MapReduce and linear scaling of apllication with realistic datasets
for a single SCC core. Although the promising performance results, the implementation
of task scheduling and the design of full MapReduce with application analysis are still
questionable.
The authors in [156] have ported S-Net to the SCC. This framework simplifies the
parallel computation simply by describing data dependencies. The most interesting part
in [156] is the comparison of the runtime of the different cache and memory policies for
sending messages using shared memory on the SCC. Here, shared memory implemented
by remapping the LUT pages, consequently making it possible to write messages directly
into the cores memory.
In [121], the Self-adaptive Virtual Processor (SVP) model is implemented that is an
abstract of concurrency programming model. The SVP can be used to express con-
currency at many levels of granularity and uses shared memory semantics with weak
consistency model. The authors in [121] ported the distributed implementation of the
SVP [157] by using different communication approaches to more efficiently use the hard-
ware messaging support on the SCC. Here, they employed several of the techniques to
copy memory efficiently such as iRCCE, memory remapping, and dedicated copy cores.
A bit similar to this work introduced by Prell et al. [158] which presents an implemen-
tation of Go’s concurrency constructs on the SCC. Go-routines describe concurrently
executing functions or computations in general. Here, the programmer is encouraged to
”shared the memory by communicating” instead of to ”communicate by sharing mem-
ory”. Namely, the safe concurrency is achieved by using channels as a way to communi-
cate and synchronize based on the message passing protocol. The channels implemented
directly on the MPB, and the number of channels that can be concurrently utilized are
limited because of the size of MPB is small.
Lee et al. [159] supported OpenCL [160] framework (runtime and compiler) on the
SCC. The OpenCL’s coherence and consistency model implemented on top of the SCC’s
message passing hardware, and modifying the control registers of each core to transfer
memory blocks between the cores without using any expensive memory copy operations.
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It is the first work for building a transport software layer to improve ease of programming
and to achieve high performance.
TFluxSCC [161] is one of interesting project that exploit the parallelism in SCC
by supporting TFlux Data-Driven Multithreading model. Here, the TFluxSCC system
used a source-to-source compiler to translate the C program augmented with directives
(threads and their dependencies) to appropriate runtime call to deal with the threads
scheduling in a Data-Flow manner.
In addition, many of other projects are developed to support the distributed object
on the SCC such as X10 [162] and MCAPI [163].
Best to our acknowledge, our OpenMP implementation is the first work for building
a complete programming model to translate OpenMP code to leverage the hardware
resources of the SCC. Our approach implemented from scratch and using the memory
system as a flat shared memory to support the shared data among the cores by compiler
extension. Furthermore, this approach designed in low overhead and high scalability
runtime to give programmer a shortcut and an easy way to write his application.
3.9 SCC Setting
In the SCC system, the experimental results are generated using the default SCC set-
tings, which are standard LUT entries, 533 MHz tile frequency, 800 MHz mesh and
DRAM frequency for all micro-benchmarks. The experiments are conducted using Sc-
cKit 1.4.2.2 running a custom version of SccLinux based on the 2.6.32.24-generic kernel.
For timing analysis, RDTSC (Read Time Stamp Counter) instructions [164] are inserted
before and after the functions to be measured. The cores of SCC are single-threaded.
In the rest of the thesis, it is considered cores and threads to be equivalent, as we do
not “oversubscribed” cores but only assign one thread per core. However, all the ex-
perimental results in this thesis are generating based on the setting that explained in
above.
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Chapter 4
Tackling the design of the
OpenMP Model
Systems-on-chip (SoCs) will constitute the best way to cover an increasing num-ber of cores in a single chip and will continue for at least another decade based onMoore’s Law expecting [6]. With systems featuring 100 cores and more being on
the market, they typically provided higher performance with lower power consumption
and more complexity than multi-core technology. Consequentiality, effective program-
ming models tackle new challenges due to the effect of scaling [11]. Nowadays, the
software stack is responsible for making effective use of the systems’ resources to hold
tremendous peak performance. Of course, this requires to employ all processors for most
of the time and on-chip memory will also be distributed that have NUMA behavior. It
therefore is necessary to provide coordinated execution efficiency of a multi-threaded
application on the system cores.
Namely, programming a many-core system is difficult, specifically, if the system has
a user-managed memory hierarchy, e.g. the SCC. OpenMP is a widely used parallel
programming as solution for multi-core architecture. This programming model currently
is used to decompose the computation code (e.g. loop iterations, tasks, etc.).
This chapter will go over the design of the OpenMP execution and memory model for
SCC, describing my initial experience with the GCC compiler and a custom implemen-
tation of the run-time library. Specifically, It first studies the parallel code generation
for OpenMP by GNU GCC. It then describes the design of the SCC OpenMP run-time
library by coping with three challenges in the system:
• Supporting unmodified legacy OpenMP programs on SCC.
• Implementing the OpenMP memory model.
4.1. OpenMP Model
• Reducing the overhead for synchronization directives
• Analyzing the overhead of the fork/join implementation.
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Figure 4.1: OpenMP fork/join parallel mechanism
OpenMP (and most related shared memory-based programming models) depends
on a fork/join execution model, which uses a barrier construct to synchronize parallel
threads as shown in Figure 4.1. Barriers – implicit or explicit – mean central constructs
to any shared memory parallel program and to the OpenMP execution model.
OpenMP [16] employs the fork/join programming model as an easy and flexible
way to handle sequential and parallel parts of an application. The program executes
sequentially within a single thread, referred to as the Master thread, until it encounters
a #pragma omp parallel directive. Here, program forks into a multitude of threads
by assigning (forking) the computation into a number of worker threads (slaves). As a
result, a parallel region is generated. At the end of the parallel construct, the master
waits for all slaves to complete (join) before continuing execution. Then only the Master
thread resumes execution again. A barrier is used in the end of parallel region to ensure
all slave threads have completed before the master thread can continue.
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A conventional OpenMP system consists of two major components, an OpenMP
compiler, and a run-time library. In the remainder of this section, the challenges and
needed modifications to the compiler and run-time design are discussed.
4.1.1 OpenMP Translation
In my approach, code transformation and calls to the run-time library are automatically
instantiated by a customized GCC 4.6 compiler. GCC was used as a starting point
as it provides open source implementation of the OpenMP translation pass and run-
time library (libGOMP) [17]. The pass of libGOMP integrated in the complete GCC
compilation and
Figure 4.2 explains the transformation process of the compiler using the sample code.
Here, the compiler alters the execution flow of the original sequential program into
a compiler-generated function (function outlining). Using the -fopenmp flag enables
OpenMP translation, and dynamically links the transformed program to the libGOMP
library. All OpenMP applications which related GCC code as highlighted in blue, reside
in the front end and middle end, as depicted in the figure. Namely, the main OpenMP
parallel construct (e.g #pragma omp parallel) in the front end that used to parse
directives and clauses, check the integrity, and generalize the compiler annotation to
the middle end in the GENERIC IR [59]. This generation strategy consists in outlining
the parallel region body into separate functions used as an interface to libGOMP. The
compiler adds an additional parameters into outlined function such as the loop iteration
bounds for parallel loops, so that each thread only computes from the lower bound to
the upper bound.
However, #pragma omp parallel blocks are outlined into new functions containing
the code to be executed by parallel threads, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. The compiler
encapsulates all shared data into a C-like typedef struct and inserts a call to the run-
time function (GOMP parallel start), passing the new function and the struct pointer
as arguments. This allows new threads to execute the parallel function and to point to
the shared data items. To end the execution of a parallel region for the master thread,
the compiler inserts a call to the GOMP parallel end function that contains a primitive
of barrier synchronization to provide efficiently coordinated execution of the parallel
threads.
In the original design of libGOMP, POSIX thread (Pthreads) is used as a standardized
API for creation and manipulation of threads within certain operating systems (e.g. SMP
GNU/Linux). Using Pthreads on many-core systems such as SCC would need dedicated
abstraction layers to make possible the communication between threads on different
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Figure 4.2: OpenMP code example and GCC compiler transformations
cores. Furthermore, the overheads that associated with the library (such as conditional
variables and signal handling techniques) and as context switching that takes hundreds
of cycles to execute [165].
To prevent these inefficiencies from limiting the parallelization effectiveness, the new
run-time environment (libgomp scc) designed from scratch in order to efficiently or-
ganize the parallelism of OpenMP applications on the SCC platform. libgomp scc is a
low-level library-based API that has the capability to manage resources in SCC system.
In a traditional OpenMP implementation, the master thread is responsible for creating
parallel worker threads when encountering a parallel block and for tearing them down
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upon the end of the parallel block [166]. Dynamically creating and destroying threads
that a parallel construct is encountered every time, it is very costly, so one opt for a
different solution. In the implementation of the libgomp scc, a custom micro-kernel code
executed by every core at start-up [105, 167, 168] by assuming a fixed allocation of the
master and slave threads to the processors. As a result, the threads can be quickly
re-started at a later time when threads are docked upon parallel block end. Specifically,
persistent threads created at program launch by loading the executable image of the
program with library onto each processor (local L2 memory) at boot time.
Then, each thread (master or slave) runs the library code based on their core IDs.
Since each core in the system had own OS, the developer needs a way to passing the
pointer of outlining function and its arguments. Fortunately, The ELF standard has
the header sufficient flexibility that used to define an arbitrary number of sections, to
facilitate easier dynamic linking and debugging. One of the most efficient areas is Global
Offset Table (GOT ) that stores the absolute location of a function calls symbol, to allow
the code to access the address of the variables which are not known at compile time. So,
the dynamic linker (it is part of the operating system) resolves the GOT entries when the
program starts. As a consequence, rather than copying or cloning the outlined functions
in shared memory, the compiler just generates code at compile time and sending the
pointer of the outlined function to the slave. As for the function arguments, it will
discuss in more details in Section 4.1.3.
4.1.2 Parallelism Model
Parallelism model of OpenMP is based on the fork/join model as shown in Figure 4.1.
As illustrated in Section 4.1.1, the GCC compiler translates any OpenMP directive into
multi-threaded code containing function that calls a customized run-time library. Then,
the run-time used to map the OpenMP parallelism onto the SCC architecture. To do so,
interaction with the OS in the implementation of the runtime is hid, thus abstracting
architectural concerns from the programmer’s view. Currently, OpenMP mostly has
been adopted the Micro-tasking Model [169] to implement the fork/join model. In this
model, the master thread is only responsible to handle the creation and execution of
parallel function. Traditionally, conditional variables and signal handling techniques are
used to synchronize threads in the original implementation of OpenMP. The POSIX
thread library presents conditional variables that require a thread be waiting for the
conditional variable to receive it. Meanwhile, the core cycles are released and can be
scheduled for another task. One of the main drawback of this schema is the larger
context-switch overheads between the sleep and wake-up states as is the scheduling
policy of GNU/Linux [170].
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Figure 4.3: State transition diagram of OpenMP on the SCC
To work around this problem, a simpler busy waiting mechanism is relied. Among
many implementations, one that generated much interest is that of the authors at
the University of Bologna [104]. The authors did not implement the OpenMP based
Pthreads library, since the implementation has limitation to a single core, and the over-
heads associated with library (as overheads on context switch) and system bios, although
using the Pthreads based run-time library required minimal modification. They used a
fixed allocation for the master and slave threads to the processors, to minimize the cost
associated with the dynamic thread creation, or multitasking libraries.
Figure 4.3 shows the state transition diagram for the OpenMP implementation on
the SCC. As shown in the figure, there is a total of seven states. In the initialization
state each processor loads its executable image, it contains the program and library, onto
its own local L2 cache memory by taking advantage of the direct-mapped L1 program
cache. Master and slave threads are executing different code based on the hosting core
IDs. The master begins the execution on the main program, while the slaves wait to
receive a notification from the Master thread about available parallel work. When the
Master thread encounters a parallel region during program execution, the master is set
to the fork waiting state, where it recruits slaves for parallel execution (as many as the
user has specified),as explain in Section 4.1.4. After that, the state changes to ready.
Here slaves are indicated the parallel function and the shared data. This activates the
execution on the slaves, and the master itself transitions to the executing state. When
the execution is complete, slaves enter the join waiting state, where they busy-wait
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for a new parallel work or for the master to terminate the program. Here, the global
barrier synchronization used implicitly at the end of the parallel region. Authors in [171]
suggested to use a message exchange mechanism, where the slave cores spin on a local
queue, to be sure there is no overlap between the execution of sequential sections of the
program on the master thread.
Note that it uses distinct memory locations for different threads to busy wait (polling).
Thus, each thread is waiting for its own task (new) rather than competing for global
tasks. As a consequence, the system doesn’t need to swap between sleep and wake-
up modes every time, thus the overhead of context switching is reduced.To implement
the spin lock, small storage cells into local message passing buffers is used, thus the
busy-waiting cost and the contention for the system interconnect are minimized.
4.1.3 Memory Model
OpenMP comes with a relaxed memory consistency model similar to the weak ordering
memory model. In this model, each thread have a temporary view of the memory that it
should use to store data temporarily and hidden to other threads. Writes to memory are
overlapped with other computation and reads from memory are satisfied directly with
a local copy of memory, until it is forcing into memory by OpenMP flush operation.
Obviously, such a memory model can efficiently implement on SCC memory system,
since SCC has local memories which are usually accessible with different address space
and cannot be accessed by other core directly [154].
In OpenMP, there are two main data qualifiers: shared or private. A shared variable
is accessible by all the threads inside a parallel region while the private data has a
distinct instances (one per thread) of a same variable. The OpenMP memory model
suppose the shared memory space is a single and flat.Therefore, on SMP machines,
multi-level coherent caches are used to reduce the cost of the memory access while
preserving the abstraction of a unique memory space. The SCC (in most MPSoC) has
no cache coherence between processors, alternatively it introduces an on-chip memory
system to reduce the latency of memory access. It is currently working on efficiently
supporting data sharing on SCC. The main difficulties of such design are summarized
in the following two subsections.
4.1.3.1 Local Memory
Indeed, the first issue will arise when trying to run an OpenMP application on MP-
SoC architectures, is OpenMP shared data. The OpenMP shared data may include
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subroutine-local variables (auto-variables), which by default placed on stack (local pri-
vate memory). Practically, the stack on one core is not accessible by others, because
of every core-local memory has been mapped to different address space. Therefore, to
use shared data in the stack, should be there is a way to make it visible to other cores.
Listing 4.1 illustrates a shared data semantics in an OpenMP program.
int a;
void foo(){
int b, c, d;
#pragma omp parallel shared(b,d) private(c) {
a = b + c + d;
}
Listing 4.1: Illustration of variables visibility.
Global variables, like a in the example, are considered to access globally by each
thread in a SMP system. It is by nature private to each core, as a consequences, it is
used to handle threadprivate variables. For this reason, the original GCC implementation
references the variable by name within any parallel thread is sufficient. Also, it doesn’t
even need to declare the variable as shared with the parallel construct. On the
contrary, the whole address space on SCC is aliased over different processors by default
except when it declared as shared variable. As a consequence, referencing a variable at a
given address from two cores is causing in accessing different physical memory locations.
Non-global variables are declared within the scope of the sub-routine which contains
the parallel directives, mapping on the master thread’s stack. Even in a SMP system,
threads can access each other’s stack, it is necessary the code is generated to pass the
variable by reference. While on SCC this is insufficient, since the stack of each processor
is allocated to private local memories, which in turn are accessible through an aliased
range of the global memory map (i.e., the same address on different cores addresses to
different physical spaces). This is the case of variables b and d in the example.
Variables declared as private in OpenMP imply that the parallel thread owns a
private replica of that object. The GCC compiler implements this by replicating the
variable declaration within each parallel thread. In the SCC, it doesn’t need to modify
this behavior, since private data allocates by default onto local memories to each core.
One can change the GCC design to deal with global variables in a similar approach
to what is done for automatic data declared as shared. But, it still has problem of
sharing pointers between distinct threads.
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There are several techniques to tackle this issue. One is to use CPU-specific handling
technique of stack frames [68]. This scheme has two disadvantages. First, the generated
code would no longer be similar for the two execution models. Second, it is clearly slow
and complex.
OpenMP* run-time library supported technique that receives a separate pointer of
every shared variable in outlined function [172]. This schema has performance disad-
vantages for parallel regions with many shared variables. Another option [168], is that
to augment the original GCC mechanism to marshal shared variable within a structured
construct to pass continuously shared objects by reference. This eventually allows to
overcome the issues which related to memory aliasing when referencing data by name.
However, for this approach to work, the program data allocated necessarily in a portion
of the physical SCC shared memory that can be ultimately made unequivocally address-
able by different threads. Currently, the main drawback is the non-coherent design of
the transactions involving the shared memory.
4.1.3.2 Non-Coherent Cache
The SCC provided physical shared memory without cache coherence. Therefore, the
latency-access to shared data should be a very high compared to accessing to private
local memory. Fortunately, the memory model of OpenMP needs a coherent view for
shared variable only at specific synchronization points because of relaxed consistency
memory model. Thus, is possible to manage the cache coherence by implementing a
specific flush instruction in the runtime [153]. Another approach can use a software-
managed cache. Allocating data on the on-chip local memory (MPB) could also be
explored, but the limitation in the size and the explicitly data transfers are making it
a less appealing solution. In the other hand, reducing the shared memory access by
putting some data into the on-chip memory (MPB).
4.1.3.3 The Solution
One promising solution is to use the main shared memory to achieve efficient data sharing
on SCC. Possibly extending the programming interface with custom directives to place
shared data items of a program in this memory region. Practically, this shared memory
has little physical space, so it is also exploiting the possibility of using part of the cores’
private memory (e.g. hijacking or POP-SHM). By leveraging LUT registers to resolve
virtual addresses and to modify the compiler in a way to pass shared data offsets instead
of pointers. Here, one basically needs to follow this procedure:
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1. Reserving some rang in virtual memory space of the core.
2. Mapping those virtual addresses to certain physical addresses by instructing the
kernel.
3. Configuring the LUT entries to point to those special physical addresses.
Therefore, any access to this virtual address will be translated to the same physical
addresses, but the LUT will redirect the access to the new target.
As explained in Section 4.1.1, the compiler separates out each code portion that
belongs to parallel construct and outlines it into a separate function. This outlined
function has shared data and also additional parameters such as the lower and the upper
bounds of the work-share loops. After the compiler transforms the outlined function,
the run-time function will indirectly clone the outlined function in the master core. As
shown in Figure 4.4, my implementation is to clone the outline functions in physical
shared memory so that the master thread has one copy of the function in its private
memory, and one for slaves in shared region. It performs cloning by using the clone()
system call that provided by Linux [173]. It is a new level of process context creation
that needs a pre-allocated memory area is supported by the programmer. So, it can clone
the whole sub-graph of an outlined function with its arguments. This implementation
avoided all issues were related to deal with auto variables by any parallel region. By
this way, it will not need to create a shared stack and copying the value of the original
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variable there, then flushing to their original area at the end of the parallel region and
freeing the space after the team seizes execution [76, 93, 174].
This way has one limitation is that it can’t use the pointer approach to passing
the shared data to the slave. Because of the virtual address of master core is not
valid for other cores. The current architecture of MPSoC and special the SCC have
a set of independent processor cores each running their own operating system kernel.
Additionally, there is no part of the system state is shared or synchronized across the
chip and the kernels do not know of each other. Now, it cannot freely exchange virtual
address across cores.
To overcome this obstacle, it relies on a sort of marshalling operation in GCC that
generates metadata, as illustrated in Listing 4.2. Here, the pointers are replaced with
shared data which are involved in metadata by its offsets relative virtually to the base
address of shared region.
typedef struct
{
int [100] *A;
}omp_data_s;
Listing 4.2: Compiler genertated Metadata
However, offsets are used alternatively and let each core add the base (virtual) ad-
dress of the mapping. This idea supported by the Microsoft C compiler that is known
as ” based” specifier for pointers. Here, pointers behave like normal ones from a pro-
grammer’s view, but they stored in memory just as offsets, relative to the specific ”base”
address. Unfortunately, this approach is not supported by the GCC compiler yet.
Therefore, the offset arithmetic is hid behind some compiler syntax. Here, the GCC
compiler extended to support the basic ” based” idea. Listing 4.3 and Listing 4.4 show
an example code and the compiler transformation to explain my novel approach, respec-
tively.
int OMP_APP(int argc , char **argv)
{
int a[10], i=0;
#pragma omp parallel shared(a) private(i)
while (i++ != 10)
{
a[i] = i;
}
return a[i-3];
}
Listing 4.3: Example code
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In Listing 4.3, a is a permanent shared array and will reside in shared memory after
the cloning it implicitly. Listing 4.4 shows how the compiler will transform the code on
the master (SENDER, up) and slave (RECEIVER, down) side.
/* SENDER Side */
OMP_APP (int argc , char * * argv)
{
int i;
int a[10];
int D.5171;
int D.5170;
struct .omp_data_s .0 .omp_data_o .1;
void * D.5185;
int [10] * D.5182;
void * D.5183;
<bb 2>:
i = 0;
D.5185 = __builtin_GOMP_compute_sender_offset (&a);
.omp_data_o .1.a = D.5185;
__builtin_GOMP_parallel_start (OMP_APP._omp_fn.0, &. omp_data_o .1, 0);
OMP_APP._omp_fn .0 (&. omp_data_o .1);
__builtin_GOMP_parallel_end ();
D.5171 = i + -3;
D.5170 = a[D.5171];
return D.5170;
}
;; Function OMP_APP._omp_fn .0 (OMP_APP._omp_fn .0)
/* RECEIVER Side */
OMP_APP._omp_fn .0 (struct .omp_data_s .0 * .omp_data_i)
{
int a[10] [value -expr: *(int [10] *) __builtin_GOMP_compute_receiver_offset
(.omp_data_i ->a)];
void * D.5209;
int [10] * D.5208;
_Bool D.5207;
int i;
<bb 8>:
<bb 3>:
<bb 5>:
D.5207 = i != 10;
i = i + 1;
if (D.5207 != 0)
goto <bb 4>;
else
goto <bb 6>;
<bb 6>:
return;
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<bb 4>:
D.5208 = .omp_data_i ->a;
D.5209 = __builtin_GOMP_compute_receiver_offset (D.5208);
MEM[(int [10] *)D.5209][i] = i;
goto <bb 5>;
}
Listing 4.4: Illustration of compiler transformation of shared data
Here on the SENDER side, the master thread stores the offset of shared variables
that is an output of a call to GOMP compute sender offset( &a) into omp metadata,
then passes the structure’s address to the run-time environment and makes it available
to slaves. This function is implemented in the libgomp scc library that returns value is a
pointer, which is computed as (RETURN ( &a - SHMEM BASE ADDRESS ON CALLING CORE)),
where the CALLING CORE here is the master thread.
On the RECEIVER side, each access to a[...] is translated into an access to a pointer
retrieved to the GOMP compute receiver offset(omp data i− >a). This function also
supported by libgomp scc run-time to return value is (RETURN ( omp data i− >a +
SHMEM BASE ADDRESS ON CALLING CORE)), where the CALLING CORE here
is the slave thread.
Finally, the compiler traditionally replaces all shared variables within the outlined
parallel function with references to the corresponding fields of the metadata structure.
This approach will definitely save on pointer arithmetic and some offset calculations
don’t carry any weight. In addition, it does not need to change existing routines to
perform necessary offset calculations and it avoids carefully check and fixes each memory
access to shared variables. In the end, every core could access to those variable by using
the original mechanism of the GCC compiler.
4.1.4 Thread Creation and Management
In a traditional OpenMP implementation, libGOMP manages a pool of threads [17].
Namely, it can add new threads only when the thread pool is empty and the number of
threads is usually much larger than the number of cores on the platform. A thread is
added automatically to a thread pool without removing to reuse later at the end of a
parallel region. However, this implementation has limitations: threads consume system
resources (e.g. stack space), to utilize the thread pool must be managed efficiently
to avoid the increasing number of idle threads that affect the runtime performance
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Figure 4.5: Impact of the cache alignment on MPB access
significantly. Moreover, P54C core on SCC doesn’t support multi thread mechanism
and it consequently runs one task at a time.
To handle this situation, elastic metadata primitive used to query all of thread-
local data associated with thread team. To guarantee no system resources are wasted
and to eliminate many of the management problems inherent in the traditional OpenMP
implementation. Furthermore, this approach ensures that the spinning task executed
by a slave thread (not into parallel region) does not interfere with the sequential parts
of the program execution on the master thread.
However, this metadata is created when the master thread encounters a parallel
region, which holds all necessary information about the work to be executed by slaves.
It calls this information as thread descriptor that contains two main blocks:
(a) Thread information that has a pointer to code of parallel function and its argu-
ments.
(b) Control information that holds a number of threads, array of the local IDs assigned
to processors, and the work-share descriptor with its synchronization primitives.
Here, the master thread allocated the metadata on the main shared memory as shown
in Figure 4.6.
Once the parallel region starts, the master thread updates the metadatas, it is storing
the address of metadata in a global TEM DESC PTR array (each location assigns one
core). To address the issues of interference traffic on the interconnect and atomic ac-
cess, multi copy of metadata pointer used and distributed over TEM DESC PTR array.
TEM DESC PTR resides on the local memory (MPB) of the master thread to avoid
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Figure 4.6: Data and metadata allocation
the slow access to off-chip and the extra overhead of aligning the data allocated in MPB
with cache lines as depicted in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5 shows the results of the cache alignment on access to MPB in which an
increasing number of cores. It implemented this micro-benchmark for read and write
concurrently from/to MPBs (under the same setting in the Section 3.1). In this micro-
benchmark, the overhead (µsec) measured by: (i) one loop (Normal) is responsible to
read one byte allocated on one MPB (MPBT mode) and to write it again to same ad-
dress in every iteration, (ii) two loops (Optimize) are used to read and to write one byte
separately to the same address in the same MPB. As explained in the figure, Optimize
implementation has overhead less than 50% (for 48 threads) compared to Normal im-
plementation in MPBT mode. While, the impact of separating loop into two has added
little bit overhead (resulting from adding an extra loop) when the number of cores up to
2, Otherwise, it did not find such evident optimization impact in the performance of the
same Normal implementation executed in un-cached mode (UC mode). Hence, every
access should fall on the same cache set in each loop. Therefore, the TEM DESC PTR
allocated in the master’s MPB by using MPBT mode as a baseline and also because of
this memory is close to master core and it has intensively access to them.
However, all slave threads can join the parallel region by access their metadata based
on the core id. This approach relaxes the condition of identical threads implementation
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to allow each thread to be distinct (heterogeneous threads) by relaying on core ids.
It also supports nested parallelism as well by porting special metadata that contains
multiple threads (team).
4.1.5 Synchronization Primitives
The OpenMP has a number of means to perform synchronization between parallel
threads, such as critical, atomic, and barrier [34]. The critical construct restricts a
region of code to be executed atomically by a single thread. Whereas the atomic con-
struct provides atomically access to a single memory location. The OpenMP compiler
translates the beginning and the end of a critical/atomic section to library functions
which acquire/release a lock. These directives supported in the original OpenMP run-
time library based on a two-level lock: mutex and spin lock, where the POSIX thread
library provides the first one. However, to handle critical and atomic functions, it can
use the synchronization hardware available (i.e, test-and-set registers) in the SCC.
Barriers –implicit or explicit – are central constructs to the OpenMP parallelism
model and to any shared memory program. Implicit barriers are using usually at the
end of parallel regions to ensure that the slave thread does not start until all threads
have completed the first parallel work. Explicit barriers (#pragma omp barrier) may
use by the program developer to ensure all threads arrive this synchronization point,
even if arriving at different times due to different workloads. The fork/join model uses
two synchronization events per parallel loop. Consequently, the costs of barrier deserves
more attention, especially in case of the nested loops in an application such as parallel
inner and sequential outer loops. Therefore, the overhead of the barrier was recognized as
an important source of the performance degradation in the parallel programs [175–177].
Ordinarily, Compiler-generated parallel code may include more barriers than necessary,
so it is important to reduce the cost of a single barrier operation to a minimum.
Several implementations of OpenMP for MPSoCs have adopted a centralized shared
barrier [41–43]. The centralized shared barrier relies atomically on shared entry and
exit counters through lock-protected write operations. The counters are using to hold
the number of threads that reached a barrier. The last thread arrives the barrier, it is
signalling the waited threads by setting the flag. Synchronized access of the different
threads to the shared counter is done using mutex. This algorithm yields bad perfor-
mance as the access to the counter is serialized [105].
In addition, in non-cache coherent systems such as SCC, the barrier structures (e.g.
control flags, counters) in shared memory must explicitly be kept consistent with the
updates. To work around this problem, it considered several barrier algorithms which
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Figure 4.7: Master/Slave Approach
leverage specific hardware support for synchronization, different communication pattern,
or its explicitly-used portion of the memory hierarchy [178–180].
All barrier algorithms are implemented based on the busy-waiting approach. This
approach prevents all participants from leaving the barrier point until all threads have
reached it. Typically only one thread, the Master knows whether or not all threads have
arrived at the barrier. Then, this Master sends a wake-up signal to release the waiting
threads.
In this section, different barrier algorithms are examined to investigate ways in which
OpenMP model and its implementation can scale to large thread counts. Before pre-
senting a brief description of the various barrier implementations, I would first like to
give an overview of software implementation for barrier algorithms.
4.1.5.1 Software Implementation
Typically barrier synchronization has three phases. A thread first mails its entry into
the barrier, then waits for the last thread to arrive at the barrier, and in the end, it
receives a notification signal (from the master thread) to release all threads in the barrier.
Those phases are implemented as separate functions in order to analyse the overhead
individually for each phase.
The Master/Slave scheme considered to implement barrier algorithms on the SCC.
This approach is accomplished in two phases, the Entry or Gather phase and the Sig-
nal or Release phase, as explained in Figure 4.7. Each slave signals its entry into the
barrier by using a SLAVE ENTER() function; it then waits for the release signal. Master
thread controlled Entry and Signal phases by using WAIT and RELEASE functions (as
shown in Figure 4.2). Those functions were implemented individually to execute addi-
tional housekeeping functions before releasing the slave threads. Here, the local memory
(MPB) used to store the according flags. These memory spaces are fast and shareable
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among all cores without any issue in coherence to exchange vitality messages between
the individual SCC cores.
The SCC provides two kinds of memory access usages to the MPB, cached (MPBT)
and un-cached (UC). In MPBT mode, the data caches in the (L1) cache only as explained
in Section 3.1. While in UC mode, data reads and writes are directly issued to the
network. It is possible to mix UC and MPBT modes for accessing the same physical
address in MPB as illustrated in [120].
The barrier algorithms were implemented by exploiting shared-bytes and MPBT
memory mode. A common implementation for a read-update-write operation by using
MPBT mode is depicted in Listing 4.5. Firstly, the CL1INVMB invalidates all L1 cache
lines of MPBT type before the subsequent read access in order to get new updated values
from MPB; likewise, before write accesses it enforces writing updated data towards the
Write Combine Buffer (WCB).
CL1INVMB ();
<read byte(s)>
CL1INVMB ();
<write modified byte(s)>
FLUSH_MPB ();
Listing 4.5: MPBT mode
Then WCB is flushed by issuing a second write with a whole cache line at different
addresses. By exploiting UC mode (Listing 4.6), it can optimize the performance of
barrier algorithms by avoiding extra overhead for invalidating MPBT lines before read
and write operations as well as the cycles required to flush the WCB, as illustrated in
the previous work [178, 179].
<read byte(s)>
<write modified byte(s)>
Listing 4.6: UC mode
Therefore, it uses MPBT data in my implementation of the barrier algorithms (ex-
cluding RCCE implementation) as the baseline method, which allocates the flags in the
MPB by using MPBT mode.
4.1.5.2 RCCE algorithm (RCCE-B)
The SCC platform supports the message-passing programming model. The RCCE [128]
is one well-known library to support this model, featuring a simple barrier algorithm
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Figure 4.8: RCCE Barrier
based on a local put / remote get mechanism. It exploits flags for synchronization by
allocating them in that core’s MPB to initiate an update.
This is the baseline implementation of the barrier algorithm, which allocates an array
of flags in the local shared memory (Master’s MPB), every core initializes its own flags
therein. In this implementation as depicted in Figure 4.8 (where threads are represented
by a circle, time flows downward, and a square shape symbolized memory allocation),
they used the MPB to allocate flags, since it is shareable between all cores without
any coherency issue. Here, a master thread is responsible to gather and release waiting
threads. As a consequence, the Master core polls remotely on the release flag repeatedly
for all following cores.
4.1.5.3 Shared-Master-Slave algorithm (S-MSB)
It is linear barrier implementation as shown in Figure 4.9. This algorithm is an extended
version of the Master-Slave schema [105]. It is extended by Marongiu et al.[45] to use
a message passing-like approach for signalling by allocating each of the slave poll flags
onto their local memory. To address the issue of the traffic generated by polling activity
that is still generated through the interconnect towards shared memory locations, which
potentially leading to congestion.
In this algorithm, the master core accepts all the entry signals at the barrier and then
it is issuing release signals. As a result, the order of entry signal acceptance is fixed, since
every slave sends its status by using a separate flag. After the notification step, each slave
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Figure 4.9: Shared Master-Slave Barrier
enters a waiting state and polls on its private location for the release flag. In the signal
phase, the master thread updates each slave’s polling flag by broadcasting a release
signal. The S-MSB approach removes contention for shared counters and congestion
by distributing each of the slave’s poll flags in their local memory (MPB). Every slave
core is responsible to initialize its own flag that allocated in the Master’s MPB and the
Master core polls flags therein. This scheme uses a local get/remote put approach as
depicted in Figure 4.9. Two flag arrays are used in different memory portions: Master’s
MPB contained Master flags and Slave flags are distributed over the Slave’s MPBs. This
algorithm is presented in my previous work [178]. It optimized the performance of this
algorithm by separating the loop access to Master’s flags into two loops, as it can see in
the next section.
The two loop implementation used to optimize the performance of this algorithm
through separating the loop access to Master’s flags to reduce the cache misses. Here,
the gather loop of Master flags in WAIT() function is separated to two loops: one is
gathering the slaves’ entry signals, the other is reinitializing them. Consequently, it has
influence by approximately the same performance ratio of the SlAVE ENTER() function
in the slaves as explained in Section 4.3.1. This impact is the result of aligning the flag
allocation in MPB with cache lines, where every access in each loop is falling on the
same cache set.
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4.2 Methodology and Micro-benchmarks
4.2.1 Barrier Implementation
An important factor in determining the performance of a shared memory system is the
overhead due to synchronization for language constructs in OpenMP. Furthermore, the
costs of these operations are dependent on their implementation in the OpenMP runtime
library. To find out what the cost for each construct is, it needs to analysis the overhead
that associated with barrier phase implementation.
Table 4.1: The parameters of the barrier performance model
Parameter Description
Og Core overhead to read the flags in Master thread.
Lg Communication time to gather flags in Master thread.
Oc Core overhead to check the status of flags.
Os Core overhead to update the flags in Master thread.
Ls Communication time to update flags in Master thread.
Oe Core overhead to update the flags in Slave thread.
Le Communication time to update flags in Slave thread.
Lr Communication time to read flags in Slave thread.
Or Core overhead to get the new flag signal in Slave thread.
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However, Culler et al. [181] proposed LogP-model that accurately predicts perfor-
mance of a complex program on active-message based systems. This model has four
parameters to summarize the performance of a platform: the network latency L, the
overhead O, gap g represents the minimum time interval between subsequent messages,
and the processor number P. It uses this model to represent the overhead of barrier
algorithms as depicted in Figure 4.10. The parameters of this model are listed in the
Table 4.1. A simple micro-benchmark used in most previous studies to estimate the
time only in the Master core. The latency of gathering and releasing the participating
processors only is measured as illustrated in the Figure 4.10 (red bar). The overhead
of slave threads in the phases of the barrier was overlooked by the researchers. In Fig-
ure 4.10, a traditional way to measure the overhead in barrier algorithms by padding the
time read before and after the barrier algorithms in the Master thread (red bar). As a
consequence, missing the time of travail signal (yellow bar), response time of flag change
(blue bar and part of waiting time in pink bar), and the time of release (green bar).
Therefore, it can classify the overhead into two sites, Master and Slaves try covering all
the time consumption. This method, to best of my acknowledges has never been used
before in the performance measurement.
However, it can calculate overhead of LogP-model parameters (Table 4.1) by mea-
suring the time in two groups which are Master Overhead (MO) and Average Slave
Overhead (ASO). The MO introduces the cost for of performing barrier synchronization
in the Master thread, including the two barrier phases. The overhead of inserting the
new value of flag (yellow bar in the Figure 4.10) is including in ASO site. The ASO
gathers the overhead per participant (excluding the Master) by summing up all slaves’
overhead divided by the number of participating slaves. As a result, this procedure gives
a direct comparison of barrier costs on Master and Slave and therefore estimating the
quality of the evaluated algorithms based on the execution time and parallel speed-up.
To best of my acknowledge, this method has never been used before in the performance
measurement.
The Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC ) represents a simple micro-benchmark
[182] used to measure barrier performance in OpenMP model; however, as it does not
estimate the implicit barriers in the end of OpenMP directives, it therefore considers
insufficient.
However, the experiments have been carried out by executing barrier code only on
the platform: Pure Overhead. In the Pure Overhead micro-benchmark, barrier code is
executed only on the system without any communication between cores takes place. This
allows to estimate how the algorithm scales with increasing synchronization traffic only,
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as illustrated in the previous work[178–180]. For computing the average pure overhead
of the barrier, it uses the following equations:
AvgMO =
TotalBarrierT ime
(No.ofIterations−No.ofIgnores) (4.1)
AvgSO =
No.ofthreads∑
i 6=Master
(AvgBarrierT ime) (4.2)
OP (CPUcycles) =
 AvgMO if thread is MasterAvgSO
(No.ofthreads)−1 else
(4.3)
Where:
• TotalBarrierT ime: is the time of the barrier phases without any load overhead.
• AvgMO: is the average time of the Master thread, including Wait() and Release()
functions.
• AvgSO: is the average time of the Slave threads, only including the Slave Enter()
function.
• OP (CPUcycles): is the average execution time of the Master or Slaves in CPU
cycles.
• No.ofthreads: is the number of running threads (participants).
4.2.2 Parallelism Model
OpenMP is a parallel programming language system that is designed based on the
model of fork/join parallelism and the notion of parallel regions where computational
work is shared among a team of threads. In flat implementation, the fork-join parallel
programming model was primarily designed for uniform access shared-memory space
(UMA) systems and for relatively modest thread counts. Therefore, the overhead for
spawning and joining parallelism is an important factor that affects the performance.
These overheads, however, become significant for large core numbers.
To better understand and identify overhead of a fork/join model on OpenMP, Fig-
ure 4.11 shows a diagram of operation in the OpenMP parallel region. This figure depicts
a time-line (gray bar) of the subtasks of the beginning and end runtime code of a parallel
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Figure 4.11: OpenMP Parallel Region Operation
region construct. Consequentially, the breakdown of fork execution times divided into
three main phases:
• Team INIT: allocate and populate the team descriptor.
• Team FETCH: that used to fetch the slave threads from the global thread pool.
• RELEASE: release the slaves from global synchronization structures.
Similarly, the breakdown of join execution times plotted into the main phases: the
time to collect the team threads on the synchronization structure (GATHER), and the
time to tear down the team descriptor (CLEANUP).
Based on the Figure 4.11, the EPCC micro-benchmark [182] is extended for cap-
turing the overhead of parallel OpenMP events. Conventionally, the EPCC measured
the overhead of OpenMP directives by comparing the time taken to the code section
executed sequentially by the time taken for the same code in parallel mode, including
the costs for creating parallelism and synchronization primitives. As a consequence,
this benchmark is appropriate only for single-level parallelism; to use EPCC with a
large number of threads (such as in many-core system) can estimate an inaccurate over-
head. In addition, evaluating OpenMP parallelism based on application speed-ups (e.g,
NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) [183] and the Standard Performance Evaluation Cor-
poration (SPEC ) [184]) depicts the overall performance indications without revealing
potential construct-specific problems.
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Table 4.2: OpenMP directive transformations
Before After
getclock();
/* Parallel Region */ GOMP parallel start(&omp fun,
&omp data, num threads);
#pragma omp parallel omp fun(&omp data);
Work load(); GOMP parallel end();
getclock();
gomp team start(&omp fun,
&omp data, num threads, Team INIT,
Team FETCH);
GOMP parallel start(&omp fun,
&omp data, num threads);
getclock();
RELEASE();
getclock();
getclock();
GATHER();
GOMP parallel end(); getclock();
gomp team end(); /* CLEANUP */
getclock();
Therefore, Table 4.2 shows my proposed extension and performance library routines
which can be used to monitor an OpenMP event. It integrated a special instrument
inside the OpenMP run-time library based on the directive transformations for specific
purposes. As a result, this way allows me, first, avoiding extra overhead that caused
by the technique of directive transformations, and second, it shows more performance
details about interesting OpenMP execution events (e.g., team creation, fetching threads,
thread synchronization, clean-up). Finally, this way can be easily accommodated several
measurement modes such as profiling [185, 186] and tracing [187, 188] without compiler
involvement.
In Section 4.3.2, two different implementations of micro-benchmark used to compare
the performance and scalability based on the above scenarios: Impact of static load, and
load imbalance. The static load implemented by adding the same work load to every
thread included the master thread. By this way, it will be sure that each core arrives at
the end of the parallel region with maximum efficiency.
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In most applications, the load imbalance poses a challenge to achieving satisfactory
parallel efficiency. Therefore, it exploited the load imbalance approach to evaluate the
overhead of initializing, creation, and terminating parallel threads. It implements a
synthetic micro-benchmark that is a function. This function will perform several floating
point operations without any data involved. Where, each core in the parallel region will
call the number of times this function which will be represented the load of each OpenMP
thread. Excluding one core (Master thread) that uses a larger number of iterations that
is 4x more than in others. As a result, this benchmark helps to understand where time is
wasted due to mitigate the overhead of the implicit barrier within the end of the parallel
region. By reducing the time of waiting threads to reach the implicit barrier, where the
master thread will be sure enter the barrier line after all threads arrival.
4.3 Run-Time Overhead
In this section, It evaluates the overhead cost that imposed over program execution
time by libgomp scc services. It is important in many aspects of OpenMP research to
understand the challenge of adapting OpenMP to emerge MPSoC platforms. All the
experimental evaluation in this section has been generated by using the defaults SCC
settings which mentioned in Section 3.1. The experiments have been carried out by
executing parallel code on different core counts.
In Section 4.3.1, It discussed the cost of each of the phases (gather + release) of the
barrier algorithm that can potentially improve the performance. To better understand
the overhead of a fork/join model is detailed in Section 4.3.2. Finally, to study the
impact of memory access mode on the performance, Section 4.3.3 presents the results of
barrier approach; and validated its performance with the original implementation.
Nevertheless, It believes that benchmarks do actually cover most of the characteristics
that real applications feature. Thus enabling me to make realistic assumptions about
the performance of real applications.
4.3.1 Synchronization Primitives
Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the performance of the pure overhead micro-benchmark.
This section compares the performance of S-MSB barrier and its optimized version (S-
MSBO) implementations with RCCE barrier. Figure 4.12 shows the direct comparison
of these algorithms. This figure depicts only the cost of the barrier code without any
other form of communication between threads as explained in Section 4.2.1, to show
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Figure 4.12: Pure Overhead of Barrier Algorithms
how the barrier algorithm will scale with increasing traffic by synchronization only. The
scalability is analyzed by varying the NoC topology as the number of cores increases.
The size of the topology represents only by the core numbers, however the topology
takes also into account the external off-chip device.
Obviously, to analyze the Figure 4.12, the implementations of the RCCE-B, S-MSB
and S-MSBO are linearly dependent on the number of cores as expected. S-MSBO’s
overhead is less than 39% and 35% (for 48 threads) compared to RCCE-B and S-MSB
respectively. In spite of SCCs capabilities for flexible use of on-die resources for efficient
synchronization and communication between cores, the high cost of this barrier algo-
rithm is not surprising. Employing a distributed-shared algorithm allows to completely
remove the traffic due to busy-waiting as compared to RCCE barrier. The S-MSB
scheme, as expected, mitigates the effects of the bottleneck due to contended resources
for core numbers > 32.
Regardless system size and NoC topology with no hardware support, S-MSBO shows
always the fastest barrier, making it the ideal candidate to perform synchronization.
For more than two cores, S-MSBO shows significantly speed-up more than others. This
impact is the result of aligning the flag allocation in local memory (MPB) with cache
line. In addition, the two loop mechanisms (loop fission) also support better utilization
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of Write Combine Buffer (WCB), since WCB collects all bytes and sends them as a
single batch. Using 2 cores, S-MSBO adds more overhead that is resulted of two loops
accessing the same memory bank as shown in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.13: Pure Overhead of Barrier phases (Gather & Release)
As a consequence, S-MSBO mitigates the effects of the bottleneck due to contended
on-chip resources and it used therefore as a baseline implementation, which allocates
the flags in the MPB by using MPBT mode. The cost for each of the barrier phases
gather and release plotted into MO and ASO, respectively in Figure 4.13. The first
column in Figure 4.13 shows the average overhead of the Master thread that includes
waiting-time and releasing-time of the slaves. While the second column depicts the
average overhead to inform the Master thread by the slave and waiting-time for the
exit (release) signals. As depicted in Figure 4.13, RELEASE() and WAIT() functions
of S-MSBO in MO achieve more than 48% and 28% overhead reduction compared to
the baseline RCCE for 48 threads, respectively. Consequentially, allocating barrier flags
in the local shared memory (MPB) of the master thread allows to completely remove
the traffic due to bus-waiting and extra communication costs to access to the slaves poll
flag.
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For the ASO, this overhead reduction as well is reflected by approximately the same
performance ration of the SLAVE ENTER(), because there is no contention to signal
the Master thread or to access a shared signal variable. The cost for synchronizing 48
cores reduced to ≈ 11000 cycles.
4.3.2 Fork/Join Model
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Figure 4.14: OpenMP parallel Overhead
Here, it measures the fork/join cost for the flat implementation correspond to a tradi-
tional implementation of the runtime of the OpenMP model on the SCC platform. The
fork/join mechanism is the responsibility of the master thread. Libgomp scc library im-
plements this functionality by creating the threads (equal to number that determined by
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runtime parameters) and executing the parallel function on all the cores. The extended
version of EPCC (Section 4.2.2) measures the overheads for GOMP parallel start and
GOMP parallel end in clock cycles. Further, it subtracts the execution time of the
load essentially yielding the pure overhead for these functions included the overhead of
getclock() call as shown in Table 4.2. Figure 4.14 explains the total overhead encoun-
tered by these functions and its ratio percentage of the total execution time for static
and imbalance load benchmarks, while Figure 4.15 shows the distribution of the total
overhead over the fork/join execution times. Specifically, the figure depicts two bars cor-
respondence to different number of cores. The blue bar represents the total execution
time included work load time and red bar depicts the overhead of fork/join functions.
From the results it is observed that, the ratio of the overhead grows with the number
of cores. This is due to the extra overhead of including more threads in the parallel
team as it will see later in Figure 4.15. The overheads of fork/join implementation
are reduced by 70% approximately when using imbalance load benchmark as shown
in Figure 4.14(b). The overhead of the synchronization primitives are as good as for
increasing core numbers and the work load while higher for static and fine grained load
distribution and creation of parallel regions. The reason lies in the mechanism of the
GCC compiler generated code and how parallel regions are handled by the run-time
library.
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Figure 4.15: Cost of Flat fork/join model
To study how efficiently fork/join implementation support OpenMP parallelism, it
has plotted the breakdown of both the fork and the join execution times into five main
phases as mentioned in Section 4.2.2. Figure 4.15 illustrates the overhead that executed
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sequentially by the master thread on the SCC platform. Clearly, in the fork (static and
imbalance load), the cost of team FETCH and RELEASE is strongly dependent on the
number of threads forked or joined, inasmuch as the extensive communication required
among the core that encounters the parallel region, MPB, and the remaining cores. The
first component, on the contrary, does not depend on the number of threads requested.
The overhead call represents the time spent invoking function for getclock() before and
after the primitives for fork and join.
Similarly, threads on the dock is collected by iterating over the team participants,
so the execution time of this section increased with the thread numbers in the team.
CLEANUP, on the contrary, is independent of the number of threads.
Overall, the flat fork/join cost increased with the thread numbers is globally less visi-
ble due to a huge time for the INIT, FETCH (during fork) and CLEANUP (during join)
stages. Because the data structures were allocated on the main shared memory, which
has a very high cost access compared to the on-chip memory on SCC clusters. This cost
can reduce by using a custom malloc routines, which depend on pre-allocated memory
bins with fast inspection. In particular, this cost increased during team FETCH due to
the sequential recruitment of a very large of threads on the master. Likewise, during
team RELEASE/GATHER (based on S-MSB algorithm), this cost increased because of
the NUMA effects that significantly grow remote master-to-slave communication.
4.3.3 Impact of Memory Access Mode
Figure 4.16 shows the timings obtained from the implementation of S-MSB barrier based
on UC mode (S-MSBO-UC) on the SCC platform. It also compares this timing in clock
cycles with native RCCE implementation, S-MSB, and S-MSBO.
This barrier algorithm that is programmed based on UC mode, it avoids the extra
overhead for invalidate MPBT lines before read and write and also the cycles which
exploited to flush WCB. The S-MSB-UC implementation clearly improves the S-MSB
algorithm, also it significantly reduces the overhead on MPB-based algorithms, as shown
in Figure 4.16. It shows worse results by more than 46.6% overhead reduction for 48
threads compared to RCCE overhead in the previous experiments. Obviously, it misses
the impact of aligning the flag allocation in MPB with cache lines in S-MSBO perfor-
mance when it allocated the flags in UC mode. Where, S-MSB-UC shows that imple-
mentation benefits from using UC and reduces the overhead by 12.6% for 48 threads.
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Figure 4.16: Pure Overhead of Barrier Algorithms with memory mode
Overall, the choice of a good barrier implementation can dependent on the mem-
ory access mode and S-MSB-UC based on UC mode is the best among all the barrier
implementations.
4.4 Summary
This chapter talked about the main challenges in the OpenMP design on top of cluster-
based many-core system and how to overcome on it. Especially, when the platform that
used has no any support to handle the shared data or keep the data coherent between
cores. Furthermore, it is attractive to support OpenMP programming model on such
system as the SCC. In like manner, the ongoing efforts towards an efficient OpenMP
implementation for Intel SCC were presented based on a modified GCC 2.6 compiler with
a custom run-time library. This chapter is part in the process of supporting full-OpenMP
parallelism to increase programmer productivity, to reduce the design/development costs
for the future many-core systems.
Here, the issues and requirements are discussed to support the OpenMP fork/join
execution model on the Intel’s SCC. In that sense, it believes that significant improve-
ments can be achieved with the mindful usage of relevant architectural features. One of
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the keys that used to reduce the run-time overheads is an efficient barrier implementa-
tion, because my OpenMP design approach relies heavily on the barrier operations to
control threads in parallel. Therefore, it has implemented optimised barrier approach
to optimize the OpenMP run-time library performance by considering the impact of
cache line with the flag location in the SCC architecture. As part of a quantitative
performance evaluation, the experimental results highlight that S-MSBO can obtain a
significant reduction in the overhead for the barrier. The S-MSBO allows 48% (MO in
Pure Overhead) reduction in the overhead than S-MSB implementation. Consequently,
these represent a substantial decrease in the cost of managing parallelism. Furthermore,
the memory access mode considered in the barrier algorithm implementation. In the
next chapter, more optimization techniques in barrier implementation are introducing.
However, the biggest challenge is data sharing on the SCC to support OpenMP:
making shared data from main memory visible to all threads in existence of several OS
instances. Namely, each core has different virtual memory space. This chapter handled
this issue by proposing a novel mechanism that extended the GCC to share the data and
ensuring a consistent view of shared memory in the absence of dedicated hardware cache
coherence support. In addition, this chapter shown the preliminary results of fork/join
overhead by developing the evaluation criterion with a micro-benchmark to identify the
worst cases of the execution time in the model.
Overall, this chapter produced an efficient translation technique to deal with all
OpenMP directives with a customized run-time library that responds to the programmer
hints for cluster-based many-core template.
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Chapter 5
Achieving Low Overhead of
Barrier Synchronization
Algorithms
OpenMP (and most related shared memory-based programming models) relieson a fork/join execution model, which leverages a barrier construct to syn-chronize parallel threads as shown in Figure 4.1. Barriers – implicit or explicit
– are central constructs to the OpenMPb execution model and to any shared memory
parallel program. Here, the barrier directive, #pragma omp barrier, ensures all threads
pass this synchronization point at the same time, regardless of arriving at different times
e.g. due to different workloads. Barriers are implicitly required at the end of any par-
allel region and work-sharing construct. The unavoidable synchronization overhead has
been recognized as an important source of performance degradation regarding parallel
program execution. Besides steadily increasing number of threads for parallel regions
and the complexity of memory hierarchies in the system, the scalability of the imple-
mentations becomes increasingly important.
With the longer-term goal of bringing the OpenMP programming model to SoCs, in
this chapter, it is trying to surround the largest possible number of implementations of
OpenMP-like barrier synchronization algorithms for SCC. It aims by this work to gain
insight into the behavior of different barrier approaches in the OpenMP context in order
to determine which of them is a most suitable implementation based on the underlying
hardware architecture and number of threads. Moreover, the SCC does not offer hard-
ware cache coherency, arising further problems for shared memory programming models
as it is not possible to update a shared memory location by using an atomic operation.
5.1. Motivation
To support atomic operations on SCC, it needs to process a small set of hardware reg-
isters, namely test-and-set and Atomic Increment Counters [189]. Using such hardware
primitives eases the construction of efficient synchronization operations in software and
according high-level routines built on top.
It therefore investigates a number of techniques for reducing the barrier overhead
by considering particular barrier optimizations leveraging SCC-specific hardware sup-
port for synchronization and its explicitly-managed portion of the memory hierarchy
(i.e., MPB), and pattern communication analysis similar to that performed for message-
passing machines. It implemented several approaches of barrier operations integrated
into the OpenMP runtime library. The experimental results section provides a detailed
evaluation of the performance achieved by different approaches and shows benefits and
drawbacks of individual approaches as well as significant performance improvements for
the optimal solutions.
5.1 Motivation
OpenMP [16] employs the fork/join programming model as depicted in Figure 4.1. The
program executes sequentially within a single thread, referred to as the Master thread,
until it encounters a #pragma omp parallel directive. Here, execution forks into a
multitude of threads by assigning (forking) computation to a number of worker threads
(slaves). As a result, a parallel region is created. At the end of the parallel construct the
master waits for all slave threads to complete (join) before continuing execution. Then
only the Master thread resumes execution. A barrier is used to ensure all slave threads
have completed before the master thread can continue that is defined as [16]:
“A synchronisation point that must be reached by all threads in a team. Each thread
waits until all threads in the team arrive at this point.“
One common way to implement parallel regions is to create new threads on the
fly relying on standard threading libraries such as Pthreads. However, Pthreads on
SCC would require dedicated abstraction layers to allow threads on different cores to
communicate. Unfortunately, the context switch overhead of the Pthread library is
rather high as is the scheduling policy of GNU/Linux [170]. Therefore, my approach
relies on a custom micro-kernel code [45, 105] executed by every core at start-up. To
minimize the cost associated to dynamic thread creation, it assumes a fixed allocation
of the Master and Slave threads to the processors.
However, using the fork/join model is easy and flexible to handle sequential and
parallel parts of an application. It exploits two synchronization events for every parallel
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block (e,g., loop, work-share). Consequently, the costs of barrier for fork/join model
can be high, especially when the application has nested loops such as parallel inner and
sequential outer loops.
Therefore, a variety of other barrier implementations exist, which differ in overhead,
network traffic, and memory usage [41–43, 175–180]. In order to compare these different
implementations on Cluster-on-Chip architectures like the SCC, it classified them based
on the type of (a) communication pattern employed within the barrier algorithm phases
and (b) use of hardware primitives, as described below.
5.2 Linear Algorithms
A linear approach works by a single master being responsible for accepting all the entry
signals and issuing release signals. In this approach, the order of entry signal accep-
tance is fixed. A second approach with similar performance exists. Here, in contrast,
each thread receives the entry signal from its next higher-numbered neighbor, and then
send its entry signal to the next lower-numbered neighbor. With each core having one
predecessor and one successor, this effectively creates a chain topology.
5.2.1 Shared Master/Slave Algorithms (S-MSB)
Waiting state 
Entry state 
Releasing 
state 
Idle state 
 Master ﬂag
 Slave ﬂag
P1
P1
P2 PnP1
Pn
P0
P0
P0
P0
P2
P1
P1
PnP1
P2
P2
P2P0
P0
Pn Pn
P2
Pn
(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: Shared Master/Slave Barrier
This is the baseline implementation of the barrier algorithm as implemented in Sec-
tion 4.1.5.3. In this approach, the Master core is responsible for gathering all slaves at
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the barrier. Since every slave signals its status using a separate flag, this operation is
executed without resource contention. After the notification step, slaves enter a waiting
state where they poll on a private location for the release flag. In the signal phase of
the barrier, the Master thread broadcasts a release signal to each slave’s polling flag. It
hence used S-MSBO as a barrier algorithm baseline implementation, which allocates the
flags in MPB in MPBT mode.
This scheme uses a local get/remote put approach that optimized by by separating
the loop access to Master’s flags into two loops, as depicted in Figure 5.1 (a). To
optimize the Signal phase’s performance, it exploited the chain mechanism as depicted
in Figure 5.1 (b).
5.2.2 Master Sharing-Slave Algorithms (M-SSB)
Waiting state 
Entry state 
Releasing 
state 
Idle state 
 Master ﬂag
P1
P2
P0
Pn
Pn
P1 P2P0
P2P1
Pn
P0
(b)
Figure 5.2: Master Sharing-Slave Barrier
This algorithm requires one flag array being shared between the cores, as shown in
Figure 5.2. In order to notify the Master thread that it has arrived, the Slave thread
changes the state of its flag in an array to positive. When the Master thread has verified
that this transition has occurred and counts the number of threads have arrived, it
releases the Slave by relaying its flag to negative transition. The Slave threads wait
until the negative transition occurs. Each core can cause only one of the two transition
changes. Since it the MPB is shared between cores and distributed-physically allocation,
the access time therefore depends on distance. Here in the M-SSB, every thread is
responsible on reinitialize its flag that is allocated in its own local MPB.
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5.2.3 Master Polarity-Slave Algorithms (M-PSB)
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Entry state 
Releasing 
state 
Idle state 
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Pn
 Slave ﬂag
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Figure 5.3: Master Polarity-Slave Barrier
In this approach, it exploits the polarity exit technique for implementing the Signal
phase [190]. This implementation allows me to use a single flag array and one shared
variable: in the previous algorithms, the Signal phase of a barrier requires the Master
thread release all slaves by broadcasting the free signal. By using a single shared variable
to convey the release information, it can avoid extra overhead for updating all flags of
participating slaves in the barrier. Only the Master thread is responsible for changing
the state of this shared variable, the slaves only have read access. The polarity approach
is employed for handling reinitialization. It uses a private boolean variable for indicating
the current barrier state polarity in order to guarantee correct initialization for derived
implementations. Every thread will validate their polarity using a shared release vari-
able. This algorithm shows a possible issue for the case that one thread enters a barrier
with a polarity that is opposite to the polarity of another thread. To solve this problem,
it starts the barrier using a default initial polarity value. If all threads are entering
barrier with same polarity, the above polarity issue does not occur.
Figure 5.3 explains the implementation for this algorithm that is coded by using the
linear mechanism for slave gathering. This algorithm provides simultaneous access to
a single shared memory location that is limited by the specific hardware architecture;
consequently, it generate contention. Furthermore, this algorithm does not give the
Master thread any information about the slaves having received the release signal. It
only knows when the Slaves enter the barriers and when the Master sends the release
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signal. As a consequence, the Master knows that all threads have received the previous
release signal once a thread enters the barrier again.
5.2.4 Chain-Polarity Algorithms (CPB)
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Pn
P0
 Slave ﬂag
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Figure 5.4: Chain-Polarity Barrier
CPB in Figure 5.4 is similar to M-PSB(b), but instead of using a single shared
variable for releasing the slaves in the Signal phase, this scheme allocates each of the
slave’s poll flag onto their local memory and uses the chain mechanism to broadcast the
release signal [179, 180]. By using this approach, it can avoid contention of the M-PSB
algorithms and use the linear approach in Signal phase. The chain mechanism is used
in the Figure 5.4 to reduce the overhead of publishing the release signal in the Signal
phase. In addition, the polarity approach will not allow to the thread to enter the next
barrier with same state of flags in previous one. As a result, the Master thread doesn’t
need to get notification from last thread in release phase.
5.3 Tree Algorithms
For the following algorithms, it employs the communication pattern depicted in Fig-
ure 5.5 for Entry and Signal phases of the barrier algorithm. Yew et al [191] proposed
the tree algorithm in order to increase the performance of the Central Barrier algorithm
by reducing its associated contention. The tree algorithm exploits logarithmic mapping.
It is somewhat similar to the Master/Slave scheme. Each phase of the tree barrier ap-
proach inherently requires more computation than for a linear algorithm, because each
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(b) Double Binary-Tree Polarity Barrier
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Figure 5.5: Tree Barrier Algorithms
thread must calculate its leaves or children. When used for the Signal phase, each thread
waits for the release signal from its parent and broadcast it to its children. Despite the
slight calculation overhead, it offers strong benefits by reducing the number of transmis-
sion steps from (number of threads−1) in the case of linear algorithms to log2(number
of threads) steps.
5.3.1 Binary-Tree Polarity Algorithms (BTPB)
In this approach, each parent node has either two leaves or one leaf, while the leaf nodes
are only have a single or no leaves. It allows for a single thread to synchronize with
several neighbours and also allows to propagate several signals to others. Traditionally,
the binary tree divides the nodes into subgroups (sub-trees) and each node has an array
of flags. Every process waits until receiving the entry signal from one higher neighbour
and then notifies its own parent. The parent notifies each of its children by exchanging
the flag state of the node corresponding to it. The data structures for the tree in each
node’s parent is initialized to reflect the appropriate child flag that is used to notify the
arrival of all children. Then all threads except the root waits for their local wakeup
sense flag and the release signal distributed by the parent in each level to its children.
In my implementation, it avoids all this complexity by initializing and allocating
an array of flags in every node. To the best of my knowledge, it provides the first
implementation of BT-based barrier synchronization on SCC avoiding the complexity
issues noted in the previous paragraphs.
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Figure 5.5(a) depicts the BT use in the Entry phase. Firstly, it allocates every slave
poll flag in the slaves’ local memory and also every core is responsible for initializing
its own flag therein. Each thread then determines its children according to its assigned
node id without the need for knowing its parent. For notifying the parent thread by its
children upon arrival at the barrier, each child thread exchanges the state of its flag and
waits for the release signal coming from its parent. The parent waits for all children
notifications based on individual check-in flag(s) of its child(ren) before updating its
own flag; this propagates through the tree until the topmost parent (Master / root)
receives the notification. Upon Signal phase, the Master thread sends a release signal to
all slaves by updating a shared release value similar to the release mechanism in M-PSB
algorithm in Section 5.2.3. The polarity exit scheme is exploited for providing correct
initialization of single shared release values for the next barrier iteration. The algorithm
therefore needs at most log2(number of threads) rounds to complete the barrier entry
process [180].
5.3.2 Double Binary-Tree Polarity Barrier Algorithms (D-BTPB)
The D-BTPB is depicted in Figure 5.5(b). Its Entry phase uses the same mechanism as
the BT-BP entry phase. Instead of using a single shared release variable for notifying
the slaves in the Signal phase, it used also the binary tree to broadcast signals to all
slaves. The Master thread sends its release signal to its children once all entry signals
of all slaves arrived. On receiving a release signal from its parent, a node forwards it
to its children one by one. As a consequence, the broadcast release overhead in the
Signal phase is reduced to log2(number of threads) steps. To be sure all slaves have
already received the release signal, the Master thread waits for the last slave to forward
its release signal by exchanging the value of the Master flag that is allocated in the local
memory of the Master thread. Thus, the Signal phase overhead in this barrier takes at
most log2(number of threads) + 1 steps, an optimal result.
5.4 Barrier Algorithms using Hardware Primitives
The SCC system has basic synchronization primitives which are implemented in hard-
ware. The synchronization primitives involve Atomic Flag registers (test-and-set (T&S)),
AIC, and GIR [123]. In the SCC platform, every core could access those primitives
through memory-mapped I/O by using mmap() and appropriate LUT entries LUT [127].
Moreover, every core can read and write any of those synchronization registers. Reble
et al. in [192] implemented a linear barrier based on the T&S for indicating and releas-
ing threads featuring a lower overhead. Otherwise, using a T&S for each participant
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is expensive; in some cases this approach requires mutually exclusive access to shared
memory locations, therefore, the resources are scarce.
Petrovic et al. [193] presented a broadcast algorithm based on GIR to address the
delay problem using MPB polling for notification. It has exploited this technique in
my previous work [178] to reduce the time consumption in the Signal phase of the
Master/Slave approach by using the user-space library for interrupt handling, but un-
fortunately the results of overhead were not stimulating. The reason for bad scaling of
the interrupt mechanism is contention, that is confirmed by Petrovic [193]. Where, there
is a fixed set of steps a core should perform when receiving an interrupt. This includes
reading from the status register, to determine the sender, and resetting the interrupt
by writing to the reset register. Since all the registers related to interrupt handling are
on the FPGA, access to them is handled sequentially. Therefore, an interrupt is sent
to many cores at once, they all try to access their interrupt status register at the same
time, but their requests contend and are handled one after another, which explains the
observed performance loss. Consequently, this problem increase the overhead of the
barrier.
Reble et al.[192] exploited the a set of atomic T&S registers as flag to indicate and
release incoming threads in the barrier schema. Where, each thread performs a linear
search for the first unlocked T&S. Then, each thread spins on the T&S, except the last
one, enters the release phase by polling on the specific T&S. As a consequence, this
implementation has lower overhead compared to the reference implementation of RCCE
and minimizes also the contention for access to the MPB. However, it avoids using this
implementation because of the numbers of T&S are scarce and the allocation of a T&S
for each thread is expensive. In addition, it used T&S to implement atomic and critical
directives in the OpenMP.
Reble et al.[189] back to avoid the limitation of usage T&S by exploiting AIC register
in Lubachevsky barrier algorithm. The Lubachevsky barrier [194] is a simple algorithm
that depends on counters which are visible and can be atomically incremented. On the
SCC, it can be implemented using exponential back-off and AICs [189]. This imple-
mentation significantly reduces contention and leads to promising results. The counter
is used to track the threads: each thread increments a counter to record its presence
and then polls that counter to determine the number of threads arrived. As a conse-
quence, the last thread is responsible for resetting the counter. To avoid mistakenly
passed barriers, the last threads exchanges the counter reference [194]. To implement
the Lubachevsky barrier approach, two AICs are used [189]; on the SCC this, however,
requires polling off-die AIC, therefore leading to contention. Hence, significant speedup
is achieved by adding an exponential back-off to AIC polling during Signal phase. In
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this thesis, it is leveraging the on-chip resources to implement efficient barrier synchro-
nization, therefore, it did not use the AIC on the FPGA.
5.4.1 LUT Barrier Algorithm (LUTB)
LUT # Physica address Contents
247 0xF700000 Conﬁgure register-tile 23
0xE000000 Conﬁgure register-tile 00
System
Conﬁguration
registers
(24 segments)
215 0xD700000 MPB in tile 23
192 0xC000000 MPB in tile 00
MPBs
(24 segments)
131 0x8400000 System memory address
128 0x8000000 System memory address
Shared 
memory region 
(4 segments, 
64 MB)
40 0x2800000 Core memory address
0x0000000 Core memory address
Private 
memory region
(40 segments, 
540 MB)
224
0
Figure 5.6: Lookup Table for 32GB memory system on the SCC
In the SCC, every core has a lookup table (LUT) with 256 entries as shown in Fig-
ure 5.6 used for physical-to-physical address mapping (32 bit core physical address to 64
bit system physical address) [4]. It is part of the configuration registers system that is
mapped by a LUT entry also. The LUT is a shareable between all the cores and mostly
used by operating system, but may be used also on application level. It is possible to
change the contents of the LUT dynamically without causing problems to the core’s
memory management. The authors of [3] successfully implemented a copy operation by
changing the mapping of LUT entries.
This raises the idea of using the LUT for barrier synchronisation. In order to achieve
this in a sensible way it must be possible to propagate several signals onward to others
without an increase in algorithm complexity. This is granted: not only can every core
access its own or any other core’s LUT, but also LUT entries are mapped by using
mmap() in UC mode. As a consequence, by using LUTs it avoids the issues of ensuring
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a consistent view of MPB. Moreover, the LUTs are located very close to the core and,
as a result, it avoids the extra overhead of access off-die registers (e.g AIC). Therefore,
LUTB is a new implementation that is using an one LUT entry in every core to track
notify and release signals. This implementation therefore also avoids contention issues.
It uses the same mechanisms for Entry and Signal phases as in the M-SSB algorithms:
instead of using local memory for allocating the flags, it used a single LUT entry.
5.4.2 Chain LUT Polarity Barrier Algorithm (C-LUTB)
C-LUTB is a linear algorithm using chain mechanism for reducing the overhead of
gathering the notify signals in the Entry phase of LUTB. To implement this algorithm,
it needs to use one entry in each core. In the signal phase, the master thread waits to
receive the notification signal from its higher neighbor and exchanges the LUT entry of
the participant’s last thread. Because of the LUT entry of the last thread is not used
(no further neighbor in the chain), it uses this entry for releasing the slaves. All slaves
wait for exchanging the state of the last thread’s LUT entry that indicates a release
signal.
5.4.3 Binary-Tree LUT Polarity Barrier Algorithm (BT-LUTB)
To reduce the overhead of gathering the notify signals in the Entry phase for C-LUTB,
it exploits the binary tree scheme (such as in Section 5.3.1) in this algorithm.
5.5 Methodology and Micro-benchmarks
In Section 4.2.1, it avoids the traditional way to measure the overhead in barrier al-
gorithms that is padded the time read before and after the barrier algorithms in the
Master thread. It proposes to classify the overhead into two site, Master and Slaves to
try covering all the time consumption in barrier schema.
Kumar et al reported on overhead of the barrier under three conditions: random load,
impact of load imbalance, and effect on network of synchronization operation [195]. In
addition, G.H. et al proposed to add a certain delay in critical section [196]. In this work,
it therefore implemented four kinds of micro-benchmarks based on the above scenarios:
Pure Overhead, Impact of static load, Impact of random load, Impact of load imbalance,
and Effect on NoC. Moreover, it has reprogrammed the Pure Overhead micro-benchmark
to analyze the Impact of memory access mode on the performance of barrier algorithms.
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The Pure Overhead estimates the algorithm scalability with increasing synchroniza-
tion traffic only, as illustrated in Section 4.2.1.
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Figure 5.7: Impact of Delay implementation
Figure 5.7 depicts the implementations of three micro-benchmarks depending on
added delay: it added delay in the master thread after the Signal phases to avoid
interference with the barrier’s next iteration. Here, it implemented versions for static and
random loads similarly to the pure overhead micro-benchmark by adding static/random
delay before the critical section of the slave threads. This staggers their arrival at the
barrier point and inside the critical section in the Master thread’s release phase. The
random version basically approximates slight variations in the Exit phase. The static
case is set up in a way that a core arrives with maximum efficiency in the Entry phase.
Thus, these micro-benchmark measure the overhead of the slaves’ arrival at the barrier
as well as overheads of barrier synchronization due to loop scheduling. The average
overhead time of the impact of load (static/random) are computed based on equations
5.1, 5.2, and the following:
AvgMD =
TotalDelayT ime
(No.ofIterations−No.ofIgnores) (5.1)
AvgSD =
No.ofthreads∑
i 6=Master
TotalDelayT ime
(No.ofIterations−No.ofIgnores) (5.2)
OL(CPUcycles) =
 AvgMO −AvgMD if thread is MasterAvgSO−AvgSD
(No.ofthreads)−1 else
(5.3)
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Where:
• TotalDelayT ime: is the time of the barrier phases without any Static/Random
load overhead.
• AvgMD: is the average time of Delay (static/random) in the Master thread before
entering the barrier.
• AvgSD: is the average time of Delay (static/random) for Slave threads before
entering the barrier.
• OL(CPUcycles): is the average load impact for Master or Slaves in CPU cycles.
Parallel programming experiments demonstrated that threads typically fail to arrive
at the synchronization point at the same time for several reasons. Firstly, the workload
may be unevenly distributed among the threads. Thus, certain threads consistently
arrive late at the synchronization point, hence idling other threads and resulting in load
imbalance. Similarly in OpenMP, all threads that entered the barrier might have to wait
for a member of their team to carry out the work of a single construct. To determine the
effect of load imbalance, all cores use the same delay except one core using a larger delay
(2x Load). It chose the minimum delay size that is used by all threads to ensure that
there is no interference between the two barriers. By using this method, it can measure
the overhead of the last thread arriving; all the threads with smaller delay finish the first
phase of the barrier and are waiting for the last thread using the larger delay. Therefore,
to avoid unexpected barrier cost of the barrier, it is important to change the ownership
for the larger delay in each iteration by using a round-robin approach (100,000 iterations
per round). Under those circumstances, the larger delay has a measurable impact on
the performance of micro-benchmark, which can be formulated as follows:
AvgMDS =
TotalDelayT imeSmaller
(No.ofIterations−No.ofIgnores) (5.4)
AvgSDS =
No.ofthreads∑
i 6=Master,∀i∈smallerdelay
TotalDelayT imeSmaller
(No.ofIterations−No.ofIgnores) (5.5)
AvgSDL =
TotalDelayT imeLarger
(No.ofIterations−No.ofIgnores) (5.6)
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OIL(CPUcycles) =
 AvgMO −AvgMDS if thread is MasterAvgSO−(AvgSDS+AvgSDL )
(No.ofthreads)−1 else
(5.7)
Where:
• TotalDelayT imeSmaller: is the time of the barrier phases without any load over-
head for threads used small load.
• TotalDelayT imeLarge: is the time of the barrier phases without any load overhead
for threads used large load.
• AvgMDS : is the average (small) Delay in the Master thread.
• AvgSDS : is the average (small) Delay for the Slave threads.
• AvgSDL : is the average (large) Delay in the long-delayed Slave thread.
• OIL(CPUcycles): is the average load balance impact for the Master or Slaves in
CPU cycles.
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Figure 5.8: Effect of NoC implementation
Finally, it evaluates the effect of NoC traffic generated by the barrier operations for
cores not participating in the barrier. All cores issue repeatedly the barrier code without
any computation and communication except one core (the last numbered thread) which
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does not use the barrier, performing read operations to an address in memory. Memory
access can be done in two ways: access to an address allocated in DRAM (off-chip) and
the access to an address allocated in SRAM (On-chip, e.g, MPB). The UC mode is used
to access DRAM memory, while the MPBT mode is used to access SRAM. The last-
numbered core sends a signal to the Master thread to release the other slaves. Thus, it
can estimate the impact of NoC traffic that is generated by the barrier synchronization
algorithms as depicted in Figure 5.8. It reported the time as shown in below:
ONoC(CPUcycles) =
Tread − Tread out
(No.ofIterations−No.ofIgnores) (5.8)
Where:
• Tread: is the total execution time of read accesses in the last numbered thread
inside the barrier phases.
• Tread out: is the total execution time of read access in the last numbered thread
without barrier effects.
• ONoC(CPUcycles): is the average overhead of NoC in CPU cycles.
Correspondingly, it shows an effect of memory mode accesses (UC and MPBT mode)
that is used for implementing the barrier algorithms, which are depending on local
memory usage on Pure Overhead micro-benchmark. In addition, the analysis includes
the effect of varying the NoC topologies as the number of cores increases.
However, it added further criteria for measuring the algorithms’ scaling efficiency. In
this case, unity value means that no overhead (imbalance) occurs between Master and
slave synchronization efforts.
E =
Average Overhead(Master)
Average Overhead(Slaves)
(5.9)
Where:
• Average Overhead(Master): is the average overhead of an algorithm on the Master
thread for all micro-benchmarks.
• Average Overhead(Slaves): is the average overhead of an algorithm on all slaves
for all micro-benchmarks.
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5.6 Performance Evaluation
The experimental results of the algorithms in Table 5.1 were generated using the de-
fault SCC settings which are depicted in Section 3.9. Where, it executed each barrier
algorithm 100,000 times, determining the mean execution time with time measurement
(CPU cycles) being only performed (and listed for) on the Master core.
All micro-benchmark results in this section can be mainly divided into two groups
which are Master Overhead (MO) and Average Slave Overhead (ASO) as illustrated in
Section 4.2.1. The influence of the NoC is regarded separately. Therefore, the direct
comparison of the barrier costs on Master and Slave side are determining the quality of
the evaluated algorithms with regard to execution time and parallel speed-up.
Table 5.1: Barrier algorithms implemented
Algorithm Description
S-MSB(a) Linear barrier using MPB and local-get/remote-put approach
S-MSB(b) Linear barrier using chain approach in Signal phase
M-SSB Linear barrier using one array of flags are allocated onto their local MPB
M-PSB
Linear barrier using polarity exit approach and a single
shared variable to terminate the slaves
CPB
Linear barrier allocating one array of flags onto
their local MPB and using chain approach to gather and release them
BTPB
Tree barrier using polarity exit approach and a single
shared variable to terminate the slaves and Binary tree to gathering them
D-BTPB Tree barrier using Binary tree approach to gathering and releasing the
slaves
LUTB Barrier based on LUT to gathering the slaves and single shared variable
to release them
C-LUTB Barrier based on LU using a linear mechanism (chain) to gathering the
slaves and a single shared LUT entry to release them
BT-LUTB Barrier using Binary tree based on LUT in Entry phase and Binary tree
based on flags are allocated in local MPB in Signal phase
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5.6.1 Pure Overhead
It first wanted to determine the pure overhead of the barrier algorithm, resulting in the
measurements show in Figure 5.9, Figure 5.10, and Figure 5.11. Figure 5.9(a) shows
that the M-PSB’s algorithm (Linear Barrier algorithm using polarity exit mechanism to
gather entry signal) on the Master thread is approximately 53.4% and 39.5% faster than
S-MSB(a) across 2 and 48 threads respectively. Under different number of cores, M-PSB
achieves good performance. The Master thread overhead includes both, time for waiting
for the slaves and time for releasing them on the SCC. The common point between these
two algorithms is the gather phase as shown inTable 5.1. The single array of flag that
allocated in Master thread’s local memory. They differ with respect to the mechanisms
used for release the slaves. Here, M-PSB uses a single shared variable with polarity
mechanism for releasing the slaves. This approach shows benefits with a large number
of cores and also when the location of cores allocated is not in the same coordinate (y-
axis) of the Master thread. This also reflects that there is an effect of Network topology
and routing mechanisms on the algorithm performance. An increasing number of cores
shows however less effect on the overhead of the Master thread for M-PSB. In addition,
this approach reduces the memory usage for allocating the flags.
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Figure 5.9: Pure Overhead of Linear algorithms
Figure 5.9(b) shows the average overhead for notifying the Master thread by the slaves
and waiting time for the exit (release) signals. As it can see, the average overhead of the
M-PSB approach (Linear barrier using a single variable allocated in Master’s MPB to
release slaves) is about 1.6 times lower than S-MSB(a). There is contention for notifying
the Master because of notify flags allocated in single local memory (Master thread), and
also no extra overhead for waiting the release signal come from Master thread. It can
conclude that it is no jostle to poll the release signal on a single shared variable and
also it doesn’t need to reorder access to a shared variable. It shows no effects from the
contention caused by accessing shared signal variables using M-PSB and the overhead
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added by waiting for receiving the exit signal from the Master. To obtain an optimal
barrier implementation based on linear algorithm and local memory utilize, it therefore
can use approach of M-PSB. In the final analysis, the linear algorithms have added an
negligible overhead in ASO more than MO.
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Figure 5.10: Pure Overhead of Tree Algorithm
For the case of using tree algorithms, a stocky difference in the ASO between BTPB
(tree barrier based on binary tree and polarity exit approach) and M-PSB algorithm
occurs across 48 threads executed on at least 12 cores, as shown in Figure 5.10(b). Here,
the BTPB approach achieved about 78% performance optimization compared to the
baseline S-MSB(a). In the same fashion, the MO using BTPB (blue bar) shows major
difference between M-PSB and M-SSB as illustrated by Figure 5.10(a), about 65% more
than M-PSB on 48 threads. This indicates that neither using the Tree structure nor
scheduling mechanism have an impact on the performance but may be instead add extra
overhead to the algorithm as shown for the D-BTPB algorithm in Figure 5.10. This is
a direct result of the x/y routing effect on resource-access behavior; the latter is mainly
dependent on the y coordinate of a resource attached to the SCC’s on-die network [189].
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Figure 5.11: Pure Overhead of Barrier Algorithm based on Hardware Primitives
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For the case of barriers synchronization based on hardware primitives, Figure 5.11
plots the observed overhead in the Master and Slave threads for varying numbers of
cores. It clearly shows that BT-LUTB (based on LUT entries only) outperforms on all
the other barrier algorithms (linear or tree). Using algorithms relying on LUT entries
shows bigger benefits than linear and tree structures, as illustrated by Figure 5.11. For
the core numbers >2, BT-LUTB shows significantly higher ASO than LUTB and LUTB.
This results from the overhead added by aforementioned congestion and network effects.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of the Pure Overhead performance on 48 cores
Under those circumstances, optimizing the Master thread’s Entry and Signal phases
might improve the performance of the algorithm. Such optimization does not necessarily
show likewise improvement on the Slaves’ side, sometimes even the opposite effect might
occur. Figure 5.12(a) shows the overhead difference (“efficiency”) between the Master
thread and its slaves for every algorithm. M-SSB shows the least difference in overhead,
as compared to all the other algorithms. Therefore, the efficiency of this algorithms is
high (close to unity value) as shown in Figure 5.12(b). As a consequence, this indicates
that there is a kind of balance between the barrier algorithms’ time consumption on
Master and Slaves and a slight contention added by the algorithms.
5.6.2 Impact of Static load
The results for each Barrier algorithm implementation are plotted in Figure 5.13, Fig-
ure 5.14, and Figure 5.15. Each figure depicts two curves corresponding to the imple-
mentations running on a different number of cores. The observation in Figure 5.13(a) is:
linear implementations like algorithms M-PSB and M-SSB didn’t benefit from adding
fixed delay to the barrier and show extra overhead. There is a slight overhead difference
between M-SSB and S-MSB(a); it also shows that no big impact on the overhead occurs
for increasing the number of cores. Evidently, adding fixed delay to the barrier improves
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Figure 5.13: Static load Overhead of Linear algorithms
the performance of S-MSB(a) as compared with Pure Overhead results, and also for
other algorithms. Comparatively, Figure 5.13(b) shows the behavior of S-MSB(a)/(b),
M-PSB, M-SSB, and CPB. Here, M-PSB performs better because of less time required
by the slaves for updating their poll flags as these are allocated in their local memories
(MPB).
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Figure 5.14: Static load Overhead of Tree algorithms
The effect of adding a fixed-length delay is evident also on the MO of Tree algo-
rithms as shown in Figure 5.14(a). Here, it notes the impact of increasing core numbers
which increase the overhead – which is the opposite of what was observed in some linear
algorithms. But still the tree mechanism do perform better than linear schema. This
results from the logarithmic scheduling and the resulting delivery of the notification
signal. Consequently, this algorithm shows good performance with increasing core num-
bers, even above 48 cores compared with Linear algorithms. The ASO, as explained in
Figure 5.14(b) shows similar effect of added delay with regard to the overhead.
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Figure 5.15: Static load Overhead of Barrier Algorithm based on Hardware Primitives
The surprise was in Figure 5.15(a): the BT-LUTB algorithm’s MO was affected by
the increase in core numbers and add delay, it showed no improvement in performance.
Unfortunately, this behavior was reflected the same for ASO where instead it notes an
increase in the BT-LUTB overhead; the ASO of BTPB is slightly higher compared with
ASO in the tree implementation case.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of the Static Load overhead difference between master and
slaves on 48 cores
As can be seen in Figure 5.16(a), the overhead difference between the Master thread
and its slaves is not reduced for certain algorithms (M-PSB, M-SSB, BTPB, D-BTPB,
LUTB, and BT-S-MSB(a)/(b)). CPB and BT-LUTB show an overhead reduction of
approximately 23% approximately compared to all other algorithms. Accordingly, the
efficiency of this algorithms remains high as shown in Figure 5.16(b), indicating that
compared to the others this algorithm features a higher overhead balance between master
and slaves than other algorithms. Also, the fixed-length delay is contributing to the
increase efficiency of CPB and BT-LUTB algorithms as compared to Pure Overhead
results.
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5.6.3 Impact of Random load
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Figure 5.17: Random load overhead of Linear algorithms
Figure 5.17, Figure 5.18, and Figure 5.19 show the overhead when synchronizing
a variable-length delay in a parallel block. The experimental results depict that the
behavior of almost algorithms is a similar to its behavior when synchronizing a parallel
work in fixed length. One interesting feature is that the linear barrier (CPB) shows better
performance than the Linear, Tree, and hardware-based approaches, when number of
cores <= 16. The CPB implementations featuring the exit polarity mechanism and LUT
entries only do a better job than those have linear or logarithmic release approach. In
addition, all the algorithms that implemented based on chain schema have the similar
behavior of CPB implementation. For the case of core numbers >= 24, Master site has a
clear impact and large on the performance of all algorithms. To relax the contention and
the overhead, it believes that by applying a two master-like approach such as in [147] to
those algorithms. Therefore, those algorithms depend on scheduling techniques such as
tree implementation have less overhead consumption than other approaches. Similarly,
ASO behaves the same way when core numbers > 2, otherwise, less number of cores and
near the master thread have low overhead.
The comparison on the overhead difference for all algorithms are summarized in
Figure 5.20. It can be seen that the barrier algorithms based on Hardware primitives
(excluding the BTPB) showed substantially lesser overhead than the Linear and Tree
barriers. As depicted in Figure 5.20(b), the CPB algorithm has higher efficiency as ex-
pected and as well it has less difference between the master and average slaves overhead.
5.6.4 Impact of Load Imbalance
The overhead of barrier synchronization when all threads escape the barrier after the
last thread arrived is shown in Figure 5.21, Figure 5.22, and Figure 5.23. Here, it used
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Figure 5.18: Random load overhead of Tree algorithms
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Figure 5.19: Random load overhead of Barrier Algorithm based on Hardware Primi-
tives
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of the Random load Overhead difference between Master
and Slaves on 48 cores
the micro-benchmark explained in Section 5.5, now determining the barrier synchroniza-
tion overhead as a function of both the particular barrier structure used and the load
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Figure 5.21: Load overhead imbalance of Linear algorithms
imbalance. It does so in order to demonstrate that synchronization mechanism and the
load imbalance are not separated issues that can be solved independently. Instead, a
maximum contention is added when developing a barrier mechanism by assuming the
case of zero load imbalance.
Figure 5.21(a), Figure 5.22(a), and Figure 5.23(a) show that BTPB’s MO benefits
substantially from the load imbalance while others show only modest gains resulting in
similar performance for all the barrier implementations. This has been reflected posi-
tively also on the ASO (Figure 5.21(b), Figure 5.22(b), and Figure 5.23(a)) as compared
to the overhead determined in the previous experiments, although some of those algo-
rithms exposed only few overhead. This leads us to the assumption BTPB may perform
on par with the other barrier implementations in the case of applications showing cer-
tain load imbalance. Furthermore, there is a negligible overhead between BTPB and
BT-LUTPB for 48 threads.
It did not evaluate efficiency of all algorithms in this experiment, as the efficiency is
only determined for the case where all threads arrive at the barrier point simultaneously.
5.6.5 Impact of NoC traffic
The impact of NoC traffic for all algorithms are illustrated in the Figure 5.24. In this
section, it allocated data into two address space; DRAM (off-chip) and SRAM (Master’s
local memory). The main goal of using the synthetic micro-benchmark with two different
address portions is to monitor and analyze the barrier-caused network traffic, therefore
also taking NoC traffic and according run-time into account. Based on the condition
mentioned in the Section 5.5, just one core has access to the memory (on/off-chip) while
others are waiting for a signal from this core. This ensures fair analysis of NoC effects
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Figure 5.22: Load overhead imbalance of Tree algorithms
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Figure 5.23: Load overhead imbalance of Barrier algorithms based on Hardware
Primitives
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Figure 5.24: Impact of NoC traffic for Barrier algorithms
under the impact of barrier synchronization packets. In addition, the analysis includes
the effect of varying the NoC topologies as the number of cores increases. Implicitly, this
approach also takes also the memory controller into account (off-chip SDRAM access).
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In Figure 5.24, what one sees here is that certain approaches to show zero overhead,
meaning that no extra network traffic was generated by this algorithm and, consequently,
no performance impact on single-thread reads occurs – regardless of increasing core
numbers.
In fact, there is a negligible overhead occurs for almost algorithms, when participant’s
cores close to SRAM on-chip or memory controller. It still believes these algorithms
have not been able to cause network contention; therefore, the dominant effect on the
execution time is the memory access frequency in the figure.
Overall, BT-LUTB and algorithms based on the Polarity mechanism perform best
among all the barrier implementations on the micro-benchmarks.
5.6.6 Impact of Memory Access Mode
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Figure 5.25: Impact of UC-mode of Barrier algorithms
To study the impact of memory access mode, it is re-implemented the algorithms
(Linear and Tree) that have access to local memory (MPB) for Pure Overhead micro-
benchmark. Figure 5.25 shows results from this experiment. In this experiment, the
UC mode reduces the overhead on MPB-based algorithms, also it significantly improves
the M-PSB algorithm as shown in Figure 5.25(a). The D-BTPB-UC approach shows
worse results by more than 49% compared to its overhead in the previous experiments.
Figure 5.25(b) shows that CPB-UC reduces the overhead by 50% approximately for 48
threads.
The BTPB is prone to significant delays when the number of cores > 16 because of
memory contention to access Master’s MPB, as demonstrated in Figure 5.25. BTPB
has a single flag allocated in Master’s MPB to release all slaves which are concurrently
accessing this flag and causing the congestion. While this effect is due to the uncached
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accesses to the SRAM and specific to the SCC, the trend is observed in many many-core
applications.
Namely, implementing UC mode contributes on reducing the overhead, because of the
setting does not require to invalidate L1 cache lines before accessing the UC-mapped
memory and flushing the WCB after write operations. In addition, there is a slight
overhead difference between M-PSB-UC and D-BTPB-UC; one also notes that there is
less impact on the overhead with the increasing number of cores.
5.7 Summary
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Figure 5.26: Speedup of several micro-benchmarks performance against the baseline
for 48 cores
In this chapter, my goal is to analyse the different barrier algorithms’ performance
(as explained in Table 5.1) with respect to varying NoC topology sizes (as the number
of cores increases), impact of workload (static, dynamic, and imbalance) for different
topology sizes, and the complexity trade-off of the barriers combined with different
NoC topologies and hardware primitives (MPB, and LUT) with different memory mode
access. All barrier algorithms presented here directed towards a many-core on-chip. The
barrier requires both shared places which can be accessed by all cores and private access
with any conjugation. Therefore, it implemented several algorithms which are graded
in complexity and NoC topology in this work.
In the process of designing the algorithms, three basic concepts used. First, some
algorithms require only boolean variables in shared memory in array to avoid using
spinlock routines that provide atomic read/write access to shared memory locations.
Second, the communication pattern of the gather or release phase may be either linearly
or tree structured. Finally, barriers may have symmetric gather and release phases, or
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the release phase may be implemented as broadcast identifying a reversal of polarity.
Consequentially, the hardware requirements for designing these algorithms are quite
minimal. Only the availability of shared memory or register is required by half of the
algorithms. In addition, using polarity-based mechanisms in release phase will reduce
the overhead of reinitialize the barrier so that will function properly on its next iteration.
Namely, the barrier will move to next iteration with one polarity state and the master
core doesn’t need to know the last core got the release signal or not.
However, achieving efficient barriers with low overhead into existing parallel pro-
gramming models tends to result in only minor improvement in the speedup if these
programming models were one baseline barrier to begin with. Reducing the barrier’s
overhead time delivers instead a different payoff: the size of work loads that may prof-
itably be parallelized is decreased.
Speedup = AvgMO(S −MSB(a))
AvgMO(∗) (5.10)
Equation 5.10 shows the formula for speedup when considering only MO of S-MSB(a)
barrier, whereAvgMO(∗) is the MO for (∗) barrier algorithms to execute micro-benchmarks
based on different scenario of load distribution. Figure 5.26 shows the speedup of all
barrier algorithms against S-MSB(a) for 48 cores only.
When synchronizing 48 cores with adding workload (static/dynamic), the effective
execution time of BT-LUTB and BTPB on machines structured in two-dimensions
is shown. Obviously, adding workload (static/dynamic) to some algorithms has con-
tributed to increasing the overhead as explained in Section 5.6. Of course it will also
be reflected on the overhead of slave threads. The experiment with dynamic load shows
extra overhead added than fixed length work. The variance in these times is mostly due
to linear and tree algorithms, whose performance is quite dependent on the type of work
that they synchronize. The tree-based polarity barriers had much more stable execution
times across the experiments. Here, the primary advantage of the tree approaches is
their logarithmic depth. As the number of cores in mesh becomes large, this advantage
becomes overwhelming, as demonstrated in Figure 5.26.
While, BT-LUTB reduces the overhead of communication in case of there is no work
load adding between participated cores in parallel block. The load imbalance has a
contribution to overhead reduction. For the case of tree algorithms, the resulting algo-
rithms show higher complexity and also different topology behaviour compared to linear
algorithms. The logarithmic depth resulting from the binary tree and different workload
did achieve a desired performance improvement. It is clear in case of pure overhead
experiment in UC mode, D-BTPB achieved higher improvement in the performance as
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compared with BTPB. But, BT-LUTB is still achieving high optimization in overhead
because of access to LUT entries removes the contention in NoC. Namely, register or
local memory, adding to the tile or a core node has access apart from NoC, removes a
major part from congestion to access the synchronization flags.
This work addressed the problems associated with using blocking synchronization
algorithms based on synchronization flags. These problems include complexity, high
overhead, topology size, locality, high contention, and workload effect. Optimistically
synchronized configuration registers such as BT-LUTB allow programmers to avoid these
problems. The topology size has a quite an influence on the BT-LUTB barrier, while the
load imbalance has only small impact on the overhead; the latter, however, is still lower
than for other algorithms. The performance overhead introduced by the tree topology
as in BT-LUTB and BTPB is the highest for the considered configurations. This is
because of the NoC routing protocol effect that corresponds to the tree approach.
Henceforth, the BT-LUTB is the best barrier synchronization which allows more than
88% (MO in Pure Overhead) faster synchronization than the baseline S-MSB(a) imple-
mentation and approximately 46.6% (MO in Pure Overhead) faster than the typically
well-performing BTPB algorithm.
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Chapter 6
The Relevance of Architectural
Awareness for Efficient Fork/Join
Design
Several recent manycores leverage a hierarchical design, where small-mediumnumbers of cores are grouped inside clusters and enjoy low-latency, high-bandwidthlocal communication through fast L1 scratchpad memories, as explained in Sec-
tion 2.1. Several clusters can be interconnected through a NoC, which ensures system
scalability, but introduces NUMA effects: the cost to access a specific memory location
depends on the physical path that corresponding transactions traverse. These pecu-
liarities of the Hardware must clearly be carefully taken into account when designing
support for programming models.
In this chapter, it studies how architectural awareness is a key to supporting efficient
and streamlined fork/join primitives [197]. Then, it compares hierarchical fork/join
operations to the “flat” ones after optimizing its performance, where there is no notion
of the hierarchical interconnection system.
6.1 Motivation
Although many-cores allow tremendous performance/watt improvements, increasing
continuously the number of cores in the system has resulted in an increase in the com-
plexity in software and hardware [1]. Effective programming abstractions are key to
tackling the increased system complexity, aiming at delivering both ease of application
development and effective usage of the system’s huge available parallelism. This, of
6.1. Motivation
course, requires to employ all processors for most of the time. Therefore, it is necessary
to provide efficient coordinated execution of a multi-threaded application on the system
cores.
One of the most widespread programming paradigms for shared memory systems is
the fork/join execution model. A parallel program starts as a single thread of execution,
then when parallelism is available a thread team is forked. At the end of the parallel com-
putation threads join on a barrier, then the execution resumes on a single thread. The
fork/join model is adopted by the popular OpenMP [34] as well, the de-facto standard
for shared memory programming. Barrier synchronization (thread join) has been recog-
nized as an important source of the performance degradation in the execution of parallel
programs [175, 177, 179, 180, 198]. A significant fraction of algorithms is dedicated to
efficiently reduce the overhead of barrier synchronization with OpenMP constructs as
illustrated in Chapter 4.
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Figure 6.1: The fork/Join overhead in Xeon Phi [5]
Similarly a poorly scalable fork operation is bound to prevent effective program
parallelization on a multi-core [182, 199, 200] and a many-core [201, 202] systems for
OpenMP’s fork/join. Figure 6.1 shows the percentage ratio of the overhead of fork/join
model based on the total execution time versus the number of threads spawned in Xeon
Phi (system overview explained in Section A). The EPCC benchmark [182] is compiled
to run in “native-MIC” mode with different work load by using OpenMP* [172]. It found
that the OpenMP overheads are typically higher when enabling fine-grain parallelism
(green) in OpenMP programs and scale poorly for the large number of threads. There-
fore, low overhead plays an important role when the amount of parallel work is small,
because the overheads may quickly exceed the benefit of this limited form of parallelism.
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Moreover, with increasing the load granularity (red), still the overhead of adding more
threads to the application has significant impact on the performance. Namely, adopting
architecture-agnostic algorithms to recruit a large number of threads during fork, and
to synchronize them during join is subject to linearly increasing latencies, which quickly
make these abstraction prohibitively costly for a many-core system.
In this chapter, a novel technique presented to explore the benefits of adopting a hi-
erarchical approach to creating and synchronizing thread teams. The proposed fork/join
algorithm assumes a many-core platform template organized as a set of clusters, and
consider as main parameters the number of such clusters and the number of cores within
each cluster. Based on this information thread recruitment (or synchronization) execut-
ing in consecutive steps. First, an outermost team is created, with as many threads as
clusters. Then, each of these threads is involved in the creation of local thread teams
within each cluster. Multiple inner teams are created in parallel over different clusters,
thus reducing the overall fork (join) latency. The logical clustering considered in the
hierarchical algorithm does not need to match the physical clustering in the platform.
For many-core architectures where the number of physical clusters is very high, while
only a few processors per cluster are present (i.e. SCC and Tilera), it may be more
convenient to consider larger “ virtual” clusters. Hierarchical fork/join is implemented
on the Intel SCC, comparing it to architecture-agnostic fork/join (flat) and exploring
different logical clustering schemes.
However, the rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 introduces
the fork/join mechanism and the issues in its applicability to clustered many-cores,
and the flat implementation with optimization techniques are described in Section 6.3.
Section 6.4 describes the hierarchical fork/join scheme, and Section 6.5 provides the
details of its implementation on the SCC platform. Section 6.6 presents the experimental
evaluation. Then, it will discuss the related work in Section 6.7 and the summary in
Section 6.8.
6.2 The Fork/Join Execution Model
Fork/join is a popular parallel execution model for shared-memory systems, implied in
several higher level programming abstractions (e.g., OpenMP [34]). Figure 6.2(a) depicts
the theoretical Fork/Join execution model. The program initially executes sequentially
within a single thread, referred to as the Master thread, until it encounters a request
for forking a parallel thread team. The additional worker threads are referred to as
slaves. Blue and orange boxes in the figure highlight the sources of overhead on the
master side to fork and join additional threads, respectively. Some overhead is also
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Figure 6.2: Fork/Join Model
present on the slave side (light-blue and -orange boxes), for parallel execution startup
and cleanup. The striped boxes indicate the actual parallel work, ideally executed in a
perfectly aligned and balanced manner among parallel threads. Intuitively, the smaller
the blue and orange boxes, the better capability of the system to enable fine-grained
parallelism.
There are two main approaches to practically implementing fork/join support. The
first is based on dynamic thread creation (DTC), the second leverages a fixed thread
pool (FTP). DTC is very flexible, but expensive both in terms of space (memory foot-
print) and time [166]. In a resource-constrained platform such as the targeted embedded
manycores this approach may quickly run out of memory, and the resulting time over-
heads would disallow fine-grained parallelism. In addition, this approach would require
dedicated abstraction layers to allow threads on different cores to communicate in clus-
ter on-chip system such as SCC. FTP creates lightweight threads (typically as many
as the number of processors) at system start-up, and “docks” them on a “pool” of idle
workers. In this way a fork operation boils down to recruiting threads from the idle
worker list, providing a function pointer and releasing them from the pool. Similarly,
the join operation consists of gathering threads on the pool and cleaning up bookkeeping
data structures.
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My work is based on the FTP approach [45, 167, 201]. Here, a Master-Slave barrier
construct is used to implement fork/join. At system startup the master joins all slaves
on this barrier with a gather primitive. This is achieved by inspecting local flags to each
slave, where they notify their arrival on the barrier (NFLAGS). The fork operation is
implemented with a release primitive on the barrier. Every slave polls on a local re-
lease flag (RFLAGS), where the master signals that the corresponding thread has been
“forked” (i.e., recruited into a parallel team). Figure 6.2 shows how the ideal fork/join
model and associated sources of overhead change when this architecture-agnostic pro-
cedure is mapped on a cluster-based manycore. It is evident that there are three main
sources of overhead when applying the simple mechanism on cluster-based many-cores:
1. Releasing slaves is done sequentially on the master, which lengthens the duration
of the fork operation significantly for a large number of cores.
2. When the associated communication crosses the boundaries of a cluster, NUMA
effects are present, which further lengthen the operation.
3. The actual start time of different threads in a parallel team may be significantly
dis-aligned. For fine-grained parallel workloads this may have an effect on the
overall parallel region duration, as the fork/join model imposes all threads to wait
for the slowest thread before execution can proceed past the parallel region.
Similar problems are present also during join. The most naive approach to supporting
fork/join on the target platform is that of implementing the basic execution model de-
scribed above with no concern about NUMA effects. It calls this implementation “flat”,
as no notion of the hierarchical interconnection system is captured by the algorithm. To
support flat fork/join, the algorithms in [167, 201] are extended to simply account for a
larger number of processors. Flat fork/join will be used as a term of comparison to the
architecture-aware schemes that it proposes in the following.
6.3 Flat Fork/Join Optimization, Why?
Consider the overhead cost for the fork/join parallel region implementation depicted in
Figure 4.15. The cost of overhead is increased by having a large number of threads that
included in parallel region, regardless of the way to distribute workload over threads,
as shown in Figure 6.7. All these micro-benchmarks, depending on added delay such as
explained in Section 4.2.2.
Here, it uses four kinds of micro-benchmarks to estimate the overhead that caused by
fork/join mechanism: Static Load, Imbalance Load, Dynamic Load, and Load Balanced.
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In dynamic load, the static load extended by distributing random load between threads.
As a consequence, this schema allows to generate scene with a variable grain size of
workload distributions. In this case some of threads will need longer time to complete
their work than the rest, which delays the processing time of the overall system.
The core of OpenMP, work sharing directives such as #pragma omp for are respon-
sible for distributing the workload between the threads and it’s granularity depending
on the number of threads. Load balance assumes a constant workload is divided equally
between threads on parallel region similar to static schedule in loop parallelism. The
workload in each thread has a size of ((problem size)/(number of threads)). This gives
a block decomposition, where each thread is held only a part of the problem to process.
As a consequence, increasing number of participating threads in parallel region, resulting
in an increase significantly in performance.
Before discussing the overhead cost of fork/join OpenMP model in Section 6.3.3 and
why it needs the optimization, more details about the Flat implementation and the
optimization techniques illustrated in Section 6.3.1 and Section 6.3.2 respectively.
6.3.1 Flat Implementation
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returns the content of the target memory location and
updates it).
Since the L1 TCDM has a small size (256KB) it is
impossible to permanently host all data therein or to
host large data chunks. The software must thus explicitly
orchestrate data transfers from main memory to L1,
to ensure that the most frequently referenced data at
any time are kept close to the processors. To allow for
performance- and energy- efficient transfers, the cluster
is equipped with a DMA engine.
The overall many-core platform is composed of a
number of clusters, interconnected via a NoC as shown in
Figure 3. The topology we consider in our experiments
is a simple 2×2 mesh, with one cluster at each node, plus
a memory controller to the off-chip main memory.
Overall, the memory system is organized as a parti-
tioned global address space (PGAS). Each processor in
the system can explicitly address every memory seg-
ment: local TCDM, remote TCDMs and main memory.
Clearly, transactions that traverse the boundaries of a
cluster are subject to NUMA effects: higher latency and
smaller bandwidth.
This architectural template captures the key traits of
existing cluster-based many-cores such as Kalray MPPA
[3] or STMicroElectronics P2012 [5] in terms of core
organization, number of clusters, interconnection system
and memory hierarchy. As a concrete instance of this
template we built a cycle-accurate SystemC simulator,
based on the VirtualSoC virtual platform [12]. VirtualSoC
is a prototyping framework developed at University of
Bologna, targeting the full-system simulation of mas-
sively parallel heterogeneous SoCs. It allows to easily
instantiate several many-core templates, as the number
of cores and clusters, the interconnect type and the mem-
ories are fully parameterizable. The platform also comes
with tools and libraries for software developments, on
top of which we built our runtime system for lightweight
nested parallelism support, plus accurate counters for
performance measurement and execution traces, which
we use to evaluate the effectiveness of our techniques.
The VirtualSoC simulator can also be easily extended
thanks to a fully modular design. We exploit this feature
to explore the benefits of adding custom HW blocks to
the platform to accelerate the execution of critical parts
of fork/join mechanisms (see Section 3.2.1).
3 NESTED PARALLELISM SUPPORT
In this section we present our lightweight support for
nested parallelism. We first introduce the basic design
choices to enable compact support data structures and
low-cost fork/join primitives. Then, we identify critical
operations for scalable nested parallelism support, dis-
cussing several optimizations to their implementation
and deal with NUMA memory effects.
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3.1 Key Design Choices for Streamlined Nested Par-
allelism Support
A central design choice for our lightweight nested par-
allelism support is the adoption of a fixed thread pool
(FTP) approach. At boot time we create as many threads
as processors, providing them with a private stack and
a unique ID (matching the hosting processor ID). We
call these threads persistent, because they will never
be destroyed, but will rather be re-assigned to parallel
teams as needed. Persistent threads are non-preemptive.
We promote the thread with the lowest ID as the global
master thread. This thread will be running all the time,
and will thus be in charge of generating the topmost
level of parallelism. The rest of the threads are docked
on the global pool, waiting for a master thread to provide
work. At startup, all the persistent threads other than the
global master (hereafter called the global slaves) execute
a microkernel code where they first notify their avail-
ability on a private location of a global array (Notify-
Flags, or NFLAGS), then they wait for work to do on
a private flag of another global array (Release-Flags,
or RFLAGS). To minimize the probability of banking
conflicts on the TCDM when multiple processors are
accessing these data structures, we allocate them in
such a way that consecutive elements of the arrays are
mapped on contiguous memory banks. In this way each
processor insists on a different TCDM bank. The status of
global slaves on the thread pool (idle/busy) is annotated
in a third global array, the global pool descriptor. When
a master thread encounters a request for parallelism
creation, it fetches threads from the pool and points them
to a work descriptor.
We use a simple bitmask to describe the composition
of the nested teams. The mask has as many bits as the
number of persistent threads. Bits corresponding to the
IDs of the threads belonging to the team are set to 1.
This allows multiple coexisting teams by masking only
the fields of the global data structures that are of interest
for the current team, as shown in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the
use of bitmasks allows to quickly inspect the status of in-
dividual threads and update team composition through
fast bitwise logic operations. A detailed description of
Figure 6.3: Thread landing, Synchronization, and Team descriptor
The implementation of OpenMP model is based on the FTP as depicted in Sec-
tion 4.1.2, that relies on a custom micro-kernel code [105] executed by every core at
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start-up. Master and slave threads execute different code based on their core IDs. Af-
ter system initialization, the Master core jumps to execution of the parallel program’s
master thread, while the slaves wait for activation (fork). When the Master encoun-
ters a parallel region, it invokes the runtime system, points the slaves to the parallel
function, and triggers execution. At the end of the parallel region, a global barrier syn-
chronization step is performed. Here, Master core creates as many threads as cores with
a private stack and a unique ID. It can call these threads Persistent because they will
be re-assigned and used to parallel teams as needed, then will never be destroyed and
non-preemptive as well.
To implement flat fork/join on the SCC platform, a FTP approach employed similar
to those described in [167, 201], as shown in Figure 6.3. It allocates all the support data
structures on the on-chip SDRAM memory local to the master thread: i.e., the master
thread’s MPB on the SCC. The team descriptor that contains the necessary information
for parallel threads to execute (pointer to the parallel code and shared data) is allocated
on the off-chip shared memory on the SCC.
Here, it promotes the Master is the lowest ID that will be running all the time. Of
course, the Master is directly responsible for generating the topmost level of parallelism.
While the rest of the threads (slaves) are landed in the global thread pool, waiting
for the master tread to give them the work. Here, the slave executes a micro-kernel
code where they first notify its readiness on its private location (based on its ID) of
NFLAGS, then it waits for work to do on a private flag of another array (RFLAGS).
However, to reduce the cost for master and slave polling activity when idle – namely read
operations on the NFLAGS and RFLAGS data structures – it allocates each of them in
the local on-chip memory (MPB). The status of each slave in the thread pool (idle/busy)
is commented in a third global array, known as the global pool thread. When a master
thread gets in a parallel region, it fetches threads from the pool and points them to a
work descriptor. Besides fetching threads from the global pool thread, creating a new
parallel team by allocating and initializing the information in a team descriptor (Team
INIT in Figure 6.3). This descriptor contains two kinds of information:
• Thread Information: Two pointer variables are the code of the parallel function
and its arguments.
• Team Information: This data structure maintains two local arrays. The LCL THR IDS
array is used to index the persistent thread IDs and hold the corresponding local
thread IDs. The PST THR IDS array involved the whole team information that
used for services such as joining threads and updating the status of the pool de-
scriptor. It also keeps the dual information: it is indexed with local thread IDs
and returns a persistent thread ID.
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After the master thread has filled all its fields in team descriptor, by storing its
address in a TEM DESC PTR array, as shown in Figure 6.3 where one location per
thread.
At the end of parallel region, the global barrier synchronization is used to gather all
slaves (Team GATHER in Figure 6.3). After all slaves arrivals the barrier line, as the
master thread clean all the fields in the data structure (elastic metadata) and gather all
results of the parallel computation, the slave goes to waiting state for the next parallel
region.
6.3.2 Optimization Techniques
This section explains in details the optimization techniques of Flat implementation for
OpenMP fork/join model.
6.3.2.1 Synchronization Primitives
As explained in Section 6.3.1, the fork/join model imposes two synchronization events
per parallel loop. Consequently, the costs of barrier for fork/join model can be high,
especially when the application has nested loops such as parallel inner and sequential
outer loops. The simplest way of enforcing synchronization in fork/join model is through
the use of barriers. Namely, a barrier prevents all threads from leaving the barrier
until all threads have reached that barrier. Henceforth, the synchronization of threads
provides a useful way of preventing the race condition. A barrier is used to control and
ensure all slave threads have completed before the master thread can continue. Control
synchronization reduces parallelism in a program by forcing threads to wait until a
certain condition holds.
Therefore, one needs to implement the barrier by the low cost of the overhead as
an one important rule to produce an impressive programming model. As explained in
Chapter 5, many techniques are proposed and validated to improve the performance
of the barrier implementation. The first way of optimization mechanisms is the S-
MSBO that represents optimization version of the original implementation of S-MSB
primitives. It aims to show how much the barrier overhead hurts the performance for a
several scenarios of application.
As shown in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5, the S-MSBO synchronization implementation
reduced the overhead of the fork/join design. The influence of S-MSBO on the Team
GATHER() primitive has grown exponentially with the number of cores used. In addi-
tion, the S-MSBO reduced the contention effect in NoC that is reflected negligibly as well
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Figure 6.4: Cost of Flat fork/join model
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Figure 6.5: Cost of S-MSBO-based fork/join Optimization
in the overhead of Team INIT/FETCH(). Although, the overhead reduced ≈5000 cycles
in join implementation, the total overhead for fork/join model is still high. Therefore, it
needs to reduce other overhead that accompanied with INIT, FETCH, and CLEANUP
of threads team.
6.3.2.2 Memory Allocation
In fact, many-core architectures have memory hierarchies and by exploiting the spatial
and temporal locality can lead to better performance. Typically, many-core consist of a
fixed size of local on-chip shared fast memory (such as MPB on SCC) and a large global
off-chip shared memory that’s accessible by all the cores. The shared local on-chip
memory is faster to access than the global memory but it adding more congestion to the
network. In such systems with explicitly managed memory performance is awkwarder
to achieve.
As explained in Section 3.2.1, each SCC’s core has a private bank of memory (L2
local) onto which stack and private data that is by default allocated. In addition, each
core has a shareable local memory (MPB) that can be used to pass data between cores.
The access latency to local memory by other cores is non-uniform, since it depends on
the physical distance of the core from the MPB. Moreover, the degree of contention for
the shared resource and the level of congestion of the interconnection medium.
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It considers the implementation that depicted in Section 4.1.4 as a baseline solution
for my investigations, which referred to as Mode 1. Marongiu et al.[168] presented an
exhaustive study of the performance that achieved by a number of possible allocation
techniques in MPSoC for data sharing and metadata, to reducing the cost for data
sharing. Here, the placement of metadata is considered only to reduce the overhead
of fork/join implementation with synchronization optimization and different memory
mode access. As a result, it shows me only the optimization in fork/join without any
impact for the shared data placement. It demonstrates a several implementations of the
metadata placement on top of non-uniform and explicitly managed memory hierarchies
as a key to achieving low overhead cost.
In Mode 1 as shown in Figure 4.6, the master thread ported the metadata in global
shared off-chip memory in uncacheable mode. Here slave threads access shared data and
metadata from the one memory controller. Since this memory bank also hosts some of
the slaves (included the master) private code and data, it’s expected more competition
be added by other cores’ activity on memory.
The memory hierarchy of the SCC platform is complex, and physical allocation of
metadata can lead to very different performance results. Therefore, it explores a set of
compiler-directed placement alternatives that take into account the memory subsystem
and access mode. In the baseline implementation (Mode 1), it used shm malloc/free()
functions that designed by Intel community to support dynamic memory allocation/deal-
location in global and local shared memory. As shown in Figure 4.15, the major overhead
cost of team INIT and CLEANUP is dynamic memory management. Hence, one needs
to investigate new ways to implement those phases.
The first variant consists in exploiting the fixed-pool memory [203] allocator to allot
the metadata in off-chip and on-chip memory portion in different modes. Since meta-
data has read-only variables with no consistency issues arise when allowing multiple
mode mapping. In addition, the maximal amount of space of the metadata will take
before running the application, so it can use static allocation (i.e. Arrays allocated at
compile time). New memory malloc based on pool mechanism supports fast deallocation
and less memory fragmentation and related synchronization between individual groups.
Other optimization added to fork/join implementation using Inline functions (without
depending on the compiler decision) approach inside GOMP parallel end() to provide
fast execution for CLEANUP phase and avoiding the overhead of function call. Mode
2 represents the static pool-based declaration of of metadata in uncacheable shared off-
chip memory. This Mode 2 reduces the overhead that caused by dynamic memory
management due to allocate and release metadata as expected.
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Figure 6.6: Allocation Strategies of Fork/Join Parallelism
To overcome the overhead caused by the increasing number of cores accessing the
metadata that allocated by using Mode 2, the second placement variant the runtime re-
directs its allocation out of the global memory (off-chip). It calls this placement scheme
Mode 3 as depicted in Figure 6.6(a). By mapping some portion of off-chip shared
memory in cacheable mode (L2) and using as static pool memory, since the metadata
doesn’t need to be updated again. This solution allows to remove all the traffic and
extra time towards the memory block in Mode 2 due to accesses to metadata. Mode 4
is exploiting the master core’s local memory (MPB) to host the metadata, as depicted in
Figure 6.6(b). Similar to the mechanism of allocation data in Mode 2 with exploiting
MPB in MPBT mode (cacheable mode (L1) only), to reduce the time access from slave
cores to global off-chip and shift the traffic generated by accesses to shared data towards
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a “dedicated” memory block. Unfortunately, when the number of cores increases and
the code exhibits significant activity on shared flags (synchronization variables) another
bottleneck arises. Where many concurrent requests are serialized on the port of the
master’s MPB memory. Consequently, this mode adds more congestion among the
NoC. All of the discussed performance results for those modes are explained in the next
section.
The last variant is using POP-SHM mechanism [123], and will be later referred to
as Mode 5 as shown in Figure 6.6(c). POP-SHM makes some of each core’s private
memory accessible to all cores by remapping unused entries in all LUTs (Section 3.2.1)
by collaborating with OS. Intel’s POP-SHM kernel extension takes care about reserving
private memory and handles any request access as well. POP-SHM requires a copy
of metadata into shared memory region on the master side, and a copy out of the
shared memory region on the slave side. As a consequence, POP-SHM requires two
copy operations to bring metadata from private memory of master thread to private
memory of the slave thread.
6.3.3 Flat Overhead
Here, it surveys the effect of supporting metadata allocating into different memory layers
in the hierarchy. To overcome the scaling bottlenecks and improve the performance, this
section imparts substantiation the efficient implementation compiler and runtime that
support metadata through ad-hoc exploitation of the memory hierarchy. As explained
in Section 6.3, there are four kinds of micro-benchmarks which are implemented in a
number of possible allocation models that can be used in the cluster-based many-core
system. Each benchmark runs under each of the possible placement variants:
• Mode 1 (Baseline): Data and metadata physically reside onto shared off-chip
(global) memory as depicted in Section 4.1.3. Where shared variables are cloned
by default from the stack of master thread’s private memory and each slave core
can access them from there. This configuration uses dynamic memory allocation
technique that implemented by Intel and is considered as a baseline for my exper-
iments.
• Mode 2: Metadata still resides onto global shared memory, where it was originally
allocated from the compiled program. Metadata allocated by using new memory
malloc based on the static pool structure. This is expected to reduce the overhead
of allocation and free a data.
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• Mode 3: Metadata is allocated onto the L2 cacheable segment of the shared
off-chip memory based on static memory management. This is expected to signif-
icantly reduce contention on global shared memory.
• Mode 4: It is equivalent to Mode 2, on the contrary, metadata is placed in the
master’s local memory on-chip (MPB). This configuration reduces the time that
needs by each slave core to fetch the shared metadata.
• Mode 5: It makes a copy of metadata in a shared memory region and each cores
has ability to get this copy to its private memory. This approach exploits the
locality of each cores and L2 cache by accessing its private memory.
All the considered allocation models for my benchmarks are summarized based on the
ratio of overhead reduction and speedup. The barrier adopted for this set of experiments
employs S-MSB implementation as explained in Section 6.3.2.1.
Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.11 show only the ratio (percentage) of the overhead time
(CPU cycles) from the total execution of the parallel region as follows:
Ratio = ( Overhead
Total execution
) ∗ 100 (6.1)
While, the Figure 6.12 explains the speedup for the four micro-benchmarks for the
original version and optimization versions (S-Off, S-MPB, S-L2 and *-(S-MSBO)), that
computed based on the following:
Speedup =
Ratio(Original)
Ratio(Optimized)
(6.2)
All the curves there plotted show the scaling of the overhead time and speedup with
the number of cores.
6.3.3.1 Flat Overhead without Optimizing Synchronization
This section deals with flat fork/join implementation in various memory placement and
using the S-MSB primitive to control threads in parallel block.
Figure 6.7 shows the overhead ratio for the various allocation modes with four kinds
of micro-benchmark. Obviously, Mode 2 (S-Off ) and Mode 4 (S-MPB) allow increas-
ing degrees of improvement with respect to the baseline placement when number of cores
<24, with the exception of load balance micro-benchmark. Mode 5 in Figure 6.7 is re-
ferred as (Pop) contributes to reduce the overhead when number of cores >=8 excluding
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(a) Static Load parallelism
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(b) Imbalance Load parallelism
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(c) Dynamic Load parallelism
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(d) Load Balance parallelism
Figure 6.7: Overhead Ratio of Fork/Join Parallelism without synchronization opti-
mization
the imbalance micro-benchmark. Pop added more congestion to network because many
copies happened for metadata between shared and private memory regions by cores as
illustrated in Figure 6.8 .
More contention arises during S-Off and S-MPB operations for most benchmarks in
the network and memory port because of many requests are crowded to poll synchroniza-
tion flags as shown in Figure 6.8. Where red rectangle resides in the memory controller
(Figure 6.8(a)) or on the router (Figure 6.8(b)), it shows heavy traffic in the NoC.
(a) On Memory Controller (b) On Router
Figure 6.8: Contention effect on Router and Memory Controller
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Figure 6.9: Cost of static load for Flat fork/join model
The bars in Figure 6.9 shows of the breakdown of the overhead that generated by
S-Off and S-MPB implementations for static load micro-benchmark. As comparative of
Figure 6.4 with Figure 4.15, S-Off and S-MPB reduced the overhead for INIT (in fork
side) and CLEANUP (in join side) by more than 22% and 56%, respectively. While
the number of cores is bigger than 24 during team FETCH, this cost increased by more
than 47% for 48 threads compared to original implementation (Mode 1). In contrast,
accessing to flags variables during team GATHER and RELEASE is significantly slower
than in Figure 6.4 because of the access gets congested. Consequently, for processor
counts up to 24 is on average faster than simply accessing metadata onto non-cacheable
shared memory (Mode 1) based on dynamic memory allocation.
In imbalance load parallelism, master thread does computation more than other
threads. It tried to reduce the time of gathering threads, where the master thread will
be sure all threads reach the implicit barrier. Here, all modes show best scaling perfor-
mance, that this happens because of this benchmark avoids the interconnect medium
congestion. The bars of Figure 6.7 show that on average S-Off and S-MPB modes allow
≈34% reduction of overhead cost. Pop mode shows a surprisingly results in imbalance
load by 64% reduction in the overhead when number of cores less than 48. In contract,
using full number of cores in the system caused more overhead adding by 33% than
the baseline (Mode 1) approach. For impact of dynamic load parallelism the behavior
changes slightly, and in many cases Mode 3 (S-L2 ) get stuck and performs identical to
Mode 2 and Mode 4.
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The plot of load balance parallelism shows that S-L2 achieves ≈12% less overhead
than the baseline mode. Obviously, the granularity of work in load balance benchmark
depends on the number of core. Clearly, S-Off and S-MPB added more overhead than
the baseline and they cannot scale with core numbers increased. Namely, the fine grain
load will be finer with number of cores increasing and consequently this schema increased
the overhead of Pop more than 50% based on the Mode 1. This behavior is due to the
interconnect medium is congested when four memory banks (1 memory controller) get
saturation at 20 cores [3], or both metadata and flags are accessed from master core’s
local memory, respectively. As expected, exploiting the L2 cache to host metadata in
S-L2 mode solves the problem and achieves excellent scaling.
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Figure 6.10: Cost of Flat fork/join model based on L2 cacheable off-chip memory
Focusing on all of the micro-benchmarks, it can be shown that allocating metadata
onto L2-cacheable global shared memory (Mode 3) allows significant improvements
with any number of cores as illustrated in Figure 6.7. Static load shows the overhead
reduction is ≈32% for 48 processors compared to the baseline. As shown in Figure 6.10
there is no contention arises during this operation, and so neither the network nor any
memory controller ever gets crammed. In Mode 3, the shared metadata is only accessed
once at the begin of the parallel block. Furthermore, the imbalance load plot shows that
the overhead of Mode 3 allows ≈66.5% reduction. This behavior is due to the above
mentioned effect of serialization of accesses in the port of the memory bank hosting
metadata.
In general not all the various allocation modes allow increasing degrees of improve-
ment with respect to baseline placement Mode 1 because conflicting with synchro-
nization flags, congestion in network, or no-cache coherence impact, with the exception
of benchmark imbalance load computation, which shows significant differences between
modes.
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6.3.3.2 Flat Overhead with Optimizing Synchronization
This section studies the impact of optimizing synchronization on the various memory
placement. Many synchronization algorithms are proposed in Chapter 5 to provide an
efficient barrier implementation. It used the simple optimizing algorithm (S-MSBO) that
reduces the time of gathering the threads in entry phase. Figure 6.11 shows the optimized
version of Figure 6.7. Here, it employed the S-MSBO to do thread synchronization in
fork/join model. This optimization contributes towards reducing the overhead in Mode
1 and Mode 3 for almost micro-benchmarks.
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(b) Imbalance Load parallelism
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(c) Dynamic Load parallelism
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(d) Load Balance parallelism
Figure 6.11: Overhead Ratio of Fork/Join Parallelism with synchronization optimiza-
tion
In static load parallelism, Mode 1 has less overhead by ≈11% (for 48 threads)
than the original implementation without S-MBSO primitive. Similarly, the overhead
of Mode 3 is reduced by ≈25% for 48 numbers for threads than plots in Figure 6.7.
In contrast, there is no such effect in Mode 2, Mode 4, or Mode 5, because of the
overhead of congestion that is added by accessing metadata.
The barrier adopted for the set of experiment in imbalance load benchmark shows
an increasing degree of improvement in the scaling performance with the number of
cores. The baseline allocation Mode 1 shrinks the overhead bar for 48 processors by
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≈45% than using S-MSB primitives. Namely, the overhead of Mode 1 (S-MSBO% in
Figure 6.11) achieves less overhead than Mode 2, Mode 4, and Mode 5 when the
number of cores >24. Mode 3 (S-L2-(S-MSBO)) bars for imbalance load reduces the
overhead by ≈24.5% with maximum number of cores as well.
Despite the fact, using S-MSBO synchronization for Mode 1 and Mode 3 in dynamic
load and load balance micro-benchmarks has slightly differences in the overhead with
any number of cores. It will not find this influence in other modes as well for similar
micro-benchmarks.
6.3.3.3 Discussion
As explained before, there are many challenges in porting OpenMP to hierarchy structure
MPSoCs without cache coherence support. Regardless of the fact that OpenMP is easy
to use, allows the incremental parallelization of sequential codes, and usable for MPSoC.
Unanimously, the compiler and runtime need to be revisited to account the peculiarities
of MPSoC hardware.
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Figure 6.12: Speedup Ratio Comparison of Fork/Join Overhead Ratio
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Figure 6.12 shows the scaling of overhead time speedup with the number of cores.
The speedup here is referred for a relative overhead improvement when executing micro-
benchmarks with various allocation models. As illustrated in Equation 6.2, the speedup
is a ratio of overhead time of the baseline allocation Mode 1. By this way, it can expect
the maximum reduction in the overhead cost of fork/join tasks when only part of the
model is improved.
This figure shows that Mode 3 (S-L2) with or without optimizing synchronization
that on average allow 2x speedup for the full number of cores used. While the other
modes have a negative effect on the speedup such as Mode 2 and Mode 4 when the
number of cores >16, and more negative impact on Mode 5 when number of cores
greater than or equal to 8.
Under those circumstances, the careful implementation of shared memory program-
ming model on top of non-uniform and explicitly managed memory hierarchies is the
key to achieving high performance. Clearly, the cost of team FETCH and RELEASE
is strongly dependent on the number of threads forked or joined. Unconformity, team
INIT, on the contrary, does not depend on the number of threads requested and still
the overhead cost is higher. Therefore, it needs to find a new way to implement the
fork/join algorithm.
6.4 Hierarchical Fork/Join
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Figure 6.13: Thread forking and joining in Hierarchical approach
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Hierarchical fork/join allows multiple threads to act as masters and concurrently
collaborate to forking/joining threads as shown in Figure 6.13. This is a desirable
property to address the first problem with flat fork/join as described above. In addition,
if hierarchical fork/join is made architecture-aware, the NUMA effects are removed,
which solves the second problem of flat fork/join. A hierarchical fork/join scheme takes
into account the clustered nature of the target platform, and splits the operations in two
(or more) stages. The first stage is executed only by the master thread (Global Master
(M)), which recruits a single slave thread from every cluster. Each of these threads is
promoted to the role of a local master inside its cluster (Local Master (C1) to Local
Master (C3)). Local masters execute the second stage in parallel, and recruit as many
slave threads as there are processors in the cluster. Hierarchical fork is implemented in
Figure 6.14.
Figure 6.15 shows hierarchical join. Supporting a hierarchical tree structure allows
to independently synchronize different thread teams in parallel. First, local masters
(C1 to C3) gather slave threads in each cluster, then the global master (M) at the top
level gathers local masters. Note that the logical clustering considered in the fork/join
algorithm does not need to match the physical clustering in the platform. The algorithm
can choose for example to split the fork (and join) operation in more than two steps,
hierarchically recruiting more levels of local masters to increase the parallelism of the
operation. This is likely to be convenient for those architectures where the number of
physical clusters is very high, while only a few processors per cluster are present. This
is the case of the SCC platform. In the experimental results section, it will play with
different logical cluster sizes to explore the relevance of this point.
6.5 Hierarchical implementation
This section provides more details about the implementation of architecture-aware (hi-
erarchical) fork/join. As depicted in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15, When considering
the hierarchical approach the slave threads are split into local masters, responsible for
fetching processors and initial team descriptor locally on each cluster, and actual slaves.
Each of the local masters (C1, C2, and C3) first notifies its availability on a private
location of a global array (NFLAGS). Then they wait for the global master (M) thread
to release them. The release signal is received via another global array (RFLAGS). To
avoid the overhead associated to the contention of those arrays, it distributes the al-
location of NFLAGS and RFLAGS through different memory regions. It allocated the
NFLAGS array on the on-chip local memory (MPB) of the global master thread.
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Figure 6.15: Nested Join
The RFLAGS elements are distributed throughout different slaves local memories.
The status of local masters on the thread pool (idle/busy) is annotated in a third global
array, the global pool descriptor. This array is also allocated in the local memory of the
global master thread, for fast local inspection.
6.6 Performance Evaluation
My work [197] demonstrated that architectural awareness reduced the cost of fork/join
(Mode 1) on the SCC and the STHORM (with large number of cores in each cluster)
platform by over (2×). In similar approach, architecture-aware fork/join is achieved
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by explicitly nesting in the latest OpenMP specifications [204], by explicitly nesting
two parallel directives, the first requiring as many threads as clusters and the second
requiring as many threads as processors in a cluster. The outermost regions has an as-
sociated clause (proc bind (spread)) to specify that threads have to be recruited from
different clusters. The innermost regions has an associated clause (proc bind (close))
to specify that threads have to be recruited from the same cluster. This solution requires
the programmer to be aware of the clustered nature of the architecture and the NUMA
effects, and to take responsibility for explicitly coding the same hierarchical paralleliza-
tion creation scheme that it has proposed. However, both for SCC and STHORM, this
approach has a very similar cost to the implicit hierarchical fork/join as depicted in [197].
Where on the SCC, the explicitly approach shows reduction reduction of approximately
≈53% and ≈40% of the fork and join time, respectively compared with flat approach.
While on STHORM, this approach improve the performance of fork by ≈58% and join
time by ≈7%.
As a first experiment, the fork/join cost for the flat implementation is measured on
the SCC platform, as reported in Section 6.3.3. On the SCC the flat fork/join cost of
baseline (Mode 1) increase with the number of threads is globally less visible due to
a huge cost for the INIT, FETCH (during fork) and CLEANUP (during join) stages.
This is due to the fact that all the memory allocation for the data structures must be
done on the main shared memory, which has a very high cost compared to the on-chip
TCDM on STHORM clusters in my work [197]. This cost reduced by using custom
malloc routines (Mode 3), which rely on pre-allocated memory bins and optimized
for fast inspection. Therefore, it compared the performance of hierarchical approach
that implemented by allocating the metadata onto the L2 cacheable portion with flat
implementation in Mode 3.
This section evaluates the architecture-aware hierarchical fork/join. In the SCC using
the physical parameters (24 clusters of 2 threads) does not lead to good results. Because
of the overhead that associated with synchronization primitives and communication.
Consequently, it experiments with four different logical clustering:
1. 4 clusters of 12 threads each (4-cluster);
2. 6 clusters of 8 threads each (6-cluster);
3. 8 clusters of 6 threads each (8-cluster);
4. 12 clusters of 4 threads each (12-cluster).
Figure 6.16 depicts the physical mapping of such logical clusters on the platform.
Figure 6.17 shows the cost for hierarchical fork/join of 48 (max) threads on SCC using
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4-Cluster 
6-Cluster 
12-Cluster 8-Cluster 
Figure 6.16: Abstracted cluster mapping on the SCC
the various logical clustering schemes. The plots show the time (execution cycles, Y-
axis) spent on each local master (X-axis), and is broken down in the usual main phases
at the first (outermost team) and second (innermost team) level. In the topmost plot,
the first bar in each set illustrates the overhead of team initial (INIT), fetch (FETCH),
and release (RELEASE) for the 1st/2nd-level for the fork phase. Where, each x-axis
index represents the thread id of global master and local masters. The rightmost (violet)
bar on each plot represents the worst-case cost, which is achieved for a mapping of the
global master thread on a core that is far away from the shared memory. This figure
basically covers of all the sources of the overhead that explained in Section 4.2.2, which
require linearly increasing time with slaves number. Here, the static load is used only as
a case study to compare its performance with the best flat implementation (Mode 3).
Because of the optimization in this case has a similar influence on the other benchmarks.
The best clustering scheme (6-cluster) reduces the flat fork and join overheads by
≈12% and ≈54% receptively. The right plots in Figure 6.17 show execution time for
the join phase in different cluster mapping. Using the hierarchical, architecture aware
approach improves the performance by factor of 1.6, 1.9, 1.6, and 1.5 for 4-cluster, 6-
cluster, 8-cluster, and 12-cluster, respectively, compared to the flat model in cacheable
metadata mode. In this experiment, the CLEANUP and GATHER at the innermost
(2nd-level) level on the local master (0) exhibit lower cost respect to the other local
masters. This is due to the alignment of support data structures (flags or global pool
descriptor) to cache lines[167].
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Figure 6.17: Cost of Hierarchy fork/join model on The SCC
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Figure 6.18: Overhead Ratio of Static Load
However, Figure 6.18 shows the overhead ratio for the various logical clustering with
static load benchmark. Obviously, the hierarchical approach allow increasing degrees of
improvement with respect to the baseline implementation (flat approach) when num-
ber of cores <12. The 12 clusters with 4 threads each in Figure 6.18 is referred as
(12-Cluster) contributes to reduce the overhead when number of cores >=12. Con-
sequentially, more contention arises during 12-Cluster and 4-Cluster operations in the
network and memory port because of many request are crowded to poll synchronization
flags. In general not all the various logical cluster mapping and with different number al-
low increasing degrees of improvement with respect to flat approach because conflicting
with synchronization flags, congestion in network, or no-cache coherence impact. When
hierarchy approach is used, it can achieve less overhead when using full number of cores
and balancing between number of clusters and number of cores in fork/join mapping.
6.7 Related Work
This section talks the work related to the efficient implementation and optimization of
the fork/join parallelism model with handle the issue of scalability. Many researchers
have previously studied techniques to improve the performance of the fork/join execution
model [47, 205–207], one of the dominant parallel programming paradigms for shared
memory systems (adopted, for instance, in OpenMP and Cilk). The focus of previous
research, however, is usually quite different from my research. The cited approaches to
fork/join parallelism do not focus on the limitations implied by scaling to a large number
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of threads, nor on the implications of NUMA communications. The resulting implemen-
tation exhibits important overheads, as the average granularity of parallel workloads
there is higher than the fine-grained tasks typically deployed on manycores.
Currently, two kinds of parallel execution models have been ported to the manycore
platform, which they permit coarse and fine grain parallelism. The first one is classic,
Pthread, a lightweight thread management functions for coarse grain parallel expressions.
This approach supports very flexibility on the creation of parallelism as needed, but the
operations of creating, destroying, scheduling incur significant overheads. Therefore, the
resulting time overheads would disallow fine-grained applications.
A similar approach to the hierarchical, architecture-aware algorithm for reducing
fork/join cost is using nested parallelism. This can be achieved, for example, in OpenMP
by creating a hierarchy of threads via nested parallel regions: the master thread spawns
a first team of threads, then each participant becomes master to an innermost team [208,
209]. It provides a direct comparison to this approach in my paper, and it shows that the
similar performance is achieved. Ojail et al. [210] recently proposed an asynchronous
fork/join operations, where the fork and join primitives are shared between cores, which
achieves better resource usage. Marongiu et al. [201] provide streamlined fork/join
implementation for a tightly-coupled shared memory cluster using the Fixed Thread
Pool (FTP) approach. My work borrows the key ideas from this implementation, but
significantly extends it to a multi-cluster system with NUMA effects. The proposal here
is a software-based lightweight used to point statically the threads to processing cores
which directly creates a limit in load balancing.
6.8 Summary
My aim is to design an efficient implementation for fork/join model by considering the
hardware privileges. During the process of designing the fork and join phases, it has
been found many ways to optimize the performance of them operations. First, it consists
in exploiting the memory hierarchy of the MPSoC to host private replicas of metadata.
Because of metadata has ready-only variables with no consistency issues arise when
using multiple copies. As illustrated in Section 6.3.2.2, several memory portions used
to reduce the access time from slave processors to the master and remove almost the
memory traffic during parallel regions. Therefore, Section 6.3.3 shown that Mode 3
with a cacheable static memory approach achieved a significant improvements on the
performance with any number of cores (more details in Section 6.3.3.3).
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Figure 6.19: Overhead Ratio of several Fork/Join micro-benchmarks for 48 cores
Figure 6.19 depicts the scaling of overhead time ratio for all micro-benchmarks (Sec-
tion 6.3.3) in different logical clustering and flat mappings for 48 cores only. The plot
shows that hierarchy approach supports for scalable thread fork/join in large systems
by considering multi-level of parallelism in a commodity many-core on-chip.
When forking and joining 48 cores with adding workload (static, imbalance, and bal-
ance), the effective execution time of hierarchy structure (4/6/8/12-Cluster) is reduced
as explained in the figure. While the experiment with dynamic load shows an negligible
difference in the overhead ratio than fixed length work. The variance in these times is
mostly due to the tree structure, whose performance is quite dependent on the size of
work that they synchronize.
However, to be able to support medium- to fine-grained parallelism, typically encoun-
tered in embedded or HPC applications, it is necessary to lower the cost for forking and
joining a large number of threads. The goal of this chapter was to optimize the fork/join
runtime, using an architecture-aware, hierarchical technique for thread forking and join-
ing, which considers the physical organization of the platform in clusters. Because of
architecture-agnostic sequential fork/join algorithms are not suitable for many-cores sys-
tem, for two main reasons. First, laying the responsibility for recruiting a very large
number of workers sequentially onto a single master thread is poorly scalable. Second,
when threads are physically displaced over multiple clusters the communication under-
lying fork/join support is subject to NUMA effects, which increase the cost for these
primitives. In addition, it has addressed these scaling issues for coordinate (spawn and
join) parallel activities. By exploiting hierarchy-approach mapping for fork and join, it
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has demonstrated reductions in overheads by up to ≈48% on the SCC, when creating
parallel teams of up to 48 by considering spatial locality as well.
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Chapter 7
Loop-Level Performance
Evaluation in OpenMP
Many-core architectures comes to allowing users not only run several applica-tions at the same times, but also to run parallel code. Therefore, the firststep of parallel code programming is pinpointing parallelism. Namely, break-
ing up the problem into a number of threads (is referred as a set of program instructions
(e.g. a function or a loop) that issue some operations) so that each one executes si-
multaneously on the parallel platform with others. In many cases, the threads cannot
execute independently because of the computation to be performed by one thread re-
quires data that are produced by other threads. Consequently, dependent data must be
transferred from one thread to another via communication. Apart from the fact, the
parallel performance has to achieve higher demands than that of sequential program, it
is harder to establish. Conventionally, programmers can achieve this goal by carefully
studying the parallel machine details and discover the proper combination of machine
instructions that would result in the level of desirable performance.
However, An application that incorporates parallelism in order to reduce the execu-
tion time, as a result, increasing the performance, is particularly difficult to program.
Because of the correctness must prove of each individual process and also of any overt
or covert interaction between them. In addition, the parallel behavior in general can not
be reproduced. Based on the problem and parallel system, an application can be paral-
lelized by using a number of patterns which are known as parallel archetypes. There are
four kinds of parallel archetypes: data, pipeline, task, and streaming parallelism. This
chapter introduces the performance and effectiveness of OpenMP model that can help
programmers to apply the data parallelism by studying a set of different application.
7.1. Data Parallelism
To attract a lot of attention, OpenMP model used in this chapter is designed based
on the flat approach as explained in Section 6.3.1. It used the Mode 4 in the flat
implementation to avoid the extra overhead that caused by flushing the L2 cache in
the Mode 3, to be sure there is no data of metadata resided in L2. Two barrier
synchronization primitives (S-MSB(b) and D-BTPB) are used in the flat implementation
to show the impact of the barrier optimization on the performance. As summarized in
Section 5.7, there is a slim difference in the performance between D-BTPB (in cacheable
mode) and other barrier algorithms. Therefore, the D-BTPB barrier is chosen that has
reduced the overhead by 57% greater than S-MSB(b) algorithm.
During the OpenMP translator studied, it observed most frequently mistakes which
are not reported in [211]. The OpenMP compiler adds GOMP barrier() to the end of
the function ”main.omp fn” that contains the code block for #pragma parallel when
the application has more than single #pragma directives. Namely, the mistake here is
to be sure all threads complete them work with barrier routines, although they need no
barrier since the end of a parallel region ( GOMP parallel end()) is an implicit barrier by
default. Unfortunately, nowait clause is not active in this scenario. As a consequence,
the performance of parallel block will take the extra overhead to carry out the barrier.
The first advice to avoid this error, the programmer needs to implement each kernel
separately. Of course, this solution is not an efficient and flexible. Another solution is to
replace GOMP barrier() with an empty function and building your own barrier() that
explicitly used in a parallel region.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1 presents the data
parallel paradigm as the main concept of OpenMP parallelism of many applications.
Then, the design of the new OpenMP extension described in Section 7.2 to trigger
flush operation as well as the compiler and runtime support. Section 7.3 documents
the reduction clause implementation. The performance of OpenMP memory model
reported in Section 7.4 on different access modes and frequency scaling. Finally, real-
world applications selected to validate the performance of the OpenMP implementation
with the proposed extension in Section 7.5 and concluded the performance scalability in
Section 7.6.
7.1 Data Parallelism
One of most common parallel archetypes is data parallelism that occurs when the same
operation is applied to different data. For example, when you have a lot of pixels in an
image that you want to process. To getting data parallelism, you need to take that data
and dividing it up among multiple processors. Data parallelism can be applied on several
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int i;
int A{100}, B{100};
#pragma omp parallel for schedule(static)
for (i = 0; i < 100; i++)
A{i} =  i*B{i};
for (i = 0; i < 26; i++)
A{i} =  i*B{i};
for (i = 25; i < 50; i++)
A{i} =  i*B{i};
for (i = 50; i < 75; i++)
A{i} =  i*B{i};
for (i = 75; i < 100; i++)
A{i} =  i*B{i};
Thread 0 Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread 3
A[0:24] B[0:24] A[25:49] A[50:74] A[75:99]B[25:49] B[50:74] B[75:99]
Shared Memory
Figure 7.1: Example of OpenMP loop
granularities such as an instruction level or loop level. Because this thesis considers
exploiting data parallelism at the loop level, data parallelism and loop Parallelization
are used reciprocally throughout the thesis. Loop parallelization supported by OpenMP
API and is used when there is no data dependence between one loop iteration and the
next. Here, the parallelization achieved by distributing different pieces of computation
data across many threads which execute the same code. Namely, all threads perform
collectively on the same data set (e.g. an array), whereas each thread operates on
a different partition of the set. In OpenMP, the loop iterations are distributing and
scheduling over multiple threads, with just a line of code and needs little programmer
intervention ( here, this feature makes loop parallelization so interesting). As a result,
loops with many data independent iterations can get higher performance parallelism.
Figure 7.1 shows an example of OpenMP when parallelizes a loop and assigns the
execution of the loop body of a thread that spawned by OpenMP parallel directive. In
this case, a special function is generated automatically by the compiler containing the
code of the loop and the computation data (i.e. arrays A and B) are broken into four
sub-sets which are distributed across four parallel threads. In case of nested loops, the
loop-parallelism applied only on the outer loop and inner loop executed serially as part
of a single iteration of the external loop.
As depicted in Figure 7.1, OpenMP allows the programmer to combine the compiler
directive for the Loop construct and Parallel construct in a single line. OpenMP can
control the way of distributing loop iterations and the number of iterations of the loop
as well by expecting the end-user invokes the OpenMP loop scheduler. Here, the it-
eration is the work units that are distributed among threads as detected by Schedule
clause. OpenMP supports different of schedule kinds for dispatching loop iterations to
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the threads such as Static, Dynamic, and Guided with or without the specification of a
chunk size (number of iterations).
Static schedule is classified as compile-time scheduling that assignments the number
of iterations equally to the threads that incorporate in parallel. The OpenMP com-
piler transforms the loop in a way that lower and upper bounds are computed locally
by each thread, based on the number of threads and on their IDs. This scheduling
mechanism reduces the scheduling overhead, but the non-uniform duration of different
loop iterations can lead to load imbalance issues in the system. The static approach in-
cludes many of scheduling schemes such as Block Scheduling, Cyclic Scheduling, Block-D
Scheduling,and Cyclic-D Scheduling [212]. This mechanism of scheduling has played an
important role of performance in the homogeneous system or the NUMA system, when
the access to memory play a trivial role. Furthermore, the OpenMP API comes to
achieve good data locality by using smart combination of static scheduling and chunk
size. Therefore, static scheduler considered in this thesis because the OpenMP compiler
used this scheduler by default to parallelize for or work-sharing. Also, it can minimize
the chances of memory conflicts that arose when more than one thread is trying to access
the same piece of memory.
On the other hand, the Dynamic and Guided scheduling are classified as run-time
scheduling that divides the iterations dynamically as the work is being executed (run-
time). The difference between Dynamic and Guided is the chunk that is progressively
reduced in the size to reduce scheduling overheads at the beginning of the loop and
load balancing at the end. Here, the run-time scheduling approach distributes each
loop iteration to the various number of threads as they are requested. The programmer
chooses the granularity at which the scheduler is invoked by specifying a chunk size. The
compiler instruments the loop code by adding function calls to the OpenMP runtime
that inform it that the thread is ready to execute a loop iteration. Then, the runtime
routine returns continuously to the master thread to request more iterations if there are
more to be executed with the values of the counter to execute the loop code. OpenMP
provides this kind of schedule clause to deal with the problems in static scheduling, but
it suffers from a big synchronization overhead. It is difficult to choose best scheduler
for a specific parallel loop because it depends on many factors: system architecture,
dependency of loop iterations and the rate of memory access [213].
As mentioned before, the loop parallelization is applied only when there is no data
dependence between iterations In case of the data dependence exists, the code performs
a chain of operation to enforce the computation data only flow in one direction between
parallel threads and that is known as pipeline parallelism. While task parallelism uses
when multiple independent code segments are run concurrently and it is mainly applied
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at a coarse gain level. OpenMP supports also task parallelism by adding a specific
directive (#pragm omp task) to a code segment. Streaming parallelism comes to exploit
data and task parallelism to execute them in parallel. Here, a parallel task typically
on each execution step performs in a way that reads one or more data items from one
or many input streams and passed the results of computation to one or more output
streams.
7.2 noflush Implementation
The OpenMP memory model has a weak memory model that helps the threads to cache
variables and keep consistent with the memory at a synchronization point (i.e barrier).
Of course, this provides room for computer system designers to experiment with a wide
range of caching schemes based on the different performance and cost tradeoff. In order
to improve the performance of the OpenMP implementation, the OpenMP compiler
extended by adding a new clause to disable the thread’s private view on the shared
memory consistency. Because of ”the temporary view of memory is not required to be
consistent with memory at all time” [34].
OpenMP traditionally generates a code to keep the consistency view for shared data
between threads. In addition, OpenMP model comes with the explicitly directive (flush)
that helps the programmer to make things work such as implementing own spin lock.
This operation used to synchronize the temporary view sequentially with the shared
memory for shared variables or the variables which declared in the flush-set. However,
the new directive (noflush) that has been proposed, it can be added to parallel directives
to remove the implicit flush routine in many OpenMP constructs, instead keeping the
data in the local memory (L2 cache or scratchpad) of threads.
int OMP_APP(int argc , char **argv)
{
int a[100] , i;
#pragma omp noflush
/* a is not flushed because the flush disabled in the end of parallel */
#pragma omp parallel for private(i)
for (i = 0; i < 10; i++)
{
a[i] = i;
}
/* a is flushed by default */
#pragma omp parallel for private(i)
for (i = 0; i < 10; i++)
{
a[i] = a[i] + 2;
}
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return a[i-3];
}
Listing 7.1: Example code of noflush directive
This new directive will helps the programmer to keep the data in the private cache
that will be used again by the same thread as illustrated in Listing 7.1. By using this
directive will disable the flush routine that is enabled by default.
In the default implementation of the OpenMP memory model, shared variable is
guaranteed to be up to date when reading or writing it and without flushing it in ad-
vance. This flush implicitly written down by the compiler in an OpenMP construct. The
OpenMP programmer that is aware of the application flow, can explicitly use noflush
directive to tell the compiler to skip the default implementation of shared variables
or specific variable similar to the flush directive in the traditional OpenMP memory
model. In that case, noflush directive used to disable the consistent view of all shared
variables, because the SCC does not support flush certain lines such as CFLUSH in
x86 assembly instruction. At the end of parallel region, the compiler skips the implicit
flush and restore the default setting of the memory model. Namely, the implicit flush
is disabled just when call the noflush directive. As a result, this extension adds new
optimization techniques to OpenMP model and gives expert programmers more flexibil-
ity in the software development. Furthermore, the programmer can use this extension
to program a software-managed cache that automatically handles data transfers at run-
time between the local memory of a core and the globally shared main memory. Thus
enabling performance gains by eliminating some of the long latency of accesses to main
memory.
7.3 Reduction Implementation
OpenMP API comes with the reduction clause to help the programmer to do a recursive
calculation that uses mathematically associative and commutative operators to a set of
data in parallel. Reduction in the OpenMP can only perform on naming scalar variables.
Each core computes a partial result of the reduction operation on the variable and the
OpenMP implementation collects all partial results into a total result.
To reduce the overhead of reduction clause, a temporary buffer array is used that
allocated in shared memory as a message queue [41]. Each thread writes its own partial
data to a specific index in this array based on the core id without any lock mechanism.
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Then, the master thread at the end of the parallel region (in implicit barrier part)
gathers all all partial data from from this buffer array and gets final result without a
lock or atomic primitive. By this way, it reduced the overhead and waiting time for
lock by running the reduction operation and avoid the contention that caused in critical
directive. For future work, I would suggest to allocate this buffer array in local memory
(i.e. scratchpad memory) to hide the latency of accessing this array. However, this
kernel will find all possible solutions to guarantee that all threads get always the same
computational load.
7.4 Bandwidth Performance Using Stream Benchmark
High-Performance Fortran (HPF)[214] is a modern version of sequential Fortran and
considered as the most popular language extension in high-performance parallelism.
Most of HPF offers data parallel that is being executed in unison by different processors
on different sets of data. The OpenMP directives offers task and data parallel (more
conveniently than HPF) and is seen quite similar for SPMD parallelism. In addition, it
is simpler to implement than an HPF preprocessor because of mainly designed based on
the shared-memory model (HPF is for distributed memory) and helps the programmer
to specify parallelism directly rather than distribute the data over threads. On the
negative aspect, the run-time environment has the responsibility of placing the data and
keeping them consistent when the shared memory has partitions (as it usually does).
This section aims to evaluate the performance of the OpenMP implementation when
accessing the shared memory in different mode access and runtime configuration. Before
it investigates the memory bandwidth of OpenMP platforms on the SCC that considered
as example of cluster-based many-core system. An overview of the baseline implemen-
tation of OpenMP and methodology of measurement analysis is presented.
7.4.1 Memory Model
On the cluster-based many-core system as described on Figure 2.1, there are NUMA
penalties caused by different memory access costs. To better understand the selected
platform and programming model, this section presents the micro-benchmark that used
to characterize the bandwidth available to an application that runs on top of OpenMP
Model. It first starts by presenting the memory properties of the SCC system. After
that, it presents the Stream [215] benchmark and the bandwidth performance.
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7.4.1.1 SCC’s Memory Properties
As illustrated in Section 3.2, the SCC has diversified memory system that contains
L1-cache, L2-cache, local memory on-chip (MPB), private memory off-chip, and global
shared memory in different memory mode access and operations. To reach all those
memory hierarchies, it needs to go through the LUT gate that is responsible to translate
and redirect the memory request. Every core accesses to the private domain in this
main memory (off-chip) which are distributed over the 4 available memory controller.
The authors of [216] revealed that the bandwidth of the read or write access to per-core
memory varies widely with the memory access pattern. That private memory is cached in
cores’ L2 cache. While the global shared memory mapped in not cache mode by default.
Namely, each core can only have one outstanding memory request, as a consequence,
uncacheable mode results in a low bandwidth for shared memory accesses especially as
all cores have access the same memory controller. To activate the caching of shared
memory, the programmer needs to remap the shared memory by using special devices
that mentioned in Section 3.2.4. The SCC doesn’t offer any coherent among cores’
caches to the programmer. This coherency implemented through software methods, e.g.
by flushing caches. To flush the L2 cache, a write of 0 bytes to a kernel module which
acts as a device driver, it will trigger the flush routine (Section 3.2.3).
7.4.2 Stream Benchmark
Stream [215] is slowly becoming a standard to obtain the maximal memory bandwidth
(in MB/s) and a corresponding computation rate for several simple vector kernels. Here,
the version of Stream has been extended and allocated the source and destination arrays
from the stack as static storage with a compile-time constant size. To avoid any cache
influence on the results, Stream is designed as each array must be at least 4x greater
than the sum of all the last-level caches.
Table 7.1 shows Stream benchmarks with OpenMP implementation and all operations
are performed with double vectors. The specification of these operations are:
• Copy allows the programmer to discover the unceasing transfer rates between the
processing unit and memory bank.
• Scale adds a multiplication by a scalar to the copy operation.
• Add verifies the memory system performance by performing multiple loads/stores.
• Triad merges all previous operations (copy, scale, and add). This benchmark used
to stress local memory bandwidth (L2 or L1) because the arrays may be allocated
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Table 7.1: Stream synthetic benchmark
Name Code Name Code
#pragma omp parallel for #pragma omp parallel for
Copy for (j=0; j<SIZE; j++) Triad for (j=0; j<SIZE; j++)
c[j] = a[j]; c[j] = b[j] + q*a[j];
#pragma omp parallel for #pragma omp parallel for
Scale for (j=0; j<SIZE; j++) Daxpy for (j=0; j<SIZE; j++)
c[j] = q*a[j]; c[j] = c[j] + q*a[j];
#pragma omp parallel for #pragma omp parallel for
Add for (j=0; j<SIZE; j++) Triadplus for (j=0; j<SIZE; j++)
c[j] = b[j] + a[j]; c[j] = c[j] + q*a[j] - c[j]
+ q*b[j] + c[j] + p*a[j];
#pragma omp parallel for
Triad2plus for (j=0; j<SIZE; j++)
c[j] = b[j] + q*a[j] - b[j] + q*c[j] + b[j] + p*a[j] - c[j] + m*a[j] + b[j]
+ p*c[j] - c[j] + n*c[j] + a[j] + n*a[j] - b[j] + p*c[j] + a[j]
+ n*c[j] + a[j] + q*a[j];
in an aligned approach such that no communication is required to perform the
computation.
• DAXPY is a new extension from [217] that overwrites one of the input arrays
instead of writing results to a third array. Namely, the extra read for array may
not be required.
• Triadplus is a new implementation and is similar to DAXPY, but it has three
more operations of copy, scale, and add that overwrites one of the input arrays as
well. It comes to demonstrate the performance of OpenMP when the application
not limited by memory speed and when the source code is compatible with SIMD
operation.
• Triad2plus is an extension Triadplus to show supercomputer performance of
OpenMP by using full SIMD instructions.
These benchmarks are programmed in one main program without any subroutines.
Here, cores shared all the three arrays and each thread computes a chunk of the workload
based on the OpenMP compiler scheduler. The size of the chunk is equal for all threads,
except for the last thread that can have a larger chunk size if the number of elements
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of the array are not divisible by the number of cores. The experiments used Double
data type to be sure a write miss occurs, the cache will typically read the line from main
memory and then modify the selected bytes. As a result, this implementation eliminates
the possibility of data re-use (either in registers or in cache). In addition, the time and
bandwidth are measured in only parallel part of the code that’s shared workload over
several threads without any interference from the sequential part that executes in master
thread.
7.4.3 Bandwidth Evaluation
Despite the simplicity of OpenMP, many issues will influence the performance and sev-
eral benchmarks designed to address them [183, 218, 219]. It is a well-known there is
many scientific applications need to use the memory system efficiently because it is a
key issue for the performance. There is many issues have an influence on the shared
memory performance as well, such as an SMP or hierarchical NUMA system, memory
distribution and differentiation in bandwidth. This section discussed several aspects of a
shared memory system such as bandwidth and memory latency. In addition, this section
addresses bottlenecks that result in a loss of performance at some place.
Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 present measurements taken on different number of cores
under the default frequency setting of SCC (see Section 3.9) and generate as output the
bandwidth in MB/s and latency in second. The memory performance measured when
every core is accessing the memory simultaneously. The results in those figures show a
remarkably clear distinction between four curves:
1. SPMD is the baseline implementation that used SPMD execution model without
including the overhead of supporting a multi-threaded execution. In this approach,
each thread/core works on its own piece of memory (private). The memory is
allocated and initialized privately in the stack by every core. This should show
optimal results in case the memory owned by the allocator or if a first touch
algorithm is in place. It should be noted that every thread here works with its
private memory controller according to the default setting of SCC. As a result, each
thread works independently and there is no any overhead that might by OpenMP
work-share directive or barrier.
2. OpenMP is OpenMP implementation as illustrated in Table 7.1. This approach
used the flat fork/join implementation with S-MSB(b) to synchronize threads in
the work-share block. This approach distributes thread access to one portion mem-
ory over four memory controller (1 portion pro memory controller) and exclude
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Figure 7.2: Memory Bandwidth of Stream Benchmarks on the SCC
the case of threads number equals to 48, here, each 12 threads used one memory
controller (similar to SPMD approach).
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Figure 7.3: Memory Latencies of Stream Benchmarks on the SCC
3. OpenMP O is OpenMP implementation as well that superseded S-MSB(b) al-
gorithm by tree barrier mechanism (D-BTPB). To show the influence of barrier
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optimization in the performance of memory access.
4. OpenMP-L2 used L2 cache to reduce the latency to access the shared memory
(off-chip), by remapping the shared memory that holds shared data in a cacheable
L2 mode. This approach used the same implementation technique in OpenMP
mode.
To measure the bandwidth and the memory latency, Stream benchmarks are run-
ning with several numbers of threads that chosen equal to the number of cores. The
performance results represent the parallel block part (SPMD or OpenMP modes) only.
However, Figure 7.2 shows that the average bandwidth of SPMD has a slight differ-
ence when the number of cores continue increasing in all Stream benchmarks. In this
approach, each core has serial memory access and it needs to several clock cycles delay
to receiving the requested data from memory based on this formula:
Delay = 40Fcore + 12nFmesh + 46Fmem (7.1)
Where:
• Fcore: represents the clock cycles of the core.
• Fmesh: represents the clock cycles of the mesh network.
• Fmem: represents the clock cycles of the main memory.
• n: denotes the number of mesh network hops required to reach memory controller.
Every core continuously sends memory requests as quickly as possible. The figure
shows the performance drops slightly when the number of cores is increased. This is
happening because of the router mechanism such as dealing with the processing order
when packets arrive at multiple ports simultaneously [220]. In addition, the bandwidth
(off-chip main memory) depends strongly on the memory access pattern as explained
by the authors in [216], they admitted that accessing two blocks of consecutive words
will provide the higher bandwidth. As a consequence, this has an effect on the latency
memory results as shown in Figure 7.3, where the latency increasing slightly as well.
In case of OpenMP implementation (OpenMP and OpenMP O), the memory band-
width increases with the number of cores accessing shared memory in parallel. The
shared memory is distributed statically over four memory controller in not cached mode
(L2 and L1 disabled). Here, the master thread is responsible to allocate the data in
shared memory in round-robin fashion and controls other threads and synchronizes them
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access to memory. That is mean, each core can only have one outstanding memory re-
quest, this results in a low bandwidth for shared memory accesses, especially when all
cores try to access the same memory controller (accesses to the private memory are dis-
tributed over the 4 available memory controller). There is no eventuality difference in
the performance between OpenMP and OpenMP O because of the limiting factor isn’t
synchronized itself but general data placement/access. Furthermore, the optimization
for synchronization is negligible compared to the memory activity and also the reduc-
tion in barrier overhead is tens of thousands cycles and the entire parallel block run for
thousand of thousands cycles. Therefore, it doesn’t show any difference between the two
implementations as expected By the default the memory subsystem in SPMD approach
is cashed on cores’ L2 cache, that results in higher performance, when the computation
operations increases in benchmarks (i.e: Add, Triad, Daxpy, Triadplus, and Triad2plus).
On the other hand, it didn’t find the influence of L2 cache in Copy benchmark, where
OpenMP approaches achieved better bandwidth and latency when the number of cores
> 12. Since every core runs an identical copy of the stream benchmark, their memory
access have the same patterns and therefore they get the benefit from memory locality
in terms of memory pages. For this reason, the performance increases when many cores
are accessing the same memory controller, because the controller does not necessarily
need to change the DRAM page for every new request. Memory latency has similar
performance as depicted in Figure 7.3.
Finally, OpenMP-L2 improves the bandwidth and latency of OpenMP approaches
by remap the shared memory in L2 cacheable mode. In the SCC, the size of L2 cache
is 256KB, there is no automatic management for cache coherency among all cores when
activated the caching of shared memory. As a consequence, the programmer is respon-
sible to provide this functionality through a software implementation, e.g. by flushing
caches [122]. The flush operation of the L2 is expansive and it needs around 900 Kcycles
to complete L2 flushing as explained Section 3.2.3. In this case, the cache needs to flush
before and after each parallel block in order to make sure that no value cached in a
parallel block is considered valid and will read again from the cache in the next paral-
lel block; instead, it is forced to be actually loaded from main memory. Traditionally,
OpenMP compiler inserted the flush implicitly in a certain position of the code when
declaring shared variables as volatile. Actually, the problem is quite problematical, as
each reading or writing thread needs to flush shared variables. This is one of many
common mistakes which are not realized by the programmer [211]. In the OpenMP-L2
implementation, one needs to use the flush routine twice (one to flush the sequential
part, and second at the end of parallel block) in master thread. While in the slave
thread, it needs to use the flush routine only one time at the end of the parallel block
to be sure updating the shared dates in main memory. At the end of parallel block, the
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runtime enforces the core (master or slave) to flush the L2 cache and bursts block (256
KB) of data through network and exploiting the maximum bandwidth available in the
platform. While in the SPMD approach, the flush depends on the OS scheduling and it
will flush one or more cache lines as necessary.
This approach avoids all those mistakes and provides the best performance charac-
teristics by employing the hierarchical memory (L2 cache) that greatly simplifying the
coherence issue and associated latency penalty. Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 evidently
show the performance augmenting cache effect due to L2 enabling when every core is
intensively using again its portion of the shared data. In other words, with more cores to
share the workload, the size of per-core partition of the shared data set gets closer to the
L2 cache size of each core, resulting in fewer cache misses that go to the off-chip DRAM
(i.e. Triad, Triadplus, or Triad2plus). For instance, Triadplus shows a nice increase in
the bandwidth going from 57.252 MB/s (1.050260 second) to 937.467 MB/s(0.067479
second).
7.4.4 Impact of Frequency Scaling
Since the different frequency of processor and network (router) has an impact on the
contention behavior. Therefore, this section investigates the impact of frequency scaling
on the memory performance for Stream benchmarks. Here, the influence of the con-
tention studies on the OpenMP implementation with different processor and network
frequencies. Appendix B illustrates the results of the Stream memory benchmarks with
various numbers of cores. Such results obtained through the average of several execu-
tions in different frequency setting for tile, mesh, and memory by varying the number of
threads from 2 to 48 cores. The results of all tables in Appendix B show the same effects
of varying distances and operating frequencies of the cores, the mesh and the memory
controllers.
The SPMD achieved the highest bandwidth with Set3 (800/800/1066) configuration
in all test cases (i.e. 48 to 39.1 MB/s in Copy), depending on the distance of the cores
to the memory controller. As expected, the OpenMP-L2 implementation shows a higher
performance gain when using the 800/1600/1066 setting (Set1 ), for example, in Copy
kernel is 83 to 273.8 MB/s on average. All OpenMP approaches have a similar behavior
when using a higher clock frequency for the memory compared to the mesh network.
However, it has observed that doubling the mesh frequency to 1600 MHz alone does
not show much performance improvement (excluding the OpenMP-L2 ) such as in Set2
and Set4, especially with large numbers of cores. While when increasing the memory
clock at its higher rate of 1066 MHz with the higher clock speed for the mesh as well,
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it shows more improvement to indicate that the mesh is now the bottleneck regarding
memory accesses.
7.4.5 Summary
It is interested to show how the bandwidth varies with the number of cores performing
memory operations for SPMD and OpenMP approaches in the nature of the operations,
read or write. It observed an expected drop in the memory performance for increasing
numbers of cores accessing a single memory controller in parallel. As the SPMD curve
shows in the figure and tables in Appendix B, the performance degradation slightly
increases when increasing numbers of cores. While the memory performance evidently
increases when the number of cores greater than 2 in OpenMP implementation. Since
each core runs an identical copy of the stream benchmark and the memory access pat-
terns are the same. Therefore, they benefit from memory locality in terms of memory
pages and the performance increases when many cores are accessing the same memory
controller, because the controller does not necessarily have to change the DRAM page
for every new request.
Unfortunately, this effect is limited, as indicated by the performance drop or not
increased when the number of cores exceeds 32, because of the varying distances result
in different latencies for the memory requests arriving at a memory controller.
Overall Multi-threaded programs that are written by using OpenMP-L2 mode reveals
better performance for increasing numbers of cores. The bandwidth measured by Master
thread for the parallel memory access shows that for symmetric workloads with different
jobs can lead to performance improvements. OpenMP-L2 approach shows performance,
increasing of up to 680.6%, 238.7%, 405%, 234.8%, 742.2%, 1227.9%, and 1053.8% for
Copy, Scale, Add, Triad, Daxpy, Traidplus, and Traid2plus respectively at 48 threads
compared to SPMD approach. Furthermore clocking the mesh network by setting the
frequency at 1600 MHz alone will not result in considerable performance improvement.
Well, better results can be obtained by changing the clock frequency for both mesh and
memory controllers to higher frequencies.
7.5 Benchmarking Complex Applications Examples
This section demonstrates the effectiveness and performance of the OpenMP translator
by studying a set of benchmarks of the most popular sites targeting shared memory
parallel applications. It shows the bottlenecks and results obtained by many code ker-
nels, selected from: Rodinia [221], NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) [183], the OpenMP
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Source Code Repository [222] benchmark suite, and other real applications. All of the
considered benchmarks are representative various computation patterns of the memory
access patterns from the matrix and image processing (array-intensive) domain. All
applications employing state-of-the-art algorithms and providing very different perfor-
mance characteristics or testing different situations.
The plots in this section show the execution time of each application (parallel part
only) under the above described data placement configuration (OpenMP-L2 in Sec-
tion 7.4.3), normalized to the baseline. As a result, it shows the performance of the
design in cache-less cluster-based system and the evaluation measured under the default
system setting of SCC (see Section 3.9) and generate the time output in second. This
time represents the actual parallel computation, plus the time spent on memory accesses
without any impact for extra barrier overhead as explained in the introduction of this
chapter. Many datasets of different sizes executed for each application, and the number
of OpenMP threads for each test case are adjusted, to understand the OpenMP scal-
ability. Furthermore, to discover the best OpenMP performance in each application,
system, and dataset.
7.5.1 Speckle Reducing Anisotropic Diffusion (SRAD)
The first set of experiments investigates the SRAD, developed by Yu and Acton [223].
SRAD is used to remove the locally correlated noise (speckles) in an image of ultra-
sonic and radar imaging applications without sacrificing important image features. It
exploited the nonlinear partial differential equations to tailor a diffusion algorithm [221].
SRAD kernel is iterative; it operates on the entire image in several stages sequen-
tially in each iteration: image extraction, continuous iterations over the image, and
image compression. The parallel parts of this application are: preparation, reduction,
statistics, computation 1 and computation 2, which gather under one main loop, and
the value of each point in the computation domain depends on its four neighboring pix-
els. The iteration number of this loop considers as an important fact that affect the
image guilty. As shown in Figure 7.4, it shows a typical SRAD result in the different
number iteration of the ultrasound image (Figure 7.4(a)). In this implementation, 2D
image (Figure 7.4(a)) has been used as the dataset with 458 x 502 pixels. The iterative
stage implementation classified into three main kernels which work under one main loop
with 10 iterations: ROI, ICOV, and DIV. ROI (Region Of Interest) is responsible to do
preparation, reduction, and statistics over the image. The instantaneous coefficient of
variation (ICOV) is exploited to estimate the coefficient of variation at a single point
within the image, it is known as computation 1. Computation 2 (DIV) implemented in
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(a) Original Image (b) After 2 Iterations
(c) After 10 Iterations
Figure 7.4: Speckle reduction using the SRAD approach
OpenMP parallel as well to calculate the divergence of the diffusion coefficients which
multiplied by the directional derivatives that evaluated by computation 1 (ICOV). Com-
putation 2 uses the divergence to update the image through computing the new pixel
value.
However, it can classify SRAD as an application with data established in a structured
grid [221]. Therefore, SRAD is a good representative application of a larger class of ap-
plications that it considers as a potential target for cluster-based many-core systems.
Figure 7.5 shows the execution time utilization of three kernels (separate) all undergo
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Figure 7.5: Performance of SRAD kernels on the SCC
a decreasing trend when the numbers of threads continue increasing. The two imple-
mentations all have a quick performance increase till they use all the core available. An
interesting thing it can find is that all curves have “peak” at 48 threads, and the execu-
tion time of the OpenMP-L2 approach keeps a significant decreasing with the number
of OpenMP threads increasing, while OpenMP approach has a small effect, as depicted
in the speedup curves. The speedup for parallel region obtained based on this formula:
Speedup =
Time(P=2)
Time(P>2)
(7.2)
Where:
• P : is the is number of threads.
This formula will help me to understand the scalability of the system when the
number of threads increased, going from 2 to 48 threads. Besides, OpenMP-L2 speedup
shows large performance gaps as comparative with OpenMP speedup, using the execution
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time on two threads as the baseline. Obviously, when the amount of computation in the
kernel increased, it will help the application to increase the gap between two threads
group as illustrated in ICOV case based on OpenMP-L2 implementation.
In SRAD application, each thread is responsible for working with independent chunks
of the image, resulting in high intra-thread data locality. Although the dependency in
each element, the thread can use these elements with fewer memory accesses. Therefore,
the OpenMP-L2 approach performs well when executing SRAD application in parallel,
without much performance loss. The OpenMP-L2 implementation sees speedup because
it exploits the data level parallelism in the application with fine-grained threading and
efficient memory bandwidth utilization.
The two different versions of the OpenMP show speedup as expected due to their
application specific construction. The speedup numbers of the OpenMP implementation
seem relatively small because this implementation intersperses memory access instruc-
tions to complete instructions, leaving the L1 and L2 data cache idle for many cycles. As
a consequence, the OpenMP implementation utilizes a large part of the off-chip memory
bandwidth, stopping when context storage prevents more threads from being scheduled
while other threads wait for their data.
7.5.2 HotSpot
Figure 7.6 shows the execution time and speedup of HotSpot application with different
datasets: 64 X 64 (4K), 512 X 512 (256K), and 1024 X 1024 (1M) cells. Here, HotSpot
is a fast thermal model suitable that is used in architectural studies. It used as a
tool to simulated power measurements and estimate processor temperature based on an
architectural floor plan. The power density and cooling costs going up exponentially,
temperature-aware design has therefore become a necessity. HotSpot consists of two
nested loops, where the outermost loops are usually parallelized. Those loops iteratively
solve a series of differential equations for microarchitecture block. The input to the
kernel are power and initial temperatures. The output of each cell in the grid represents
the average temperature value of the corresponding area of the chip.
Figure 7.6 shows all OpenMP implementations perform similarly for the same dataset
with different performance achieving. In the smallest dataset, each of the OpenMP and
OpenMP-L2 curves goes down when the numbers of OpenMP threads increasing. Here,
the iteration spaces of the parallel loops are not big enough to eliminate the overhead
of the long global memory access latency in case of OpenMP-L2. In case number of
cores > 24, the OpenMP and OpenMP Speedup curves show no effect of executing the
kernel code (two parallel blocks) with a large number of threads, and the time rises
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Figure 7.6: Performance of HotSpot kernels on the SCC
slightly after that point. Accordingly, the optimal number of OpenMP threads here is
32 threads.
For the 512 X 512 cells, the average execution time of the OpenMP-L2 decreases
proportionally when the number of threads are increased, providing the minimum value
at 48 threads. The gap in the speedup and time performance of OpenMP approach
with L2 enabled, increased as compared by OpenMP uncacheable mode. From this
implementation onwards, the performance trends are more or less the same as those in
512 X 512 dataset size.
A point worth mentioning is the number of threads > 32 in case of 64 X 64 dataset.
Using a small number of OpenMP threads can achieve a good performance with relatively
small workload per thread. The overheads of synchronization between multiple threads
are introduced when enlarging the number of threads. As a consequence, the execution
time difference between different numbers of OpenMP threads is hidden.
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7.5.3 LU-Decomposition
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Figure 7.7: Performance of LU-Decomposition on the SCC
Figure 7.7 shows the results of the LU decomposition algorithm for various matrix
sizes: 1500 X 1500 (8.6 MB), 2000 X 2000 (15.3 MB), 2500 X 2500 (23.8 MB), 3000 X
3000 (34.3 MB) elements. LU-Decomposition is a simple matrix decomposition tool that
used to calculate the solutions of a set of linear equations. The matrix is decomposed
to the product of a lower triangular and an upper triangular to achieve a triangular
matrix that solves a system of linear equations easily (i.e. Gaussian Elimination). This
algorithm considered as the primary way to characterize the performance of high-end
parallel systems [224].
The decomposition is done in parallel by using two significant parallel regions under
one main loop. Here, the matrix divided into fixed size blocks that are distributed among
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threads on the system, the size of data computed by each core is based on the block
size. The size of the block dealt by each thread after each iteration is not the same. As
a consequence, this leads to load imbalance problem that affects performance and hence
the scheduling scheme is required to reduce the load imbalance. The static scheduling
is used, the chunk is divided exactly into the available threads and every thread works
on the same amount of data.
Figure 7.7 observed the maximum speedup when the number of threads is equal
to 8 are 2.63, 2.73, 3.17, and 3.33 (for all cases of datasets) in the OpenMP Speedup
curve, respectively. While in the OpenMP-L2 Speedup curve, the maximum speedup
at 4 threads is 0.99, 1.06, 0,99, and 0.99 respectively. From this result, it is clearly
that increasing the parallelism by adding more threads in the application, it will be
a significant increase in the cache miss ratio which will cause a spike in the required
bandwidth. As shown in Figure 7.7, the average execution time curves on all cases
of datasets increase highest point when using maximum number of threads. It can be
seen that performance, expressed as average execution time, for OpenMP is consistently
higher than for OpenMP-L2 implementation. Here, it can see that OpenMP is a good
choice for LU-Decomposition, since the memory is not the bottleneck.
Figure 7.8 shows the impact of the new directive on the performance that added
to the first parallel region in the LU-Decomposition code. These results show how the
new noflush clause (Section 7.2) could present performance improvements, according to
problem size and application class used. This extension contributed to reduce the gap in
average execution time between OpenMP and OpenMP-L2 curves. It’s possible to note
that when running LU-Decomposition up to matrix size 2000 X 2000, the performance
of OpenMP is better than in OpenMP-L2. From matrix size 2500 X 2500 up to 3000 X
3000, the performance trend changes and OpenMP-L2 implementation become better
and has similar behavior for OpenMP. Besides, the timing behavior is not very stable on
the OpenMP approaches for all the datasets when the number of threads used is larger
than 4.
7.5.4 PathFinder
The PathFinder is a dynamic programming technique to find the shortest path on a
2-D grid by discovering the smallest accumulated weights from the bottom row to the
top row. Here, the shortest path calculation is parallelized in each iteration. Each node
adds own weight to the sum that has the smallest accumulated weight of neighboring
node in the previous row.
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Figure 7.8: Performance of LU-Decomposition on the SCC after Optimization
Figure 7.9 shows the timing behavior and speedup on each implementation of OpenMP
by using one grid with 100K elements (the number of columns). The OpenMP-L2 has
low execution time that drops to the minimum of 8 threads and after that a negligible
increase at a large number of threads (48). On the OpenMP, the curve shapes are coin-
cident with OpenMP-L2 approach and has the lower execution time at 48 threads, but
still higher the execution time of OpenMP-L2.
According to these results, it can see that the optimal numbers of OpenMP threads
for PathFinder based on the OpenMP-L2 are within a small number of hardware thread-
s/cores. Because this benchmark has more memory operation and branches which bring
big latency with the program.
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Figure 7.9: Performance of PathFinder on the SCC
7.5.5 N-Queen
N-Queen used to find all solutions of n-queens chessboard problem, whose aims is to place
on-chess queens on a n x n chessboard so that no two queens attack each other. To solve
this problem, all ways of a placing N-Queens are tried systematically on a chessboard by
checking each time to see whether a solution has been obtained. As a consequence, this
approach takes very large time to arrive at a solution, it therefore needs to parallelize
this problem. Here, the loop parallelism technique used with effective implementation of
the reduction clause to accumulate the solutions that find by all threads instead of using
critical directive. The reduction technique implemented as explained in Section 7.3.
Figure 7.10 illustrates the performance of N-Queens using a variety of chessboard and
implementations for four inputs: 5 (5 X 5), 6 (6 X 6), 7 (7 X 7), and 8 (8 X 8) queens
(2D chessboard). Two OpenMP versions are shown: OpenMP and OpenMP-L2. The
average execution time and speedup for parallel region only, are presented in a log-log
plot to improve readability. In terms of OpenMP results in different datasets, it is clear
that workload granularity in this benchmark and number of cores has a significant im-
pact on the performance. OpenMP-L2 shows the best performance in time and speedup
when using the full number of cores in the system. Using a cached memory implemen-
tation with OpenMP improved the performance (average execution time) by 57.8% (5
X 5), 94% (6 X 6), 98.4% (7 X 7), and 98.7% (8 X 8) respectively, compared to the
OpenMP approach up to 48 threads. Even more importantly, this significant reduction
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Figure 7.10: Performance of N-Queen application on the SCC
in execution time is achieved without negatively affecting the scalability of the program
as is shown by OpenMP-L2 Speedup curve.
7.5.6 Mandelbrot
Figure 7.11 shows the result of the Mandelbrot set. The Mandelbrot set is a fractal
structure in the complex plane that defined by the sequence:
zn+1 = z2n + c (7.3)
remains bounded.
All points outside the Mandelbrot set will escape after some number of iterations
which are known to belie within the circle of radius 2 and center at the origin [225]. To
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6 / 7 Advanced OpenMP Course: Exercises and Handout 
Exercise 5: Can you image why program verification at compile time can only be very limited and why 
it cannot detect the issues the thread checking tools are able to report? 
9 Mandelbrot 
The Mandelbrot set is a set of complex numbers that has a highly convoluted fractal boundary when 
plotted. The given code computes and plots the Mandelbrot set. The generated plot looks like this: 
 
Go to the mandelbrot directory. Compile the mandelbrot code via ‘make [debug|release]’ and 
execute the resulting executable via ‘OMP_NUM_THREADS=procs make run’, where procs denotes 
the number of threads to be used. 
Exercise 1: Execute the code with one thread and with multiple threads and compare the resulting 
pictures. Do they look as the picture above? 
Exercise 2: One of the pictures is incorrect. Do you have an idea what is going wrong? Do you know a 
tool which can help you to find the error? Try to detect and fix the error in the code. 
10 Quicksort 
The quicksort algorithm is used to sort an array of random integer numbers, here. 
Quicksort is a recursive algorithm which works in the following steps. 
1. A pivot element is chosen. The value of this element is the point where the array is split in 
this recursion level. 
 
2. All values smaller than the pivot element are moved to the front of the array, all elements 
larger than the pivot element to the end of the array. The pivot element is between both 
parts. Note, depending on the pivot element the partitions may differ in size. 
 
3. Both partitions are sorted separately by recursive calls to quicksort. 
Figure 7.11: The output of Mandelbort benchmark
obtain a plot of th Mand lbrot set, e point C is taken to be a member of the set
if the iterates never exceed 2 in magnitude for a given point. Therefore, it requires for
determining the behavior of many points C under the Mandelbrot mapping to create
an image of the Mandelbrot set. Mandelbrot set is the yellow shape in the middle of
Figure 7.11. Because of each point can be studied independently of the others, a parallel
implementation is a suitable approach for this calculation.
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Figure 7.12: Performance of Mandelbrot on the SCC
This application is selected as one of the test cases in the OpenMP implementation
to illustrate the parallel programming model. Because of all computations of points in
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Mandelbrot area can be performed simultaneously, and this is obviously a good candidate
for expressing parallelism. Regrettably, the good load balancing cannot be achieved by
distributing the number of points across the n threads because the convergence can
vary widely from one point to the next due to the Mandelbrot area. The parallel
implementation consists of a single parallel region before main Monte Carlo iteration
loop with the reduction clause that implemented based on the mechanism in Section 7.3.
Figure 7.12 shows the performance of Mandelbrot set in different grid size (the number
of points to explore): 1024, 4096, and 8192, respectively, with 1000 iterations. In case
of (c) 8192, Mandelbrot achieves the largest speedup with 24 with the OpenMP-L2
approach, it is close to the linear since this application is embarrassingly parallel, and ≈
15 with OpenMP implementation. It shows a remarkable increase in the speedup when
going from 2 of 48 threads for OpenMP and OpenMP-L2 approaches. This application
computes intensively and does not traverse large data, therefore, there is a huge gap
between running time between OpenMP-L2 and OpenMP curves.
7.5.7 Helmholtz
This application used to solve a wave equation on a regular mesh using Jacobi iterative
method [226]. The idea is similar in design to a map to reduce in two dimensions that
calculates the equation at all points in the space and reduces on the error residuals
to test for convergence. Here, the example is an OpenMP version that consists of
two parallel regions with one parallel loop each with the default static scheduling. The
program repeats one thousand iterations until the calculated value becomes smaller than
a certain threshold and each thread updates a shared variable competitively to check the
value satisfying the threshold. Here, the OpenMP translator replaces this code with a
reduction technique (Section 7.3). The performance results of the Helmholtz application
have been validated before and after loop fusion is applied.
The experimental results of the Helmholtz are shown in Figure 7.13 with two differ-
ent matrix sizes of 1000 X 1000 and 1500 X 1500. Obviously, OpenMP implementation
by enabling L2 cache achieved a significant time reduction in different datasets. The
results in Figure 7.13 materially different from the other benchmark applications. In
OpenMP implementation, communication overhead completely dominates the compu-
tation whenever a region accesses to the memory system. Here, this implementation
shows perfect scalability speedup (OpenMP Speedup curve) as compared with OpenMP-
L2. As the number of threads increases, the speedup increases due to reduction in
average execution time.
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Figure 7.13: Performance of Helmholtz on the SCC
By using the L2 cache, OpenMP-L2 improves the performance due to improved data
locality and also slightly reduced the communication cost. As you can see from from
Figure 7.13 the higher speedup achieved when the number of cores is 12 in case ’a’ (100
X 100). In case of (b) 1500 X 1500, the speedup is close to linear since this application
works in a number of threads <= 14. Overall, this implementation is not only improving
the performance, but also contributed in reducing the power of the system by using less
number of threads as compared with uncachebale mode of OpenMP.
7.5.8 Conjugate Gradient (CG)
The Conjugate Gradient (CG) is adopted from the NAS benchmarks. NAS Parallel
Benchmarks [183] are widely used as a standard indicator of computer performance of
parallel computers and selected benchmark is written in C. The CG method applied in
many fields of application such as the area of structural mechanics and computational
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fluid dynamics, oil reservoir simulation, aerospace vehicle guidance and control, circuit
analysis, etc. It is used to solve the symmetric and positive definite system by iterative
refinement. In addition, CG has a heavy load of computation due to the number of
arithmetic operations involved in its equations. This kernel tests unstructured grid
computations and communications with a matrix has randomly generated locations of
entries. Therefore, the parallel implementation of CG will enhance the performance of
the applications using it.
In OpenMP implementation, the parallelization achieved by creating many parallel
regions to reduce the GC complexity and achieve high performance. This implementa-
tion distributes a static partition of the row-loop of the matrix-vector product among
threads. OpenMP directives inserted for initializations, sparse matrix-vector product,
and dot products parts of this algorithm. Based on these preparations, the performance
of the conjugate gradient method has been measured using Class S to A of CG kernel.
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Figure 7.14: Performance of CG Kernel on the SCC
Figure 7.14 shows the results of three classes of datasets for CG kernel that has
irregular accesses to memory. The results depict the speedup gain of parallel regions
against the parallel implementation with two threads. It can see from those results, the
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problem size affects the performance of the OpenMP-L2 approach significantly in two
terms time and speedup as shown in the (c) A Class results. Here, a long-lived parallel
region played an important role to reduce overheads between successive sparse-matrix
vector products. Furthermore, the results of OpenMP-L2 show that the performance is
improved with lower latency. The results show that there is an improvement in parallel
performance of 72.6%, 91.5%, and 92.6% for S, W, and A respectively for 48 threads
compared to the OpenMP curve.
Large datasets enable CG to scale better on both OpenMP and OpenMP-L2 imple-
mentations. At 48 threads with A class dataset, there is an improvement on the speedup
of approximately 445% over S class dataset on the OpenMP-L2 approach. While the
OpenMP approach shows an improvement of approximately 60% at 48 threads with A
class over S class. It attributes this to the communication patterns in this kernel, which
are long-distance and unstructured. This has a considerable impact on the performance
of the CG application. It can conclude from the results, the OpenMP programming
model based on L2-enable has been shown effective for parallelization of the CG bench-
mark. It has delivered better performance to that of the reference no cache implementa-
tion. Finally, there is another option to optimize the performance of CG implementation
by adopting noflush clause and reprogramming the kernel.
7.5.9 Loop with Dependency
This section evaluates the performance, effectiveness, and scalability of OpenMP ap-
proaches using OmpSCR benchmark suite [222]. Figure 7.15 shows the performance of
a set of variants of the Loop with dependencies benchmark from OmpSCR repository.
This application has a number of loop parallelism schemes which are considered to re-
solve loop with forward and backward carried dependences. This application provides
several interesting case studies, representative of real application patterns. As shown in
Figure 7.15, the application includes the bad parallelized codes for two loops with four
proposed solutions. One of the solutions has loop parallelism by building a threads vir-
tual pipeline. This application nevertheless quite useful to demonstrate and experiment
with different OpenMP programming strategies for non-trivial loop parallelization.
However, it shows a remarkable increase in the runtime time when going from 2
to 48 threads for all of the benchmarks. Especially for loopAso1 (Loop A solution 1),
the average execution time increases by 131.7%. Because this solution eliminates the
dependences of loopAbad by duplicating data and distributes the inner loop into two
separate loops. As expected, the overhead will increase by adding more parallel region.
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Figure 7.15: Performance of Loop with Dependency kernels on the SCC
But still the OpenMP-L2 approach needs 77% less time (at 48 threads) to complete the
loop comparative with OpenMP implementation.
To optimize this implementation, the noflush clause (Section 7.2) used to enforce the
parallel block do not flush its data in L2 cache. Figure 7.16 shows that this optimization
(OpenMP-L2-O) reduced the execution time by 40.5% and 23% at 2 and 48 thread
respectively. The speedup changed by using this optimization as well. As a result, the
better cache utilization on OpenMP lead to this difference in the performance. Overall,
the OpenMP-L2 approach has the best performance in terms of time in all kernels.
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Figure 7.16: Performance of LoopAso1 kernel with optimization version
7.5.10 Heated Plate
Figure 7.17: Heat diffusion on a 2D plate
Figure 7.17 shows the output of the heat flow in a flat metal plate with grid of
200 by 500 for heated plate simulation. This application study the 2-D steady state
heat conduction in a plate using Jacobi iteration. It calculated the temperature of heat
plate at each point of the interior part. To update each point, the programmer needs
information about all its neighbouring points. The parallelized version using OpenMP
of this simulation is described in [227]. The program code has multiple loop region
that implements in parallel by using work-share construct of OpenMP. The program is
classified into two parts (Initialization and Computation) based on the communication
and computation intensives, each part has multiple parallel regions.
Figure 7.18 illustrates the experimental results that is performed using increase
number of threads. As expected, the regular parallelism of OpenMP-L2 implemen-
tation of Heated Plate has the best performance in the Computation graph. Here,
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Figure 7.18: Performance of Heated Plate application on the SCC
Figure 7.18 shows the speedup and time performing significantly better than OpenMP
approach, OpenMP-L2 achieved 97.7% reduction in the execution time at 48 threads.
It would make sense that this would affect a more compute-bound computation, while
the OpenMP approach is still constrained by other resources. Of course, the program-
mer would reimplement this part by using noflush directive to gain more performance
optimization. While in the Initialization figure, the OpenMP implementation has better
performance when number of threads > 8. Because this part has multiple parallel region
with fine-grain workload and responsible to add a reasonable initial value for the interior,
therefore, increasing the number of threads consequentially added more overhead to the
OpenMP-L2 implementation.
7.6 Conclusion
This chapter introduced the OpenMP model as an optimal loop-level parallelism configu-
ration for diverse applications. Here, the OpenMP programming model and its compiler
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have been applied to a specific benchmarks and different kinds of applications. First,
this chapter unveils the details of the data parallelism and new extension (noflush) for
OpenMP compiler that used to optimize the performance. In the OpenMP API, it uti-
lized the feature of the hardware to activate or halt the L2 cache flushing in cacheable
memory mode access. To eliminate unnecessary overhead of the L2 cache traffic (hit or
miss), as a result, optimizing the performance of the application. Then, it explained how
this extension is incorporated into the OpenMP model. Furthermore, it implemented
the reduction clause in the OpenMP programming model that used often in applications.
To evaluate the efficiency of the OpenMP design, it defined two kinds of application:
bandwidth benchmarks and real applications, with diversity the parallelization scheme
and the dataset size. In bandwidth benchmarks (Stream), memory performance infor-
mation is gathered from detailed analysis of all memory access modes in the presence of
the bandwidth and timing data. In addition, it evaluated the bandwidth of the extended
version of Stream benchmarks in variety frequency settings to validate the impact of con-
tention on OpenMP model. The results show that OpenMP implementation based on
cacheable mode has the best performance.
To substantiate the correctness and potential of the OpenMP and developed exten-
sion, a large application used like SRAD, HotSpot, N-Queen, etc. This second set of
experiments aims at investigating the cost of OpenMP API support to parallelization in
several situations (regular and irregular) with the different accesses pattern of memory
resources. For most applications, the OpenMP scales well when the OpenMP threads
used the L2 cache to hide the latency, and the best performance always happens near
the maximum number of hardware cores/threads. This difference in the performance
owing to the class of the application and the better cache utilization on OpenMP.
The results are organized by application (Stream, SRAD, CG, LU-D, N-Queen, Man-
delbrot, Helmholtz, PathFinder, HotSpot, Heated Plate, and Loop with dependency).
All these applications are implemented by OpenMP parallel regions and parallel loops.
Due to the alternation of communication-intensive and computation-intensive loops and
finely tuning the workload through several parameters, those benchmarks provide several
interesting case studies, representative of real application patterns. Usually performance
hogs are found in the loop part of the program code. OpenMP helps the programmer
to increase the loop performance by using loop parallelization whose iterations are dis-
tributed among the spawned threads by the parallel directive. The OpenMP compiler
translates these loops into thread-based code that calls to the OpenMP runtime library
to perform synchronization and scheduling. Thus, this feature is too interesting, since
it possible to schedule the loop iterations over multiple threads by using only one line
of code with little human intervention. The balanced parallel work achieved between
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threads by allocating similar amount of work to each of them such as in static schedul-
ing case. Here, the iteration space and communications are evenly distributed among
threads, where threads reference distinct equally-sized subsets of a shared data (e.g. an
array).
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Figure 7.19: Speedup of several benchmarks support OpenMP-L2 against the baseline
(OpenMP) for 48 cores.
Figure 7.19 shows the speedup of OpenMP-L2/OpenMP-L2-O against OpenMP for
48 cores only. This figure shows that on average OpenMP-L2 allows ≈26% speedup.
In some application such as N-Queen and Mandelbrot, OpenMP-L2 achieves >90%
speedup, but LU-Decomposition shows the worst scaling performance. This behavior is
due to the above mentioned serialization effect of accesses on the port of the memory
device that hosting the shared data. To solve this problem and achieve excellent scaling,
using the cache expectantly to buffer shared data from different memory banks.
The OpenMP-L2-O approach that implemented by exploiting noflush directive in
LU-Decomposition, only allowing a peak 1.2x speedup for 48 threads. This scenario
happens because of the noflush directive enforce the runtime does not flush the cache at
the end of the OpenMP parallel region. This extension allowed me to infer opportunities
for optimizations that could not easily be obtained and localized. This led to transform
the program resulting in both appreciably decreased coherence traffic and execution time
savings such as in loopAso1 application (5.6% reduction). In the future, I would like to
assess the benefits of this directive for long-running applications on MPSoCs.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future
Directions
Software development tasks in the scope of cluster-based many-core systems arebecoming more and more complex and complicated due to the increasing numberof hardware features in the design. Over the last few years, OpenMP has become
a mature standard for shared memory parallel programming, which was designed more
than a decade ago for SMP. Today, OpenMP has been adopted in the MPSoC domain
by several researchers.
One important contribution of this dissertation is the design and implementation
of a full-OpenMP programming model for non-cache coherent cluster-based many-core
platforms. Concerning the programming model, OpenMP is seen as a target in a broader
view due to its productivity. In OpenMP, parallelization can be achieved easily by
inserting only the pragma directives at certain positions without any other efforts of
controlling the threads or transferring the data explicitly. The pragma is a compiler
directive that does not require substantial recoding and that can be ignored by a standard
compiler. Practically, the effort for OpenMP programmers is quite low – even for non-
expert programmers.
For this work, a new approach is chosen: Instead of relying on simulations, an entire
many-core system was developed to serve as a measurement platform. The idea was to
address the real system challenges by using Intel’s SCC as an example for MPSoC based
on cluster-on-a-chip architecture. The SCC is a researcher chip that contains a 48-core
(Pentium 1) concept vehicle with no hardware cache coherence, developed for research
on future many-core chips. This chip features specific innovations – such as the mesh
network, the message-passing buffer or the general hardware configurability, which are
common features of new multi- and many-core architectures. Moreover, future processor
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architectures are likely to feature fine-grained power management functions like those
provided by this chip. It is believed that the Intel SCC offers a rich set of opportunities
to optimize the application behavior. As the system performance is quite poor in com-
parison to normal machines (i.e. desktop computers) or server systems, the performance
values should not be judged on the basis of other state-of-the-art architectures.
Landing OpenMP as a shared programming model on the SCC seemed straightfor-
ward, despite several problems that made the land more difficult than expected, such
as bugs in the compiler, the task of setting up the system, and the aspect of cache mis-
behavior. Nevertheless, it serves as a working environment on such many-core systems
in order to investigate characteristics and problems which can occur in such systems,
as well as possible approaches to solve them. The rest of this chapter summarizes the
main contributions and conclusions of the research work described in this dissertation
Section 8.1. Section 8.2 presents the potential avenues of future research opened up by
this dissertation.
8.1 Contributions and Conclusions
This thesis studied how to construct an efficient OpenMP API to map threads and
data parallelism onto cluster-based many-core architectures. It is attractive to support
OpenMP programming on such a system, in order to increase the programmers’ pro-
ductivity and reduce the design/development costs in terms of time and effort for the
many-core systems. As a departure from conventional techniques, this thesis is founded
on working with a custom run-time library based on a modified GCC 2.6 compiler. It
was discussed what issues and requirements are connected to working with the OpenMP
fork-join execution model on the Intel’s SCC, which was chosen as an example of cluster-
based many-core system. In that sense, the significant improvements of performance can
be achieved by purposefully making use of the relevant architectural features.
8.1.1 Supporting OpenMP Model on Cluster-Based Architecture
Chapter 4 described how to support OpenMP implementation on the SCC. Here, a
fully automated translation and optimization system is developed to implement the
OpenMP model by customizing and extending the GCC compiler. A new run-time li-
brary (libgomp scc) was designed from scratch, efficiently deploying the parallelism
of OpenMP in order to avoid all obstacles from using the Pthreads library - because
Pthreads requires dedicated abstraction layers to allow threads to communicate on dif-
ferent cores. Furthermore, additional overhead is generated by conditional variables, by
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signal handling techniques, and contact switching. Libgomp scc is a low-level library-
based API that is used to store all of the run-time data structures and to create and
manage the OpenMP threads. This library was implemented independent of the OS and
could be used in the BareMetal environment as well. In addition, it is responsible for
handling and translating the shared variables.
One of the major issues in the OpenMP design is about sharing pointers of shared
data between distinct threads. It is challenging to support OpenMP data sharing on
SCC; making shared data from the main memory visible to all threads in presence of
several OS instances, each with its own virtual memory space. To overcome this issue, a
novel technique has been proposed by augmenting the GCC mechanism of marshalling
the offset of the shared variable based to one common reference instead of marshalling the
pointer itself within a structured construct to pass the shared object. This ultimately
allows to overcome the issues related to memory aliasing when data is referenced by
name. In this approach, the runtime code must ensure that the shared program data
is allocated in a portion of shared memory that can be ultimately made univocally
addressable by different threads. As a result, this approach has low overhead and is
more scalable, meaning that the program has no limit for the number of shared objects
to pass among threads.
Furthermore, a barrier algorithm has been implemented to support a realistic OpenMP
programming model on a commodity many-core on-chip, considering a standard imple-
mentation specific to the SCC. To analyse the cost of the barrier synchronization and
the fork/join overhead, an efficient methodology is considered to show the benefits and
drawbacks of individual approaches as well as significant performance improvements for
the optimal solutions.
8.1.2 Reducing the Overhead of Barrier Algorithm
Future many-core systems will feature significantly increased numbers of processing cores
integrated into a chip. As a result, the barrier synchronization scheme that is required
for high-level shared-memory-based programming models is becoming ever more compli-
cated. The performance of the barrier scheme is a central aspect of the accuracy and the
performance of parallel programs. Furthermore, a key to reducing run-time overheads is
an efficient barrier implementation, because OpenMP relies heavily on barrier operations
to control threads in parallel. Therefore, several barrier algorithms were implemented in
Chapter 5, serving to support the OpenMP programming model on the SCC by consid-
ering standard implementations specific to the SCC. Using the SCC hardware primitives
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and/or explicit allocation of barrier structures in the MPB serves to reduce contention
and to improve performance.
The passage begins with a description of the evaluation criteria (such as Pure Over-
head of barrier approaches, overhead caused by static/random load and load imbalance,
NoC traffic effects, and impact of Memory Accesses) for studying the barrier synchro-
nization with micro-benchmarks on multi-core SoC architectures. Secondly, barrier algo-
rithms are developed based on three concepts; linear or tree-structured communication
patterns, symmetric barrier phases or the signal phase may use a single shared variable
as the exit signal, as well as an explicit allocation of barrier structures in the MPB and
the memory access. Barrier synchronization may rely upon memory access to shared
on-chip memory (e.g. MPB) or it may use configuration registers (e.g. LUT) as a simple
implementation of spin-lock routines.
Based on those micro-benchmarks concerning the SCC, the experimental results high-
lighted a significant reduction in the overhead for barrier algorithms when using a Tree
LUT-Polarity busy-wait approach. Figure 5.26 shows the speedup of all barrier algo-
rithms against S-MSB(a) for 48 cores only. The BT-LUTB is the best barrier synchro-
nization, allowing for a more than 88% (MO in Pure Overhead) faster synchronization
than the baseline S-MSB(a) implementation. In the same context, the BT-LUTB is
approximately 46.6% (MO in Pure Overhead) faster than the typical well-performing
BTPB algorithm. Overall, the chapter constitutes the basis for providing an efficient
and fully compliant OpenMP implementation of the MPSoC.
8.1.3 Designing Efficient Fork/Join Model
Chapter 6 introduced a hierarchy-approach to support a realistic fork/join programming
model on a common many-core on-chip system by considering the standard implementa-
tion specific to the SCC. Future parallel systems will feature significantly larger numbers
of processing cores integrated into a single chip. To overcome the many scalability-
related bottlenecks in the many-core design, a common paradigm is a cluster-based
system. Cluster-based many-cores often leverage partitioned shared memory, which is
subject to the NUMA effect due to a hierarchical interconnection system. Fork/join is
a widespread shared-memory programming abstraction, very appealing in the scope of
developing many-core applications. However, to be able to support medium- to fine-
grained parallelism which is typically encountered in embedded or HPC applications, it
is necessary to lower the cost for forking and joining a large number of threads.
The goal was to optimize the fork/join runtime, using an architecture-aware, hierar-
chical technique for thread forking and joining, which considers the physical organization
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of the platform in clusters. Architecture-agnostic sequential fork/join algorithms are not
suitable for many-core systems, for two main reasons: First, placing the responsibility
for recruiting a very large number of workers sequentially onto a single master thread
is poorly scalable. Second, when threads are physically displaced over multiple clusters,
the communication underlying fork/join support is subject to NUMA effects, increas-
ing the cost for these primitives. In addition, these scaling issues are addressed for
coordinate (spawn and join) parallel activities.
By exploiting hierarchy-approach mapping for fork and join, overheads have been
reduced by up to≈48% on the SCC by creating parallel teams of up to 48 and considering
the spatial locality as well. In this work, an architecture-aware approach is presented,
a hierarchical technique for thread forking and joining, which considers the physical
organization of the platform in clusters.
Furthermore, several approaches are explored to improve the performance of the
fork/join mechanism by efficient use of the memory hierarchy. More specifically, the
runtime of OpenMP is extended to allocate the metadata close to slave threads. In
architecture-agnostic algorithms (flat implementation of fork/join), this is all that can
be done to reduce the latency to recruit a large number of threads or synchronize them
during fork or join respectively. The experimental results of the Mode 3 (S-L2) approach
allow a 2x speedup for the maximum number of cores used.
8.1.4 Compliment and Criticism
The Stream benchmarks have been extended to evaluate the performance of parallel
memory access using the OpenMP execution model. The SCC platform has one main
issue: It can only have one outstanding memory operation, which, in consequence, leads
to a poor memory performance. In Chapter 7, the section focusing on experimental
results provides a detailed evaluation of the Stream performance achieved by different
approaches. It shows the benefits and drawbacks of the individual approaches as well
as the significant improvements for the optimal solutions. The proposed OpenMP-L2
approach that utilizes the L2 cache to host the shared data temporarily is able to reach
an improvement of 3218% and 5059.7% for Traidplus and Traid2plus, respectively (for 48
threads) compared to an OpenMP implementation with direct access to shared memory
(off-chip).
Moreover, those benchmarks are evaluated in different frequency settings for the
network and the memory to consider the influence of frequency scaling on the memory
performance as is shown in Appendix B.
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When mapping the application onto the hardware resources under an architecture-
agnostic algorithm, this will reduce the performance due to a number of issues. High
contention for the memory system (off-chip and on-chip) where shared data or metadata
are allocated causes one or more threads to be deferred from access to its dataset. As a
consequence, this delay with the implied barrier at the end of each parallel region leads
to overall program execution distension due to the OpenMP semantics.
To address this problem, the shared data is allocated in a cached memory portion
to reduce the traffic in memory access (memory controller and NoC) by exploiting the
local memory (L2 cache). This approach also avoids unnecessary latency to access the
data, as shown in Chapter 7. Another extensive study on the performance of several real
applications is presented by considering two implementations: cached and not cached
data. Experiments demonstrate that the cacheable mode implementation (OpenMP-
L2 ) could lead to an average performance improvement of ≈26% in comparison to that
of the uncacheable code. These implementations were experimented with in a large
and complex application – and some of the applications showed significant performance
gains.
However, some of the benchmark results showed a low standard deviation in cacheable
mode implementation, since all experiments were done with exclusive access to the
shared data with different patterns on the NUMA machine. To overcome this obsta-
cle, a new extension for the OpenMP compiler has been proposed leading to program
transformations that result in both decreased cache traffic and execution time savings.
The new extension is the noflush directive that disables the flush routine at the end of
the parallel region. As a consequence, the shared data still hosted in L2 cache and can
be used again by the same thread when the next parallel region is created. Here, the
programmer should use the directive with care to avoid all the issues of false sharing
and the consistency model. Furthermore, the overhead of using the reduction clause is
reduced in the applications by exploiting the one-dimensional array (i.e. hold a copy of
the reduction variables) to implement it and avoid atomic access to reduction variables.
Thus, it is feasible to extract high performance applications on a cluster-based processor
by using the simple and easy-to-use OpenMP programming model. Moreover, a careful
implementation of the shared memory abstraction upon non-uniform access is a key to
achieve a significant performance improvement.
8.2 Future Work
There are abundant opportunities related to the work presented in this dissertation, and
some aspects of possible future improvement based on the aforementioned ideas will be
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presented in the following.
• Chapter 7 showed that the OpenMP implementation achieved a speedup of 48x
using 48 cores when using some benchmarks (SRAD, HotSpot, N-Queen (c and
d), and Mandelbrot(b and c)). The scalability curve shows that the OpenMP
implementation based on L2 cache enabled, will entail a higher core count. Here,
the scalability can be improved by redesigning and exploiting the memory hierarchy
to ensure performance scalability. My proposition for future work is that data and
instructions could be transferred to the local memory next to the worker core,
where the memory can provide a low access latency and reduce the NoC traffic.
Of course, such research requires a large scale system. Furthermore, the application
source code will need to be analyzed in the future to determine the size of both
data and instruction for the local memory and provide an efficient cross-node
communication during the runtime.
• The future many-core architecture is still speculative, therefore, the scalability
of the programming model needs to be validated on several different many-core
platforms which use different cache and memory structures.
• The proposal in Chapter 7 about the extended OpenMP compiler directive to
control the consistent view of shared data explicitly opens up a new field of re-
search. The idea is to investigate the scalability and usability of this proposal in
many applications, particularly by adding new analysis techniques to the compiler
to estimate which data would be in the cache or not – and by using this exten-
sion implicitly to avoid error-prone. In addition, it also is possible to extend the
directive to use a list of specific shared variables to stay in the cache. The other op-
portunity is to rebuild application algorithms in this manner to classify the shared
data into flushed or not flushed. Furthermore, the performance of this extension
needs to be validated on different many-core platforms and different cache levels
with different flushing techniques. Also, it is a very useful extension to support
the software-managed coherence design on the non-coherent cache systems.
• Exploiting the task level parallelism in OpenMP is one important area of future
research. OpenMP 3.0 supports this kind of parallelism to ease expressing irregular
and nested parallelism in a comparable manner [228]. This level of parallelism can
be stated in different levels of granularity – such as coarse or fine granularity –
which can be used in recursive functions as collections of asynchronous tasks, which
is becoming more important in parallelizing compilers. In addition, it allows the
programmer to express the parallelism in his application at a much finer level of
detail and specify dependencies between the tasks in a good load balance fashion.
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To port the tasking model in the many-core system, the researcher needs to use
the memory hierarchy intensively while simultaneously minimizing parallelization
overheads, since the parallelization and the memory hierarchy utilization overheads
have influence on the performance scalability. Many-core systems are suitable for
this kind of parallelism by exploiting the local memory to host tasks queue and
rethinking of new scheduling techniques that leverage the hardware resources. My
advice is to use the architectural awareness approach proposed in Chapter 6 to
reduce the overhead and to design NUMA-aware parallel task constructs. Further-
more, this kind of the research will accommodate the nesting parallelism, making
it more suitable for irregular codes, where loop-level parallelism creates significant
load-imbalances between threads.
• To reduce the overhead associated with accessing metadata that is allocated in
shared memory (off-chip or on-chip), one can use an active message mechanism
and embed it in barrier primitives (in Release function). Thus, it is not necessary
for each of the threads to gather the release flag and intensify access to the shared
metadata to fetch the necessary information. Of course, the developer will avoid
unnecessary latency of access to the metadata and waiting time to the memory
port to respond to the request – especially, when we target an embedded many
core system.
• Another direction for future work is to use predictive techniques to build an appli-
cation in parallel mode that can dynamically map and schedule program threads.
This could be done by determining the optimal number of threads and best schedul-
ing policies in compile time. As a result, the performance scalability and the power
consumption could be improved. Thus, future research should focus on developing
strategies on how to allocate the hardware resource to the many-core candidates.
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Appendix A
Intel@ Xeon PhiTM Coprocessor
This appendix depicts the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor architecture with its features
and typical programming models. It explains the micro-architectural features such as
the core, the vector processing unit (VPU), the high-performance communication, fully
cache coherency, and how the various units interact as the key to understand program
design and optimization, such as cache organization and memory bandwidth.
A.1 Overall Architecture
The Intel coprocessor designed as many-core system based on the Intel Many Integrated
Core (MIC) architecture that was known by the name Knights Corner. The MIC pro-
vides immense throughput as a single chip that delivers a peak performance of well
above one double precision TFLOPS, to serve the needs of applications in the HPC
that are used extensively of vector operations and are occasionally memory bandwidth
bound. As illustrated in Figure A.1, the MIC has more than 60 x86 processor cores with
long vector (SIMD) units (512-bit) connected by a on-die bidirectional ring bus [229].
Moreover, every core is a fully functional working under control of the dedicated embed-
ded Linux µOS runs in one of the cores. Where, each core has capability of switching
between up to 4 hardware threads in a round-robin fashion, providing in a total of up
to 240 hardware threads available. In addition, the vector unit that allocated in every
core with 64 byte registers featuring a new vector instruction set. Each core has a cache
memory system that arranged in a 32KB L1 data cache, a 32KB L1 instruction cache,
and a private 512KB unified L2 cache which is kept fully coherent by using a distributed
tag directory system (DTDs) in the hardware. Namely, the memory system has in total
30MB of L2 cache on the die for 60-core machine. DTDs have 64 tag directors con-
nected to the ring which are referenced after an L2 cache miss. Each tag getting an
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Figure A.1: Layout and Single Core architecture for the MIC
equal portion of the address space that is mapped to the tag directories based on hash
functions. This hashing function provides a framework for more elaborate coherence
protocol mechanisms than the individual cores could provide and maps each physical
address to a tag directory as well.
In addition, there are 8 memory controllers providing access to 16 GDDR5 channels
(8 GB of global memory) and delivering up to 5.5 GT/s with bandwidth of 352 GB/s.
The Xeon Phi has a high off-chip memory access latency, although it has a high memory
bandwidth. Because of the GDDR5 is used optimized for bandwidth rather than latency.
Therefore, optimizing the cache/memory behavior of applications pose an obstacles for
reaching the high performance because of cores are not able to hide cache/memory access
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latency as out-of-order cores. XeonPhi connected to host through a special function
devices such as the PCI Express system interface [230].
A.2 Programming Overview
This section provides details details on programming for MIC architecture. There are
two ways an application can be execute on Xeon Phi [14]:
• Oﬄoad mode: here, the main application runs on the host and it only oﬄoads
the parallel part to the coprocessor (Xeon Phi). In this mode, the programmer
could use a set of pragmas and keywords to tag code regions for execution on
the coprocessor. Programmers are responsible for additional control over data
transfers as well by clauses that can be added to the oﬄoad pragmas. One of the
advantages of this mode is the code can contain any number of functions routines
which used in any programming model such as OpenMP.
• Native mode: this mode allows the application to run independently (on the Xeon
Phi only) and can communicate with host or other coprocessors [231]. Every Xeon
Phi coprocessors execute a specialized Linux kernel that provids all the well-known
services and interfaces to applications. In execution, we logged into the coprocessor
and executed the benchmark from a standard shell. To prepare the application,
the programmer needs to use -mmic switch with Intel Composer XE tool on the
host to instruct the cross-compile to generate the application code for the Intel
Xeon Phi coprocessor.
In our experiments, we will only focus on the native mode of execution, wherein
an application runs exclusively on the Xeon Phi coprocessor. The native mode has
some benefits such as minimal code-porting overhead from existing architectures and
not having to deal with low host-to-coprocessor data transfer latency. Although we
want to achieve modest performance by porting existing CPU code on Xeon Phi, that
requires reasonable optimization effort to exploit its capabilities fully.
In general, to program an application on Xeon Phi, programmers need to capture
both functionality and parallelism. Xeon Phi provides full capability to use many tools,
programming languages, and programming models as a regular Intel Xeon processor Par-
ticularly, tools like OpenMP [204],Pthreads [62], Intel CilkTM Plus, MPI, and OpenCL
are available.
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Appendix B
Stream Benchmark Results
This section contains the experimental results of Stream benchmarks in different number
of threads and various frequency settings. The frequency settings for all results in the
tables experiment in terms of tile, mesh and memory clock are:
• Set0: 533 MHz, 800 MHz and 800 MHz respectively.
• Set1: 800 MHz, 1600 MHz and 1066 MHz respectively.
• Set2: 800 MHz, 1600 MHz and 800 MHz respectively.
• Set3: 800 MHz, 800 MHz and 1066 MHz respectively.
• Set4: 800 MHz, 800 MHz and 800 MHz respectively.
B.1 Copy
B.1.1 SPMD Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 36.2 1.110237 43.4 0.923181 42.8 0.936337 48.0 0.834526 41.1 0.974282
4 35.5 1.126474 44.4 0.903976 42.7 0.937560 46.6 0.859791 40.4 0.994285
8 33.8 1.185015 42.1 0.950129 40.5 0.988655 44.3 0.904105 37.8 1.060856
12 34.0 1.179863 42.5 0.944258 40.7 0.982673 45.2 0.888025 38.0 1.052752
16 33.3 1.206733 39.9 1.005932 39.1 1.027002 43.7 0.916898 36.8 1.090829
24 31.5 1.273218 33.8 1.186302 35.8 1.122327 39.9 1.005611 32.5 1.233831
32 31.9 1.256309 34.9 1.149346 35.0 1.148416 40.8 0.983402 32.3 1.242248
40 32.0 1.251268 35.1 1.142380 34.9 1.150099 40.7 0.985878 33.3 1.203373
48 31.4 1.277798 34.9 1.150275 33.2 1.212210 39.1 1.027290 33.1 1.216240
B.1. Copy
B.1.2 OpenMP Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 5.6 7.169107 8.1 4.919706 6.6 6.062024 7.3 5.506464 6.2 6.483650
4 11.2 3.583510 16.2 2.470680 13.2 3.040107 14.6 2.742333 12.4 3.234484
8 22.1 1.815184 31.5 1.272137 25.8 1.550915 28.8 1.388524 24.6 1.626806
12 32.3 1.242256 44.4 0.901489 37.0 1.081891 41.1 0.975129 35.5 1.127701
16 41.3 0.969983 54.6 0.732982 46.5 0.861302 51.2 0.782192 45.2 0.885842
24 55.4 0.723505 69.6 0.576442 61.3 0.653188 66.5 0.602433 59.5 0.674116
32 65.9 0.608272 79.2 0.505733 71.0 0.564642 76.5 0.523192 69.4 0.577253
40 72.8 0.550616 84.3 0.475176 76.8 0.521787 82.4 0.485938 75.9 0.528169
48 76.9 0.521385 84.5 0.474031 78.4 0.511315 84.2 0.475710 79.3 0.506126
B.1.3 OpenMP O Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 5.6 7.172996 8.1 4.920226 6.6 6.062130 7.3 5.510737 6.2 6.483429
4 11.2 3.584343 16.2 2.470978 13.2 3.040172 14.6 2.742453 12.4 3.235254
8 22.1 1.814376 31.5 1.272529 25.8 1.550232 28.8 1.388355 24.6 1.627164
12 32.2 1.241771 44.4 0.901226 37.0 1.080869 41.1 0.975407 35.5 1.127627
16 41.0 0.976900 54.6 0.732939 46.5 0.861093 51.2 0.782522 45.2 0.885638
24 55.4 0.723355 69.5 0.575344 61.3 0.653664 66.5 0.602145 59.4 0.674552
32 65.9 0.607681 79.3 0.505410 70.9 0.565532 76.4 0.523403 69.4 0.577294
40 73.0 0.548534 84.3 0.474827 76.8 0.521551 82.4 0.485977 75.8 0.528161
48 77.2 0.519198 84.5 0.474092 78.4 0.510651 84.2 0.475629 79.2 0.506544
B.1.4 OpenMP L2 Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 55.5 0.723808 83.0 0.483054 70.7 0.566644 68.7 0.583087 60.8 0.659906
4 116.0 0.346603 165.2 0.243158 145.2 0.276312 144.9 0.276388 129.0 0.310331
8 215.7 0.186498 263.6 0.151811 233.9 0.171447 260.8 0.153502 225.9 0.177149
12 242.2 0.166411 272.8 0.146701 245.0 0.163695 271.9 0.147215 244.2 0.164467
16 243.7 0.165152 273.2 0.146764 245.9 0.163212 272.8 0.147222 245.1 0.164295
24 244.9 0.166490 273.7 0.146552 246.4 0.162655 273.4 0.146426 246.3 0.163011
32 245.0 0.164630 273.8 0.146383 246.5 0.162361 273.4 0.146699 246.2 0.163371
40 244.9 0.163861 273.8 0.146328 246.3 0.162Set2 273.4 0.146671 245.8 0.163878
48 245.1 0.163880 273.8 0.146410 246.4 0.162764 273.4 0.146541 246.2 0.163036
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B.2 Scale
B.2.1 SPMD Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 64.0 0.628853 77.1 0.520815 75.4 0.531551 84.8 10.472688 72.8 0.551110
4 62.6 0.640349 77.9 0.515905 75.2 0.533493 81.8 0.490417 71.5 0.559807
8 59.7 0.672694 74.5 0.539753 71.8 0.558702 78.5 0.511311 67.1 0.596861
12 60.1 0.667269 74.9 0.536301 72.1 0.556029 80.0 0.501858 067.5 0.594788
16 58.5 0.688161 69.9 0.573782 68.7 0.584954 77.2 0.519398 65.0 0.615641
24 55.2 0.725671 59.0 0.683715 62.5 0.645004 70.1 0.572626 57.3 0.702935
32 56.2 0.714576 61.2 0.656128 61.6 0.651128 72.3 0.555899 57.4 0.698507
40 56.5 0.710955 62.0 0.649780 61.6 0.651915 72.1 0.557064 58.9 0.682363
48 55.0 0.734284 60.4 0.664833 58.3 0.689128 69.2 0.581261 58.2 10.689537
B.2.2 OpenMP Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 4.9 8.112871 7.1 5.615253 5.8 6.892002 6.4 6.246444 5.5 7.24471
4 9.8 4.081951 14.2 2.817029 11.5 3.469451 12.7 3.141843 11.0 3.651125
8 19.5 2.050863 28.0 1.429026 22.9 1.746718 25.2 1.587849 21.8 1.836981
12 29.0 1.381158 41.2 0.972036 33.8 1.185424 37.3 1.073298 32.3 1.238575
16 38.1 1.050914 53.0 0.756273 44.2 0.906740 48.5 0.826027 42.3 0.946110
24 54.7 0.732412 72.3 0.554154 61.5 0.651599 67.6 0.592795 59.4 0.674580
32 68.8 0.582658 87.8 0.456325 76.4 0.524635 83.1 0.481677 73.3 0.546086
40 80.3 0.498869 100.3 0.399895 88.8 0.450817 95.7 0.418594 85.3 0.469711
48 90.4 0.443836 107.1 0.375315 96.6 0.415281 104.2 0.385249 95.1 0.421723
B.2.3 OpenMP O Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 4.9 8.150042 7.1 5.615365 5.8 6.892334 6.4 6.246363 5.5 7.247151
4 9.8 4.082243 14.2 2.817081 11.5 3.468691 12.7 3.141929 11.0 3.652334
8 19.5 2.053203 28.0 1.429032 22.9 1.747683 25.2 1.588085 21.8 1.836904
12 28.9 1.384563 41.2 0.972215 33.8 1.184484 37.3 1.073392 32.3 1.238662
16 38.2 1.049157 53.0 0.756176 44.2 0.906385 48.5 0.825676 42.3 0.946102
24 54.7 0.731912 72.3 0.555563 61.5 0.651241 67.6 0.592662 59.4 0.673796
32 68.8 0.582819 87.8 0.456166 76.4 0.523631 83.1 0.481488 73.4 0.546127
40 80.4 0.498262 100.4 0.399345 88.9 0.451068 95.9 0.418454 85.4 0.469462
48 90.1 0.445247 107.1 0.374771 96.6 0.415249 104.2 0.385289 95.0 0.421686
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B.2.4 OpenMP L2 Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 57.8 0.692937 85.3 0.469926 72.1 0.556271 73.2 0.547245 64.6 0.620951
4 111.6 0.359324 160.5 0.249787 140.7 0.285075 138.5 0.289514 124.4 0.321823
8 178.7 0.224945 207.5 0.192986 185.6 0.215921 202.8 0.197319 183.1 0.218764
12 186.0 0.215215 207.9 0.192469 187.0 0.214216 207.6 0.193268 186.7 0.214632
16 186.2 0.215574 207.9 0.192701 187.1 0.213911 207.7 0.192994 187.0 0.214154
24 186.3 0.215344 207.9 0.192793 187.2 0.213924 207.7 0.192988 187.1 0.214243
32 186.3 0.216267 207.9 0.192826 187.1 0.214153 207.7 0.192713 187.1 0.214907
40 186.3 0.216180 207.9 0.192663 187.1 0.214012 207.7 0.192880 187.1 0.215146
48 186.3 0.215937 207.9 0.192786 187.1 0.213838 207.7 0.192833 187.0 0.215203
B.3 Add
B.3.1 SPMD Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 79.7 0.757215 96.4 0.623873 94.3 0.637941 105.4 0.571119 90.2 0.666662
4 77.6 0.780721 96.9 0.621172 93.2 0.645639 101.9 0.589429 89.0 0.676913
8 74.1 0.814188 92.3 0.652771 89.3 0.674448 97.7 0.616809 83.3 0.723016
12 74.6 0.807879 92.9 0.648167 89.4 0.674381 99.4 0.604484 83.9 0.718596
16 72.5 0.831683 86.1 0.700046 84.8 0.711164 95.5 0.630374 80.4 0.748903
24 68.0 0.885686 71.0 0.847241 75.7 0.796548 85.7 0.703430 69.7 0.867636
32 69.4 0.867920 74.3 0.809808 74.9 0.803890 88.8 0.677615 70.6 0.856857
40 69.8 0.864957 75.2 0.801339 75.0 0.804527 88.6 0.679844 72.4 0.833318
48 68.1 0.887019 73.9 0.818090 70.8 0.852064 84.9 0.709936 71.4 0.842973
B.3.2 OpenMP Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 4.5 13.232946 6.5 9.188983 5.3 11.257231 5.9 10.216860 5.0 11.902574
4 9.0 6.632311 13.1 4.588811 10.6 5.647385 11.7 5.108549 10.1 5.953304
8 18.0 3.328800 25.9 2.316316 21.1 2.854414 23.3 2.576346 20.1 2.983820
12 26.7 2.249438 37.5 1.600999 30.7 1.954049 34.3 1.752378 29.7 2.025852
16 34.8 1.728045 47.8 1.258048 39.7 1.512646 43.8 1.370380 38.3 1.567842
24 48.8 1.230439 64.3 0.934671 54.5 1.102231 59.9 1.002721 53.0 1.133005
32 60.3 0.996950 76.0 0.790521 66.4 0.904170 71.8 0.836396 64.5 0.930455
40 69.3 0.867243 83.7 0.717537 74.8 0.803264 80.5 0.746850 72.9 0.824259
48 75.6 0.795895 87.0 0.689898 78.7 0.764339 85.0 0.706424 78.9 0.762681
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B.3.3 OpenMP O Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 4.5 13.226623 6.5 9.190407 5.3 11.257639 5.9 10.216723 5.0 11.897945
4 9.1 6.619148 13.1 4.588870 10.6 5.648041 11.7 5.109929 10.1 5.953759
8 18.1 3.324734 25.9 2.316467 21.0 2.855755 23.3 2.576513 20.1 2.984029
12 26.8 2.244901 37.5 1.600151 30.7 1.955466 34.3 1.752072 29.7 2.025752
16 34.8 1.726776 47.8 1.257956 39.7 1.513756 43.8 1.370458 38.3 1.568050
24 48.9 1.228985 64.3 0.933517 54.5 1.101774 59.9 1.003343 53.0 1.132881
32 60.6 0.991647 76.0 0.789965 66.4 0.904005 71.9 0.834350 64.6 0.930481
40 69.5 0.864197 83.8 0.717196 74.8 0.Set2936 80.4 0.746587 72.9 0.823931
48 75.8 0.794204 87.1 0.689615 78.7 0.763291 85.0 0.706339 79.0 0.762086
B.3.4 OpenMP L2 Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 72.4 0.829927 110.1 0.545961 91.1 0.660346 90.8 0.661712 80.9 0.743403
4 150.2 0.401188 215.2 0.280081 187.9 0.320092 185.9 0.323436 168.5 0.356261
8 273.2 0.220730 359.4 0.167504 315.0 0.191166 335.6 0.180499 301.6 0.199934
12 338.1 0.178216 381.1 0.157980 343.0 0.175332 376.4 0.159824 342.7 0.175891
16 342.6 0.176184 382.3 0.157416 345.3 0.173989 379.7 0.158652 342.9 0.175638
24 343.8 0.176517 382.2 0.157022 345.7 0.173688 381.5 0.157406 345.5 0.175094
32 343.9 0.175999 382.1 0.157236 345.7 0.174274 381.8 0.157332 345.5 0.174816
40 343.8 0.175371 382.2 0.157066 345.5 0.174307 381.6 0.157599 345.5 0.174758
48 343.9 0.174786 382.3 0.157036 345.5 0.173662 381.8 0.157473 345.5 0.173922
B.4 Triad
B.4.1 SPMD Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 78.8 0.762140 95.8 0.628068 93.6 0.642641 104.7 0.574412 90.0 0.668895
4 76.9 0.781396 96.2 0.625377 92.5 0.650913 101.2 0.595519 88.2 0.681707
8 73.4 0.819988 91.6 0.657246 88.6 0.679003 96.8 0.620740 82.8 0.728732
12 74.0 0.813685 92.1 0.653302 88.7 0.679499 98.6 0.610289 83.3 0.722427
16 71.9 0.836205 85.4 0.704850 84.1 0.716366 94.8 0.634180 79.8 0.753446
24 67.5 0.893380 71.0 0.849662 75.0 0.802453 85.4 0.704421 69.6 0.865331
32 68.8 0.875226 74.2 0.812174 74.9 0.805720 88.5 0.679919 70.3 0.857234
40 69.2 0.873614 74.9 0.Set3469 74.8 0.806972 88.3 0.683522 72.3 0.832860
48 67.3 0.894452 73.2 0.824840 70.7 0.853580 84.8 0.711015 72.3 0.832860
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B.4. Triad
B.4.2 OpenMP Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 4.5 13.235130 6.5 9.187987 5.3 11.254205 5.9 10.222946 5.0 11.887548
4 9.1 6.627948 13.1 4.585222 10.6 5.644911 11.8 5.107861 10.1 5.944625
8 18.0 3.325794 25.9 2.317385 21.1 2.851245 23.3 2.578241 20.1 2.987174
12 26.7 2.247683 37.4 1.604166 30.8 1.952468 34.2 1.756404 29.6 2.031015
16 34.6 1.736528 47.6 1.262870 39.5 1.519610 43.7 1.374658 38.1 1.577442
24 48.1 1.250272 63.7 0.942763 53.8 1.115817 59.4 1.012013 52.4 1.145927
32 59.0 1.017943 74.6 0.805188 65.4 0.919006 71.1 0.844187 63.3 0.948555
40 67.3 0.893527 81.8 0.734082 72.3 0.831343 79.1 0.759403 71.1 0.844794
48 72.7 0.827714 85.5 0.702596 76.3 0.786660 83.5 0.719199 75.6 0.795375
B.4.3 OpenMP O Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 4.5 13.234046 6.5 9.192134 5.3 11.257530 5.9 10.223086 5.1 11.884040
4 9.1 6.630715 13.1 4.585493 10.6 5.645025 11.7 5.109609 10.1 5.946103
8 18.1 3.323258 25.9 2.317528 21.0 2.854501 23.3 2.578376 20.1 2.987720
12 26.7 2.249974 37.4 1.604131 30.7 1.954584 34.2 1.756384 29.6 2.031047
16 34.7 1.733641 47.6 1.262698 39.5 1.520056 43.7 1.374894 38.1 1.576998
24 48.4 1.241491 63.7 0.943499 53.8 1.116365 59.4 1.011578 52.4 1.145861
32 59.4 1.011415 74.7 0.805214 65.4 0.918878 70.9 0.846407 63.4 0.948420
40 67.6 0.889694 81.9 0.733684 72.3 0.831363 79.1 0.759285 71.1 0.843891
48 72.7 0.826499 85.5 0.702365 76.4 0.787058 83.6 0.718894 75.6 0.794719
B.4.4 OpenMP L2 Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 67.9 0.885000 103.6 0.580108 90.7 0.663264 82.1 0.732547 76.0 0.790141
4 137.3 0.438775 194.3 0.309611 171.5 0.350461 167.5 0.359387 153.2 0.393014
8 217.7 0.276332 249.4 0.241089 225.3 0.266457 247.3 0.242679 224.1 0.268216
12 225.3 0.267076 251.4 0.238980 226.0 0.265904 251.1 0.239283 225.9 0.265789
16 225.3 0.266701 251.3 0.238906 226.3 0.265262 251.2 0.239135 226.2 0.266006
24 225.4 0.266754 251.4 0.238714 226.2 0.265298 251.2 0.239385 226.2 0.265519
32 225.4 0.266790 251.3 0.238889 226.1 0.265932 251.1 0.239471 226.1 0.265897
40 225.4 0.267435 251.4 0.239447 226.2 0.265789 251.2 0.239018 226.2 0.267420
48 225.3 0.266792 251.3 0.238898 226.2 0.266239 251.2 0.239686 226.2 0.265411
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B. Stream Benchmark Results
B.5 Daxpy
B.5.1 SPMD Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 78.5 0.510463 0100.7 0.398827 97.2 0.412123 106.9 0.375416 96.0 0.417417
4 77.0 0.520794 99.7 0.403170 97.0 0.412991 104.1 0.385063 92.8 0.431829
8 75.1 0.535685 98.4 0.408134 94.7 0.423785 102.0 0.393914 90.1 0.444889
12 75.9 0.529089 99.3 0.404238 95.5 0.419500 103.7 0.387096 91.1 0.440446
16 75.3 0.533681 96.3 0.416876 94.4 0.425250 102.4 0.391396 89.9 0.447609
24 73.9 0.544583 90.6 0.444272 91.0 0.442077 98.8 0.405840 85.3 0.470495
32 75.4 0.533550 93.5 0.431897 92.6 0.433518 101.6 0.396065 87.8 0.456693
40 76.7 0.523902 95.0 0.421805 94.1 0.426986 102.8 0.390580 89.9 0.447209
48 76.6 0.527543 95.3 0.421682 93.2 0.430503 102.5 0.393109 90.0 0.447190
B.5.2 OpenMP Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 3.0 13.327026 4.4 9.188553 3.6 11.260496 3.9 10.255205 3.3 11.944341
4 6.0 6.619742 8.7 4.583197 7.1 5.645896 7.8 5.106695 6.7 5.932241
8 12.0 3.329902 17.1 2.341643 14.0 2.867238 15.5 2.579233 13.4 2.991449
12 17.6 2.277227 24.4 1.637988 20.1 1.985748 22.3 1.792714 19.4 2.061593
16 22.6 1.771910 30.6 1.306876 25.6 1.562727 28.3 1.413543 24.8 1.617344
24 31.0 1.290976 39.7 1.007748 34.2 1.171568 37.4 1.069916 33.4 1.198982
32 37.0 1.082538 45.6 0.87Set23 40.3 0.992758 43.8 0.914393 39.3 1.017733
40 41.1 0.974455 47.7 0.839185 43.8 0.914398 47.5 0.843793 43.3 0.923488
48 43.5 0.919607 47.7 0.839169 45.1 0.888172 47.7 0.839543 44.9 0.891037
B.5.3 OpenMP O Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 3.0 13.330473 4.4 9.190627 3.6 11.264521 3.9 10.257759 3.3 11.944236
4 6.0 6.616026 8.7 4.583327 7.1 5.650144 7.8 5.105230 6.7 5.935132
8 12.0 3.326990 17.1 2.341998 13.9 2.870530 15.5 2.579327 13.4 2.991545
12 17.6 2.279342 24.4 1.638980 20.2 1.985796 22.3 1.792548 19.4 2.062167
16 22.6 1.771013 30.6 1.306762 25.6 1.565255 28.3 1.413561 24.8 1.617518
24 30.9 1.295008 39.8 1.007247 34.2 1.172095 37.4 1.069378 33.4 1.198145
32 37.2 1.077223 45.6 0.877640 40.3 0.993162 43.8 0.914420 39.4 1.017386
40 41.3 0.970374 47.7 0.839165 43.8 0.914377 47.5 0.843322 43.4 0.923663
48 43.6 0.919640 47.7 0.839242 45.1 0.888157 47.7 0.839204 45.0 0.890590
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B.6. Triadplus
B.5.4 OpenMP L2 Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 78.1 0.514267 116.7 0.343221 107.3 0.373966 106.0 0.378858 100.8 0.398711
4 159.2 0.252584 234.6 0.170761 215.4 0.186344 215.8 0.186120 203.3 0.199143
8 318.3 0.127168 466.3 0.087489 430.9 0.093134 436.3 0.091918 407.6 0.099791
12 465.1 0.086209 646.9 0.062095 597.6 0.067364 620.5 0.064603 576.2 0.070542
16 571.9 0.070176 682.1 0.058917 634.1 0.063141 679.7 0.059242 627.9 0.064587
24 629.4 0.063623 700.0 0.057185 649.5 0.061639 697.7 0.057686 647.5 0.062040
32 644.0 0.062923 700.7 0.057201 649.9 0.061655 698.6 0.057834 648.8 0.062111
40 644.6 0.063807 700.5 0.057855 650.6 0.061633 698.1 0.057491 649.2 0.062662
48 645.1 0.064729 699.7 0.057531 648.0 0.062618 698.5 0.057817 649.2 0.064532
B.6 Triadplus
B.6.1 SPMD Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 77.3 0.777156 100.6 0.597552 98.3 0.611996 106.5 0.564395 96.1 0.626417
4 75.9 0.798558 99.5 0.603480 97.2 0.618882 104.1 0.576921 94.3 0.638932
8 73.7 0.815835 97.1 0.620133 94.8 0.636108 101.3 0.593547 90.4 0.664705
12 74.1 0.810894 97.4 0.617631 94.8 0.635653 102.4 0.587257 90.9 0.662613
16 73.1 0.823218 94.9 0.634532 93.0 0.646868 100.6 0.598238 89.1 0.676757
24 71.2 0.845754 89.9 0.669494 89.4 0.674162 96.5 0.622623 84.9 0.708222
32 71.5 0.841369 90.6 0.664829 89.5 0.672034 97.4 0.618381 85.5 0.702746
40 71.5 0.842547 90.3 0.667955 89.1 0.676958 97.1 0.621071 85.9 0.700992
48 70.6 0.853655 89.1 0.674796 87.4 0.689903 95.6 0.629882 84.5 0.713224
B.6.2 OpenMP Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 1.8 34.043752 2.6 23.473781 2.1 29.004668 2.3 26.209680 2.0 30.478332
4 3.5 16.969317 5.1 11.713989 4.1 14.482926 4.6 13.096740 3.9 15.194248
8 7.1 8.507367 10.1 5.935371 8.2 7.318432 9.1 6.609601 7.9 7.626622
12 10.4 5.775436 14.6 4.103837 12.0 5.007043 13.3 4.528223 11.5 5.206191
16 13.5 4.459666 18.5 3.238162 15.4 3.894544 17.0 3.532297 14.9 4.031286
24 18.9 3.183200 24.7 2.425696 21.0 2.856676 23.1 2.602101 20.5 2.929970
32 23.2 2.590802 29.0 2.068947 25.4 2.359834 27.6 2.178334 24.8 2.420412
40 26.5 2.269101 31.7 1.894211 28.4 2.114156 30.6 1.962541 27.8 2.160227
48 28.3 2.126788 32.7 1.838182 29.6 2.025863 32.0 1.877023 29.4 2.044024
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B. Stream Benchmark Results
B.6.3 OpenMP O Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 1.8 34.056308 2.6 23.477022 2.1 29.000588 2.3 26.211882 2.0 30.466803
4 3.5 16.975184 5.1 11.714244 4.1 14.481058 4.6 13.101340 3.9 15.201879
8 7.0 8.516113 10.1 5.935307 8.2 7.317821 9.1 6.609382 7.9 7.627872
12 10.4 5.777698 14.6 4.103393 12.0 5.008415 13.3 4.528164 11.5 5.205164
16 13.5 4.460657 18.5 3.237388 15.4 3.895642 17.0 3.533502 14.9 4.030668
24 18.9 3.179680 24.7 2.426254 21.0 2.856805 23.1 2.602040 20.5 2.929360
32 23.2 2.586839 29.0 2.068783 25.4 2.360264 27.6 2.178507 24.8 2.419449
40 26.5 2.269700 31.7 1.893454 28.4 2.114005 30.6 1.961993 27.8 2.157894
48 28.2 2.127939 32.7 1.837713 29.7 2.025766 32.0 1.876151 29.4 2.042643
B.6.4 OpenMP L2 Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 57.3 1.050260 86.5 0.694925 80.9 0.743282 81.8 0.734588 78.5 0.765776
4 114.7 0.524753 173.5 0.346867 161.9 0.371347 164.1 0.366321 157.5 0.382737
8 341.8 0.175700 347.2 0.173077 324.7 0.185017 328.1 0.182921 316.0 0.190073
12 452.5 0.132706 514.5 0.116809 481.9 0.125273 488.7 0.122935 469.9 0.127800
16 667.4 0.090152 678.3 0.089012 632.1 0.094989 646.5 0.092957 620.4 0.097256
24 667.4 0.090152 974.6 0.061611 907.2 0.066581 941.4 0.063865 889.2 0.068438
32 873.1 0.070740 1024.4 0.058656 951.6 0.063149 1016.5 0.060712 946.1 0.064511
40 926.3 0.066619 1038.7 0.059361 964.6 0.062366 1034.4 0.058454 962.2 0.064382
48 937.5 0.067479 1045.3 0.059218 967.5 0.064958 1041.4 0.058955 965.1 0.066455
B.7 Triad2plus
B.7.1 SPMD Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 48.2 1.246583 65.7 0.915890 64.8 0.929204 68.4 0.879151 64.0 0.939473
4 47.6 1.260955 65.5 0.918034 64.5 0.934168 67.4 0.893090 63.3 0.950228
8 46.9 1.283335 64.8 0.928269 63.7 0.944308 66.5 0.904370 61.8 0.975329
12 47.1 1.277587 65.0 0.925289 63.9 0.941895 67.0 0.898966 62.1 0.967968
16 46.9 1.282735 64.4 0.934097 63.5 0.947052 66.6 0.905934 61.7 0.975833
24 46.3 1.299428 63.3 0.948570 62.7 0.960781 65.5 0.918910 60.4 0.997662
32 46.5 1.296311 63.4 0.949067 62.8 0.959253 65.8 0.914645 60.7 0.992232
40 46.6 1.293106 63.4 0.949966 62.8 0.957577 65.8 0.914283 61.0 0.987786
48 46.3 1.299847 63.1 0.953272 62.4 0.964618 65.4 0.920161 60.6 0.993618
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B.7. Triad2plus
B.7.2 OpenMP Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 0.6 105.903492 0.8 73.356179 0.7 90.228898 0.7 81.349673 0.6 94.609974
4 1.1 53.027781 1.6 36.688739 1.3 45.257900 1.5 40.752101 1.3 47.320804
8 2.3 26.552218 3.2 18.528727 2.6 22.715467 2.9 20.496776 2.5 23.738731
12 3.4 17.839710 4.8 12.620123 3.9 15.364619 4.3 13.880404 3.7 16.043412
16 4.4 13.603289 6.1 9.799190 5.1 11.799745 5.6 10.696685 4.9 12.289935
24 6.3 9.500186 8.5 7.101675 7.2 8.389655 7.8 7.649669 6.9 8.680283
32 7.9 7.561728 10.3 5.835549 8.9 6.750112 9.7 6.210379 8.6 6.969449
40 9.3 6.434221 11.6 5.164972 10.2 5.867442 11.0 5.432676 10.0 6.027160
48 10.4 5.800034 12.3 4.868205 11.0 5.437250 11.9 5.038953 11.0 5.4Set328
B.7.3 OpenMP O Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 0.6 105.836510 0.8 73.377993 0.7 90.252416 0.7 81.370073 0.6 94.596363
4 1.1 52.956525 1.6 36.696213 1.3 45.266656 1.5 40.758725 1.3 47.358667
8 2.3 26.521742 3.2 18.534344 2.6 22.717782 2.9 20.502107 2.5 23.750263
12 3.4 17.822047 4.8 12.620852 3.9 15.365757 4.3 13.882999 3.7 16.049227
16 4.4 13.584448 6.1 9.799956 5.1 11.800398 5.6 10.702506 4.9 12.295637
24 6.3 9.491250 8.4 7.103745 7.2 8.390989 7.8 7.651425 6.9 8.681139
32 8.0 7.543438 10.3 5.835968 8.9 6.750422 9.7 6.211053 8.6 6.971946
40 9.3 6.435855 11.6 5.166008 10.2 5.867692 11.0 5.433062 10.0 6.025467
48 10.3 5.803137 12.3 4.868988 11.0 5.437473 11.9 5.038363 11.0 5.479164
B.7.4 OpenMP L2 Implementation
Set0 Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4
# MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec MB/s Sec
2 23.0 2.611984 34.7 1.730257 33.7 1.782386 33.7 1.783209 33.4 1.800523
4 46.0 1.307121 69.4 0.866659 67.3 0.892631 67.1 0.895883 66.7 0.900482
8 92.0 0.654370 138.6 0.433328 134.3 0.448240 133.9 0.448345 133.4 0.450792
12 137.8 0.435884 207.3 0.290576 200.9 0.298912 200.3 0.300155 199.5 0.301485
16 183.3 0.328338 275.3 0.218111 266.9 0.225884 266.5 0.225745 265.2 0.227516
24 273.2 0.220770 409.7 0.146491 397.7 0.150991 397.3 0.151277 395.0 0.152716
32 362.0 0.166051 540.4 0.111194 526.2 0.114152 527.5 0.114366 520.1 0.115517
40 448.9 0.133831 664.7 0.090378 649.9 0.092427 654.8 0.091802 639.6 0.094311
48 534.2 0.112430 784.9 0.076581 758.2 0.079439 776.3 0.078120 750.7 0.080010
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Appendix C
OpenMP History
This appendix shows the nice graphic that published by [232] to depict the history of
the OpenMP specifications.
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C/C++
Unified
Fortran
TaskingLoop Parallelization Heterogeneity
Vendors provide similar but different solutions for loop parallelism, causing portability and maintenance problems.
OpenMP ARB Membership Evolution Permanent ARB Auxiliary ARB Members OpenMP Google Scholar Hits
cOMPunity, the group 
of OpenMP users, is 
formed, and organizes 
workshops on OpenMP 
in North America, 
Europe, and Asia. 
2.0
The OpenMP ARB 
reaches 15 members of 
which 5 are supercom-
puting centers. This 
mixture of vendors and 
users is a trademark of 
OpenMP’s cooperative 
style of operation.
OpenMP releases its 
first Technical Report 
that outlines how 
accelerator and 
coprocessor devices 
will be handled.
OpenMP gears toward 
version 4.1 and 5.0. 
Topics under 
discussion include 
more support for 
heterogeneous 
systems, 
improvements to the 
tasking model, 
support for 
transactional memory, 
data affinity, and 
interoperability with 
other programming 
models.
Minor 
clarifications.
1.1
Begin discussions 
about adding task 
parallelism to OpenMP.
1997    1998    1999    2000    2001    2002    2003    2004    2005    2006    2007    2008    2009    2010    2011    2012    2013    2014
1997    1998    1999    2000    2001    2002    2003    2004    2005    2006    2007    2008    2009    2010    2011    2012    2013    2014
Merger of 
Fortran and C/C++ 
specifications begins.
2.0
In spring 7 vendors, 
Intel, and DOE agree 
on the spelling of 
parallel loop and form 
the OpenMP ARB. By 
October, version 1.0 
of the OpenMP 
specification for 
Fortran is released. 
1.0
First hybrid 
applications with 
MPI* and 
OpenMP appear. 
1.0
Unified C/C++ and 
Fortran: Bigger than 
both individual 
specifications 
combined. The first 
International Workshop 
on OpenMP is held. It 
becomes a major forum 
for users to interact 
with vendors.
2.5
Incorporates 
task parallelism—a hard 
problem as OpenMP 
struggles to maintain 
its thread-based nature, 
while accommodating 
the dynamic nature 
of tasking.
3.0
Supports min./max. 
reductions in C/C++
3.1
Supports accelerator/ 
coprocessor devices, 
SIMD parallelism, 
thread affinity, and 
more. Expands 
OpenMP beyond its 
traditional boundaries.
4.0
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Figure C.1: The History of OpenMP
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